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ADVERTISEMENTS.

REPUBLICANS GATHERING,

Of those 24 new cases
steamer "sailed.
since the.l&st advices, 15 resulted fatally.
has been 44 deaths.' 5
there
Of the 58 cases

REUBEN Ail) ELISHA.

FROZEN CKAKBËRK1ES.

New York's State Convention Will lie

Growers Were

Unprepared
Snap.

For

Most Harmonious.
Harvest

PLATFORM WILL· CONTAIN A COM-

good looking

suit

and an'extra one
because it's
guaranteed to wear.
There are concerns that make handsome and dura bio suits, make them
■with a view to futuro sales, consequently turn out the host suits it is

MOST CRATEFDL

possible

to produce for the money.
That's the sort of a Boy's Suit we
sell.
We said SELL, for we're selling lots of them, and each suit that
goes
more

out of the store brings one
customers for our

or

And

of

Comforting

Warming

Boy's Clothing.
We 're not content to sit down and have
clothing house representatives tell
us '.what is in the markot, we go out
and look for ourselves. There's hardly
a day that something new does not
reach
this department.
Here are
these Junior

Suits for instance that
our buyor unearthed :

SANFORD'S GINGER
quenches thirst, warms and
strengthens weak stomachs, promotes digestion, prevents chills,
destroys disease germs in water

This

morning

shall place on sale 300
stamped and fringed TKAY

all linen

we

drunk, and protects the system
from malarial influences.
of

among its ingredients the purest
medicinal French brandy and the beet of

Containing

imported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
often dangerous gingers urged as substitutes.
and look for
Ask for SANFORD'S GINGER

owl trade mark on the wrapper.
where. Potter Drug and Chev.

CLOTHES, ,ljSi27.

These are the pretcloths you ever saw for 25c, but
our priee is only 19c each.

Junior

Suits, ages 3 to 8 years. Among
them are several Duplex Suits, the
latter two suits in one. When closed
it's a Double Breasted Reefer Suit,
and is a preventative from Dampness
and

cold.

When

open it's

a

Fancy

Suit.
Perfect fit and style
in either. Prices $4.50, $5.00.
Junior
Cnlnmbns.

White Sfcnrp

Snlir.nl Suit.

«.11

wool, in gray mixtures and brown,
doublo seat and knee. The best suit
on
earth for the price, $5.00.
Ask
for it.
Kilts. The only complete line of Kilts
in Portland. Don't miss eeeing them.
Ages 2 1-2 to S years, several styles,

Sold everyCorp., Sole

Proprietors, Boston.
SPECIAL·

tiest

NOTICES^

CARPET CLEANSING
Scouring,

Or Steam

A process for Woolen Carpete, Bugs, Mats,
Which cleanses without beating, restores the
or to original brilliancy, at

Ac.
col.

FOREST CITY

FOSTER'S

HOUSE

DYE

AND STEAM

Carpet Cleaning Works,
Telephone

ύ o dmvu

Connection·

13.50 to $7.00.

Boy's

Reefer Suits, ages 4
9
years,
brand
sailor collar trimmed with
braid, the correct thing for school
wear, $3.87 to $7.00.

Boy's Long Pant Suits. 15 to 19, $5 to
$13.50.

Coats,

3 to 8 years, in blue Cheviots,
handsomely trimmed for $4.
Same in long cape trimmed
with

hraid, $5.

Very

handsome

Overcoats,

double cape, $6.
Boy's Chinchilla

brown

JB ox

Co»

mixed,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, Ν. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped liote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WES1E1 BENNES, Manager.

Ieb21

Reefers,

ages

TuThtfW&lp

years $2.75, $4, $5.

Novelty

Skirts

in

light

THE NEW

colors, $2.25.
Black Serge Skirts, $3.98.
Blue Serge Skirts $3.
Black Brocade, Black Novelty and Black
Crepon Skirts, $6.50.

HOT WATER
BOTTLE.

:

and medium

California

Blankets with beautiful

fancy borders, in light blue, old gold
and rose, $6.
11-4 California Blankets at $5.
11-4 All Wool White Blankets, $4.
11-4 All Wool White Blankets, $3.75.
11-4 White Blankets, $2.50.
11-4 White Blankets, $1.25.
11-4 White Blankets, 98c.
10-4 White Blankets. 39e.

a

regular attendant at state conventions

presence aroused some comment
F. Tracy, ex-secretary of the
The state
avy, arrived this evening.
committee met this evening and comand his

Benjamin

pleted

its

preliminary

work. The contest-

ing delegations from New York oity were
turned down in a bunch by a vote of 27
to 8 and

regular delegations

Tlia nnmmiffoQ

τι u τη

«il

were

seated.

(ΊηπστρεΑηυιη

.Τ

S. Sherman for temporary chairman of
the convention.
State Senator Lexow will be permanent
chairman of the convention. Depew in a
speech before the State Ropublican
said tho
Éditorial association, tonight,
decided stand
convention should take a
Piatt had a
011 the Excise
question.
private conference with Congressman
Sherman and Lexow. He also had a talk
with Hamilton Fish, who has charge of
This document was furtlie platform.
nished late tonight. It was learned that
it contains an Excise plank which is a
compromise affair, and that it is hoped
that will not displease anyone. The platthe Ropublican
denounce
will
form
Senators who voted with the Domoorats
at Albany last winter.
USED

DYNAMITE.

Insurgents Terrify tbe Spanish
Troops by Exploding Alines—Λ Deserter

Cuban

Executed.

Havana, September 16.—A dispatch
from Santa Clara says that tho insurgent
leader Serafln Sanchez sent a squad of
thirteen men with orders to destroy the
The
village of Punta Alegre by fire.
attempted to execute the order, but

squad
were

not

successful and

wore

driven

forced to retreat after a sharp fight
in which many of their number were
The government
killed and wounded.
loss is five killed and three wounded.
were

(Special Correspondence

Made from Metal, is oval In form
and covered with flannel.

its

committee has headquarters at Congress
Piatt is
hall, but it is almost deserted.
and that big
at £ho United States hotel,
hosterly is jammed to the roof. Chauncey
He is not
M. Depow arrived at 5 p. m.

advantages:

of

the

United

Press. )

7, via
5 Santiago de Cuba, September
Key West, Florida, September 16.—In an
the
between
Spanish
engagement
in
Macco
Joso

Colonel Cannelas and
Santa Maria Savinge near Ramon De
Las Yaguas, August 31, tho rebels pre2
pared more tliau sixty holes filled with
3
dynamite on different roads tho troops
When the engagement was
had to pass.
4
over, tho Spanish regiment marched past
5
Keeps hot longer.
the
one trap and
dynamite exploded,
6
Wears longer.
blowing to pieces, Lieut. Francisco Ruiz,
and thirteen
Romero,
Captain Grêgorio
soldiers. When the troops saw this they
were so filled with terror that the entire
iinmnanv
to the rebels and rewith them.
maiiied
During the engageHAVE 1HEM.
ment between the Spanish lien. Linares
and rebel leader Rubi in Descanao Delà
Muerto, near Kemanaguas. the Spaniards
took a Spanish soldier prisoner who had
joined the insurgents at tho beginning of
is
His name
Pedro
tho revolution.
Rovira Esterez. He belonged to a regiment of Havana. Ho was brought to this
city, tried by court martial and sentenced
Ho was shot this morning in
to death.
CITY OF PORTLAND.
front of the
slaughtor house in the
of
all the troops in the city. He
)
Office,
Treasurer's
presence
was so weak that ho had to be taken to
September 10, 1895. I
VOTICE t« hereby given that the tax bills for the place of execution in a carriage. This
me
-1"
to
committed
beeu
the year 1895 have
is the first execution of a rebel in this
with a warrant for tile collection of the same. city. Ho was taken prisoner
because
a
of
the
ordinance
In accordance with an
city
during the engagement he went into the
Discount of One Per Cent
Spanish ranks to obtain arms and killed
a Spanish lieutenant and Cuban mulatto.
will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31st interest will be To Restore Temporal Power of the l'ope,
charged at the rate of β per cent annum.
Cardinal
London,
September 16.
GEORGE H. LIBBV.
Vaughan's secretary has informed the
Treasurer ana Collector,
Press
United
dtd
reporter today that he had
sepll
heard absolutely nothing ;in regard to
the Daily
the document published in
Telegraph which ί assorted.tliaCthe Vatiestaband
Italian
had
can
government
DE lished a^modus vivendi whereby the govREPORT OF THE
ernment shall cede to tho Papacy a tract
OF FRANCE.
of Italian territory with a free seaport,
thus restoring tho temporal power of the
in consideration
of '-00,000,000
Popo,
subpounds sterling raised by universal
scriptions, which would redeem the Italian
exchequer from Bankruptcy. The
secretary expressed the opinion that tho
statement was ridiculous and declared
he did not believe a word of it.
1

Doesn't leak.
Will stand boiling water.
More easily filled.
More surface.

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St.,

Puffs.
Puffs, pure silk covers in light
tints, filled with selected down, The
price does not convey any idea of
their elegance.
$19 each.
Down Puffs, imported Sateen covers filled
Down

with fair

—OÏ\=

RUBBER.

ITS CONSTRUCTION.

Blankets.
11-4

A HI VAL
:

was

away.
Six hundred rebels made an attaok a
day or two ago upon a plantation at
Altamara whero a force of government
The insurgents
troops were stationed.

8 to 8

Dress Skirts.

for Thomas CJ. Piatt Strong as
his position last year it is stronger
today. The anti-Platt people who talked
of putting J. S. Fassett's name bofore
been retho house for chairman have
state
The
bulie-1 by Fassett himself.

victory

119

PApfit β ox/ .Middle
_l§t.
^WOK*;^/,

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,

Boy's Overcoats.
Gape

(ΰ&,β CO/l -IN II—Ak
Paper) ON/uiAuto/

will vote according to the proand the
convention will go
most
down
in history as one of
the
It is a great
harmonious on record.

quality

of down. Great value
at $5, our price this week, $3.98.
Down Puffs, Silkoline covers in light
shades, 72x72,
tacked, ruffle round
puff, $2.25 each.
Quality X Puff, 11-4 in 'size, Silkoline
covers in pink and blue, wool filling,
$2.50.

Quality Ζ Puff,11-4 American Sateen covers, Allied with seafoam batts, large
variety of colorings, with or without
border, $2.98 each.
Sateen Puffs full size, $2.50
Sateen Puffs, full size, $2.00
Sateen Puffs, full size, $1.(59
Sateen Puffs, full size, $1.39
Sateen Puffs, full size, $1.25
Sateen Puffs, fulll size, .98
Above goods are made expressly for us.

TAXES FOR 1895.

—

ACADÉMIE

MÉDECINE

IS

"THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS."

Wliite

Store,

ACADÉMIE DE
MÉDECINE OF FRANCE
OF

516

Congress

St.

Lion Will Roar.

London. September 10.—Mr. Green, ΛΙ.
an
important
THE RESULTS OF THE P., publishes a letter from
saying the
English official in Uganda, offioer
who
«
INVESTIGATIONS
RECENT
Major Lothair, the BelgianBritish trader
the
IN PARIS AN!) THE REPORT order tho execution of
Stokes
of air.

THE

Stokes,

shot

hundreds

of Mr.Stokes
porters, besides seizing all
ivory and baggage.
Increasing in Honolulu.

s

Cholera
HA VE PLACED APOI.LINARIS
10.— The
San
Francisco, September
Burned at Sea.
WATER AT THE HEAD OF steamer City of Rio Jaueiro arrived from
this morning.
London, September 1β.—The British ALL
WATERS the Orient via Honolulu no communiTHE
She is now in quarantine,
fhip Hart field, Captain Lang, from the
with the
allowed
PURITY cation whatever being
Clyde June 21 for Table Bay, caught fire EXAMINED FOR
brings only one passenger.
The British brig
She
shore.
at sea and was burned.
FROM
who boarded
AND * FREEDOM
Invercauld picked up a party of the HartQuarantine Officer Chalers,
have been oS cholera
«
5
landed them at Cape DISEASE GERMS.
the Rio states there
field's crew and
the date the
8th
Inst,
the
cases
up to
Town. iiine of the crew are missing.

Bernlieiiu, Bauer

& Co.'s Liabilities

Are $750,000..
CREDITORS ACCEPT AN 01TER TO

REUBEN SUES ELISHA IN A CASE

Ripen,

J BID FAILURE.

SEMI-CENTENNIAL.

Ber.

There is

gramme.

It

a

FORTY YEARS OLD.

roperts received here this morning from
Mashpoe, one of the ohief cranberry-grow-

delegates

Stomachics is

as

ing districts in this part of the county,
state that there was a heavy frost there
K°
Senator at an early hour this morning, and that
the cranberry crop has
L.exow Will Be Permanent Chairman of over one-half of
been ruined by its damaging effects.
the Convention,
The frost also struck some of the big
Saratoga, Ν. Y., September 16.- On the bogs in the vicinity of Wakeley lake and
evening of the Republican State conven- South Sandwich, and the loss to the
tion tliore is
nothing in sight but growers within a radius of Ave miles of
The entire drift of opinion
harmony.
Mashpee will be enormous. In the Mash
here is toward the old ticket, and 110 one
pee village the mercury went down to
is swimming against the stream.
The
and ice formed in many
Stronger Than Ever aud
Opposition to Him—State

If either is lacking
durability another.
in the Boy's Suit shown you, don't
buy it. Don't pay one price for a

riea Were Slow to

Sandwich, September 16.—Fragmentary

PROMISE EXCISE PLANK.

Piatt is

Brothers of Four Score, Parties to
Law Suit.

Will Aggregate Lets Than One-

Third—Picking Hardly Begun,

BEAUTY IS ONE THING,

the

Cold

principal witness for the plaintiff and so
when he fainted during the cross-examination, the telling of the story of cho
ownership of the cow was interrupted.
the
is
Another case ou the docket
breach of promise suit entered
against
Alva Walte by Miss Mabel Davis of Jay,
who
alleges that after she had her
wedding outfit all made, Waito married
another young woman.
Those cases are all on tho dooket, but
of course may not be heard at this term.

It lias

Keen Tried Twice

and Is Now lie-

Court—A Glance Ht the

fore the

I.aw

Franklin

County Docket—Mrs.Barker's

Lawrence

Yersary in

[special

to the

press.!

Farmington, September 16.—The courts
of this state probably never dealt with

a

Royal

PAY 40 PER CENT

Manner.

Today Will He the Great Day—Gov. Greenhalge in Attendance and the City Full
of Visitors.

Lawrence,

Cow.

Celebrates Its SOtli Aiini-

The Firm

Was One of New York's Largest

Wholesale

Clothing

Should Hare Stopped

Mass.,

September 16.—The

Years

of Lawrence is all dressedjup In its
tho
semi-centennial
best clothes and
started off finely.
Bright and early the
celebration began.
Tuesday .wil be the

D«aleri-Tb«j
Business Three

Ago.

city

New York, September 16.—A large
meeting of the creditors of Bernhftim,
Bauer & Co., the wholesale dealers, Nos.
6 to 12 West Third street, was held today.
that
It
is
ostimated
25,fully
day.
big
Nathaniel Myers, as attorney for the
000 strangers will bo here.
firm stated to the creditors that the frm

another case quite like one now pending
before the Law court after two trials in
this county. Dickens might havo made a
Tho 'publio schools close and on Tuesshould
keve
thirty degrees,
was in a bad way and
of a novel of it. I The suit origi- day a general holiday will .be'observed.
chapter
of
an
thick.
a
inch
places nearly quarter
three years ago, butjdid
and it Gov. Greenhalge is here and'Ljeut. ^Gov. stopped business
the
nated
in
before
the
war,
days
There are a number of bogs in the
The firm
not have the courage to do so.
was then pigeonholed for nearly forty Wolcott.
Govornor Greenhalge arrived on
centre of Mashpee village and in nearly
off the bank and
to pay
undertook
the
are
met
brothors
who
was
two
and
while
the
from
the 9.10 train
Lowell,
years,
every instance the crops were entirely decroditors
merchandise
by borrowing
parties to it grow to bo very old men. It at the station by a delegation from the
stroyed. The growers were entirol.v unfrom relatives and friends, »ud
out of a small matter in itself, and city government and escorted to the opera money
grew
prepared for frost and many of them who that seems to have been the effort of one
would have done so if matters had
gone
The
house.
programme was: Music,
have a good supply of water in readiness
Bi the past three ye»rs
brother to help the other. Now, however, orchestra, 9 45 o'clock ; president of day, one-third right.
for such an emergency awoke this mornit lost immense sums in business and
they difler widely as to the transactions Mayor Rutter, calls the meeting to order,
ing to find their crops lost.
It lost $150,000 in the concern
Cranbeiry picking had hardly bfgun on of nearly half a century ago, and so havo 10 o'clock;|music,* chorus; prayer, chap- outside.
in the electric light· plant
most of the bogs, as this seasou the fruit taken their affairs to
court, the ono as lain of tho day, Rev. W. E. Wolcott; ad- here, $130,000
has not ripened as quickly as in former
Rut- in this city, $50,000 in a concern in New
of
Mayor
dress
welcome,
presldont,
defendant.
other
as
tho
years, in consequence of which very few plaintiff,
music ; Orleans, and $40,000 in St. Louis, besides
whon ter; response, Gov. Greonhalge ;
It was thirty-eight years ago
growers had begun to harvest their crops.
J. H. Katon; anniversary poem, bad debts. Tho Arm let the loss fall upej
oration,
a
in
At Newton,
large canberry growing Elisha G. Jones of Strong, then a man
Miss Emily G.Wetherbee, music; address,
district near Osterville, it is stated that the
the family creditors, giving up the asset*
primo of life, was sued by a store- Hon. Daniel Saunders, ex-mayor of Lawaround
the frost was severo and in and
of "America," audienoe, to the banks and merchandise creditors.
a
for
rence;
singing
recover
to
who
Î30.80
keeper
sought
the place there aro evidenoe of its damage.
led by rthe chorus and tho band; beuedic- The banks, after putting an expert on the
Mashpee, however, seems to have been bill of goods which he alleged that Elisha tion, chaplain.
books agreed with one exception to aocept
more seriously affected than any other had
An execution
bought at his store.
It was expected that Bishop William
district yet heard from. At Cedar Swamp
Mr.
obtained Lawrence would deliver an address at the a compromise at forty per cent.
on
a
was
issued
judgment
that
and Halfway Ponds It is reported
but he will speak,^instead, Myers started the liaDilities were #755,000,
house,
of
opera
amount
the
for
the
the
debtor
also
how
struck
the
but
the frost
against
bogs,
in the evening.
of which 375,000 was to five banks, $275,seriously they wore damaged is not bill and 18.45 for costs and being unable
Essex street presents a pioture beautiful
of the family and $105,000
stated.
found
himElisha
to pay,the unfortunate
All tho buildings are draped 000 to members
to
behold.
With the frost of June 1 and last night
nnlni-e
TTliicr« find Am- for merchandise assets and $210,000 for
had a brother who
in
Elisha
self
prison.
of
Cod
cranberaccounts.
The
the aggregate crop
Cape
blematic shields are soen nearly every- stock and outstanding
came to
has been greatly rcduced and It is was forehanded, and this brothor
ries
univer- firm he mid. turned over the outstandon the'street, and it is the
where
on Elislia's
went
bond,
resnue
and
the
likely that the crop wlll'not exceed that thus
the city never before ing aooounta to protect the money on
that
Elisha sal opinion
opening the prison doors.
Ul
juwi,
deposit from the orphans, institution and
are
still living, presented suoh an attractive appearance.
Reuben
his
brother
and
was
harvested.
to (100,000.
On behalf
the
of
;
aggregate crop
The public buildings are all artistically others amounting
The berries in this vicinity ripen very
station of the firm, Mr. Myers made an offer to
The
hall,
police
city
which
decorated.
In
the
over
years
eighty-six.
creditors forty per
slowly, and many of the growers who ing
high and Oliver sohools pay the merchandise
the days when Elisha buildings, the
started to harvest last week had postponed have passed since
in six, eight, ten and twelve months.
tho execu- are covered with rich banners and highly cent
it for another week or 10 days but last was sued by the storekeeper,
Those present agreed to aocept the settlehas remained in force
against him colored bunting.
night's frost has given them all a scare, tion
in
court house opposite the city hall ment offerca.
The
do
not
Elisha
and
Reuben
but
agroe
and
harvesting from this out will be
their stories concerning it and they have has a large shield representing the seal
UNITED WORKMEN CELEBRATE·
prosecuted with the greatest haste.
Reuben of the Commonwealth draped in approboth told these stories in court.
In front is an overhanging
on priate colors.
went
claims that when in 1857 ho
Sebago Lake Dedication Poet poned.
Elisha's poor debtor's bond and helped arch ; Chinese lantern add to the soene, Supreme Foreman Tate Given an EntkmU
[SPECIAL TO TH» PRESS.]
him adjust his difficulty with the store- and under the artistic hand of'Janitor
astic Reception at Gardiner.
is one of the most
keeper, the execution was assigned to King the building
10.—The
dedication
Sebago, September
Essex
Sav:
The
in
the
city.
he
attractive
in
so
hini and
September, 1893,
of Sebago Potter Academy building is brought suit against his brother to re- ings bank, the Odd Fellows' blook, tin)
Gardiner September 16.—Dirigo Lodge,
building and the Appleton
postponed from Saturday,the 21st, until cover the amount due and interest. The Bay State
U. W., of this'city, has been
have beautiful designs, while a No.Jl, A. O.
case was first tried in the following year block
that
State
so
the
Superin23d,
Monday,
Central
time
west
the
some
to
for
he
the
past making extensive
how
little
towering
the
cold
Iteubon
then
and
jurors
tendent Stetson can be present. Lewellyn
had helped Elisha and had not been paid. building with its gay colors adds splen- preparations for an immense public meetto
ia
At
street,
of Portland
Hampshire
Barton
also'expected
Elisha's counsel claimed that the plain- dor to the scene
in honor of the'ivisit to'this city "of
Common street, large brick ing
There will be a ilag raising in till liau not made out a case and moved corner of
be here.
G. Tate of Lincoln, Neb.,Supreme
Rows
Mr.
J.
are
This
draped.
beautifully
the
so
instruct
buildings
in
afternoon
the
jury.
the forenoon, speeches
that;thelcourt„
illuminate the Foreman of the Supreme Lodge, A.O. U.
a
incandescent lights
and
of
and a concert in the evening to raise motion the court entertained
a
all
have
pleas- W. of the United States and Canada.
a piano for the school, verdict was accordingly rendered for the scene. The decorations
funds to buy
uniformity. In the centre of the Mr Tate arrived this afternoon and was
defendant. Whereupon Reuben filed ex- ing
Tuesday evening, the 17th.
Essex street.hangs
law
facing
to
tho
went
Saunders'block,
the
matter
and
ceptions
Daniel Sannders, the tendered a reception in the parlors of the
court which found in his favor and or- a large portrait of
Trupped by Decoy Letter·.
as founder of Lawrenoe.
a new trial, the decision
dered
being
Evans Hotel from 7 to 8 this evening, af[special to the fkess.]
follows: "It has nover in this state been
ter which he proceeded to the Coliseum
The Durrant Murder Trial,
on
a
for
debt
an
action
16.—George
to
defence
a
judgSeptember
Cherryfleld,
audience gathered,
where an immense
debtor has been
San Francisco, September 16.—When
Crandon, Jr., eighteen years old, a son ment that the judgment issued on the
members of the order
execution
on an
many
arrested
case including
Durrant
the
in
court
the
opened
of the postmaster at Columbia Falls, was
were dejudgment and been liberated from arrest this morning Miss Lanaghan, a student from out of town. Addresses
arrested today by Postofflce Inspectors by giving a poor debtor bond and disby Supreme Foreman Tate and
at the Normal school, was called tojthe livered
White and Snow on the charge of robbing closing thereon. Thero is no illegality in stand and testified that shortly after 3 Mr. George F. Higgins of Providence,
He will be arraigned before a purchase of a judgment by one who the afternoon of the 3d of April she saw R.
I., grand master workman of the
the mails.
the United States commissioner at Ells- was surety of the judgment debtor on a Miss Lament and Theodore Durrant side Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. Among
Ho poor debtor's bond given by the latter Ion
prominent members of the order
worth tomorrow for examination.
by side on a dummy of a Powell street other
were E. J. Danforth
an execution issuod thereon."
was trapped by docoy letters
She identified the blaok dress and from out of town
car.
So Reuben and Elisha were at the start- hat produced as the ones worn by Miss of Skowhegan, Grand Supervisor of
Would Not Heed the Warnlnfr.
of Augusta;
ing point again and the case was tried a Lamont at the time. On cross-examina- Maine; Hon. A. J. Andrews
Phelan of Waldoboro. MonaLynchburg, Va., September 16.—The second time at the term of court last tion sho said "she did not see Durrant's Rev. D. B.
orchestra furnished elegant music,
lieubon again told his story
to Atlanta February.
fast mail from Washington
picture in a paper, but identified him at iian's the
Winthrop street quartette of
a
small of the transaction and Elisha told his, the City Hall. At that time no effort and
ran into a wagon at Lawyers,
selections.
claim
had
Reuben
that
any
mix Durrant with other Augusta rendered several line
was made to
nation 150 miles south of this city this denying
tho jury
Dickinson, the counsel for the
evening. A man supposed to be Joseph against him and explaining to
persons.
BE
MADEADVANCE MAY SOON
Callahan, two women and two children, that while he recollected that the affair defense, compared her'testimony given at
after the
examination with that givwere in the vehicle and all wore killed as had been settled he could not
preliminary
It is said Callahan
was lapse of nearly forty years till just how. en today and found it the same.
was the horse.
New Bedford Workers and Employer·
warned not to cross the track as the Elisha also denied that he had tried to
Meet In Conference,
Forty Prominent Citizens Indicted.
very
rapidly but avoid Reuben when his brother had come
train was running
to talk the matter over with
him, for
wou Id not heed the warning.
1&—A
Kansas City. Mo., September
that
when
Reuben had told the jury
O. T., says great exfNew Bedford, Mass., September 16i
THE WEATHER.
Elisha saw him coining Elisha had run special from Porry,
exists at Pawnee, 30 miles east The manufacturers' and spinners' comcitement
down a steep bank and disappeared, from
the indictments found
here over
headed by Secretary Ross, held
mittee
which it is evident that the two
grey of
Generally Fair.
officials and
lawyers of the
haired brothers have not been cordial to against
on the wage question last:
a conference
the
for
government
defrauding
September 16.—Forecast one another. The jury struggled with county
Washington,
a half this afterinof
about
number
one"hour>nd
on
The
pensions
ing
pensions.
Generally fair; the case a long time and finally returned creased
for Tuesday for Maine:
at Pawnee wonderfully in the noon.
The meeting was harmonious. At
the defendant' and then
for
a verdict
inwarmer
in
the
southwesterly winds;
months, and Special Agent its close Secretary Ross said "The manReuben again appealed to the law court Dast six
That Laferty has been'investigating for several
terior.
with a motion "for a new trial.
months.
Saturday
night the grand jury ufacturer's do not think from the presBoston, September 16.—Local foreoast motion has not been decided, but should
40
indiotments
returned
against promi- ent state of the market they can make
holden
tho
of
to
bo
term
court
Cloudy; generally fair, it be before
for Tuesday:
of Pawnee county,
here this mouth, the caso of the aged nent men and officials
restoration of wages at present.
those any
winds.
arrested.
were
southwest
three
Among
warmer
brothers might bo again tried and this and
-** ΤΤ,ΙΙ
1
They
gave us to understand they are very
AND
UKNtime it would come before Chief Justice
WEATHER CONDITIONS
of improvement that will justify
hopeful
known Indian lawyer ; 4-1
a
well
J.
Weeks,
1
wnlririlf »« ArtrflTlPft 1Π
thfl ΙΊΡΑΓ
whose
iather-in-law
the
Peters by
original
EKAL FORECAST.
The case Peter J. Muirer, a pension agent, ϋ
execution was issued in 1857.
future. It is thought the price of ootton
is
on
the
South
high
The barometer
of Jones vs. Jones also attracts attention
notch for tho
Attempts to fïurn the Salmon Falls Hotel. has nearly re-ichedjthe top an advance
event
Atlantic coast and low in the St. Law- here from the fact that the aged litigants
and in that
present,
16.—
Ν.
two
of
the
Salmon Falls,
Η., September
brightest
It are represented by
rence valley and extreme Northwest.
may soon be made.
lawyers at the Franklin bar, H. L. Whit- At 7.40 Sunday night Are was discovered
It is not yet known whother the operahas fallen slightly north of the Lake comb, Esq., represents tho plaintiff, and in a room in the third story of the Saltives will strike or wait tor the promised
the
Gulf
States
and
on
the
exS. Clifford Belcher, Esq., the defendant. mon Falls hotel, but it was soon
regions, in
advance.
Pacific coast, and has fallen deoidedly on Reuben lives in Farmington a few miles tinguished. At 11 o'clock another room
The spinners' union will meet tomorin
Elisha
still
on the same floor,
the
lives
from
distance
village.
some
away
row night to talk over the subject
the Atlantic coast and at the northern
This was soon
Strong, and each of them is a vigorous, was found to be ablaze.
the subdued, but not until the house was
While
Rocky Mountain stations. Light showers well preserved eld man.
A Peck of Trouble.
have prevailed from tho Middle Atlantic original amount of the execution is not damaged by fire and water to the extent
New
September 16—The officers
Haven,
thin
the
interest
it
would
An
with
least
at
investigation
added,
the
large,
of
to
$3000.y
contral Mississippi
coast, westward
Peck which left New
make a tidy little sum. It is alleged that morning showed that both fires were of of the steamer Rich
valley, on tho Gulf coast and in Tennes- in the forty years, the affairs of tho an incendiary origin. It was found that York at 3.30 this afternoon for New
an
It is warmer except in the Southern brothers have changed in condition, and the plastering had been pulled off the Haven, report her in collision with
see.
unknown schooner in East Rivor just
and
the
laths
and
now Elisha who is forehanded,
it
that
is
the
commode
the
of
where
remained
back
temperature
States,
Peck's
The
the dock.
while Reuben is poor.
studding saturated with kerosene. Aftor after leaving
of
nearly stationary.
court
here
will the first fire the proprietor and family officers coulu not estimate the amount
The fall term of
It is not moved out, leaving it unoccupied.
The damage to the schooner.
probably last about ten days.
be
tried. second Are evidently originated in a
known just what cases will
I.ocal Weather Report.
Investigation a Farce.
Mrs. Lizzie M. Stowell is under bonds to closct. In another closet was found four
Portland, Me., September 1&—The local appear before the grand jury on a charge comforters .saturated with kerosene. The
September 16.—The Times toLondon,
Weather Bureau office records as to the that she aided tho prisoners who escaped hotel and contonts were insured for morrow will publish a despatch from
the
from the Farmington jail last
spring. $0700.
weather the following :
Shanghai saying the Chineseofregard
Mrs. Stowell, it will;be remembered, was
Christians
ther■inquiry in to the massacre have
8 a.
m.—Barometer,
30.175;
Fellows.
of
Odd
aocused of having passod the key to the
and
Sovereign I,odse
begun
at Kuchon as a mockery,
mometer, 48.0; dew point, 40.0; humidity, jail door through the hole in the wall
without consultAtlantic
City, N. J., September 16.— to release the prisoners
73.0; wind, SW; velooity, 8; weather, used for handing in the prisoner's meals
consul.
British
the
session of the Sovereign ing
threatening.
Three The 71st annual
and known as tno "bread hole."
therFellows convened hero toin.—Barometer,
8 p.
29.970;
re- Lodge of Odd
whom two were
men escaped of
H.
dew
Master Dr. Wm.
Grand
Past
point·, 49.0; humidity,
mometer, 57.0;
The man who got away Is day.
Izand of Camdon, master of ceremonies.
74 0; wind, Î3W ; velocity, 9; weather, captured.
Lake, who is accused of stealing a torso
from
were
present
cloudy.
and carriage from the
keeper of a livery Kepresentatives
The session
state in the Union.
Moan daily thermometer, 53.0; maxi- stable here. Should the
grand jury indict every
the
with
grand
by
chapmum thermometer, 63.0; minimum therprayer
Mrs. Stowell she will be tried at this opened
delivered an address
mometer, 43.0; maximum velocity of term.
Mrs.
Stowell became by lier lain,and Mayor Stoy
Several responses were
wind, 16, SW ; total precipitation, Trace. marriage a member of a family long one of welcome.
on
behalf of the
one
ot the leading families in this region and made, including
Lodge by J.W. StebSovereign Grand
Weather Observations.
whose hospitable mansion in the olden
bins.
The city is gayly dressed in lionoi
days^helteiud many distinguished men. of tho occasion. The report of Grand
Tho Agricultural Department Weather Mrs.
Stowell may also figure in another
shows the order to be in
Stebbius
Sir
Bureau for yesterday, September 16, taken case although that seems unlikely.
She
a
flourishing condition ; that Bebekah
at 8 p. m., meridan time, the observa- is the libellant in an action for divorce,
lias had marvelous growth, and
but as her husband is one of her bonds- lodge
tions for each station being given in this
homes of the order are located in 10 states.
men it is not believed that she will press
the
L'he report of Grand Treasurer Shepherd
order:
Temperature, direction of
this case.
the total'available assets $58,001.
Mrs. Barker's cow still figures on the shows
wind, state of the weather.
Grand Secretary Ross states the numbet
Boston, 63 degrees, SW, cloudy; New court docket because Mr. Barker fainted. of members at last report aggregated
In fact, it was Mr. Barker's fainting in
York, 6·.'deegrees. SW, rain; Philadel- court
increase during the fiscal veai
while he was on the witness stand 856,980, an
phia, t}6 degiees, SW, cloudy ; Washingof 1,724.
an
the trial to
which
rain
debrought
abrupt
64
73
S,
; Albany,
degrees,
ton,
termination at tho last term of
court.
A cream of tartar baking powder,
The Porte Agrees.
grees. S, fair; Buffalo, 68 degrees, W,
When a deputy sheriff attached the cow
cloudy; Detroit, 73 degrees. SW, fn'r; he
of all in leavening strength.
to
Mr.
16.—
Oonfir
nighest
belonged
St.
September
Barker,
it,
Petersburg,
supposed
78
degrees, W, clear ; St. Paul,
Chicago,
States
Government
United
—Latest
well informed sourcf
78 degrees, SW, clear; St. Vincent, 56 but Mrs. Barker afterwards alleged that mation is had from
has wrltter Food Report.
the cow was her property and sued Sheriff of the report that the porte
declear;
NE,
80
Huron,
degrees,
Dak.,
SE, clear ; ; Bismarck, 78 degrees, Gilbert Miller for trespass, when he his acceptance of the proposals of Russia,
Powder Co.
the attachment to be placed on the France and Great Britain to the raforms
Roya
;, clear; Jacksonville, 74 degrees, E, caused
Mr. B«Tknr· was the in Armen a,.
toe wï»ïî a.·., ν. ν
cow by his deputy.
clear
J can υ
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Pure

Srees,

Baking

BEAUTY.
HOW ΤιΤ INCRE ASE IX

WEIGH Τ AND

OTHERWISE IMPROVE ONE'S
PERSONAL APPEARANCE.

normally

Every

constituted

man

and

woman wants to Jook well. This is natural
and right. We have little sympathy for those
who through indolence or gluttony have

people
on much flesh.
permitted themselves to take
They know that by living abstemiously and
can get back to
taking plenty of exercise they
their normal weight.
We <io however have a great deal of sympat!·> I'd those poor, pale, thin sufferers who
ii ve no appetite or else whose food dis<·
: i.v-m to such a degree that they are
-;o iivo on a most frugal diet.
trouble anses from the fact tli^t they
when
;.!v i:u.ib!e 10 digest sufficient food and
the stomach is out of order and fails to do its
than useless.
proper work, foods are worse
ferment in the stomach and fill the
or

They simply

stomach with poisonous principles.
that
What these people need is something
will digest their food after it has been eaten,
and it i3 in just such cases that tne Digestive
Shakers
Cordial as made by the Mount Lebanon
is proving remarkably successful.
It ib so prompt in its action that a sense of relief almost immediately follows tlio first dose,
and a rapid increase in weight is soon noted.
Tbe Shakers have issued an interesting pam.
at
phlet which may be obtained upon inquiry
any drag a tore.
Try a twenty-five. cent bottle of Digestive
Cordial aud see what it Will do for you.

WESTBROOK.
of the

City Govern-

Interesting Meeting
ment—An Exciting Runaway.

Council
A speoial meeting of the City
the
held last evening to consider
was
assessing the abuttors of the
matter of
of bricksides on
: laid portions
recently

llain and

Cumberland streets, and other
AU the aldermen were present.

matters.
for the
The order appropriating $150
the claim of Mrs.
purpose of liquidating its second read- i
Abbie Austin, received
ins and final passage.
or making ιυμοιι a uu uiiv
The matter
West End
city clook situated on the next called
Congregational church, was with the
the matter together
up, and
referred
one on the Warren church was
on public buildings.
committee
the
to
For the oommittee on streots, Alderman
of
Çloudman made a complete report
street.
the estabishing the linos of church
The oommittee recommended awarding
C. F. Partrige,
the following damages :
t7 ; Mrs. L. J. Rodding, $40; C. B. WoodA.
Hezelton, $15.50; F. M.
man, $36; A.
and
Ray, $i The report was accepted
order accepting Church street as rean
located was passed.
An order was also introduced appropriating the sum of $140 for settlement
of land damages caused by moving fenoes
on Church street, bad its first reading.
The Mayor was present and placed before the Council the claim of John Gaufor damages in the sum of $533 for
dit
loss tu his property caused by the raisReing of the grade of Brown street.
ferred to the committee on claims.
Wm.
A petition was road and signed by
Roberts and others asking tliat a suitable
f nee bo erected on the northerly side
of Saco street s.chool building.
Alderman Hopkins read a communication from Walter D. Pride, asking that
in
lip ho reimbursed for his loss of rent the
his hoii: e on Contrai street caused by
of
board
laying of tho quarantine by the
health Referred to the committee on
ciaims.
An order had its first'roading" appropriating rhe sum of $300 to cover the expenincurred in tho construction of the
ses
Main and Tolman streets sewer.
An order was introduced^by Alderman
Woodman ordering the assessment of tho
following sums upon the abuttors of the
recently laid portions of brick sidewalks
on
the easterly side of Main street between Church and Brackett streets : C. J.
Schwartz, $43.47 ; Le wis P. Warren, 43.03,
these sums being one half the cost. This
order caused considerable discusion and
was amended by Alderman Verrill, making the sums one-third the cost of construction. The amendment was lost, and
another amendment making the sum 30
cents per running foot was also lost, and
then the original order failed of passage
by a vote of 7 to.e.
An order was introduced by Alderman
Cloudman, making the sums on both
the Cumberland and Main street abutThis order was
tors one-third the cost.
Evidown by a vote of 7 to 6.
voted
shifted.
dently some alderman
were
abuttors
of
the
No representatives
Bot'ore another order could be
present.
introduced tho meeting was adjourned.
matter will be considered at the
The
next regular meeting and will undoubtedJust before
a interest to the meeting.

ly

·»«_τ _n

aujuurumouu
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street
permission for Mrs. Xeal of Spring
to construct a sewer from her house to
the Main street sewer. The matter was
laid over until next meetng.
An
exciting runaway' took place at
A horse
the east end Monday afternoon.
driven by Mr. Parson Davis became frightstreet
and
Main
of
ened at the lower end
started on a lively run up the street In
Mr. Davis's [attempt to check the frightened animal one rein broke, and with the
other the horse was turned into Forest
the corner the carIn making
street.
riage was overturned and Mr. Davis was
thrown into the street, sustaining painful. but not serious injuries. The horse
after jumping the barb wire fence surrounding the Forest street grammar

schpol building was'stopped.
New

They are: Around New York, Out
from Boston, The Environs of Springfield, Shore and Hill-Top in Connecticut,
and Unique
of Long Island and S ta ton Island, Coasting
Most
Interesting
on tlio Jersey Iiills, Lake George and the
Wheelmen.
Hudson, The Brio Canal and Lake Erie,
and Some Lesser Waterfalls,
Niagara
Author of "Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicy- Kentucky and Its Mammoth Cave, Along
In the Down East Fogs,
cle."—Nearly JiO Yeara Hiding On Only the Potomac,

Corporations.

The International Palace Car company
manufacture, eel 11
hae been formed to
and lease, buy and deal in cars ; drawing
and
room, sleepers, baggage or freight,
of
kinds
all
property
and
selling
buying

personal of other corporations
Capital
organized for a like purpose.
Stock 1500,000; capital stock paid in $300;
value of shares $iu0 each. John L. Bixby,
of
Heights,Mass., is presi-

Tluee Old Fashioned
Visited

Portland

Arlington
Jr.,
dent, Georgo C. Tewksbnry, Arlington
Hights, is treasurer, and these with
are
Portland,
Allen of
William Ci,
«iircctors.
The Hoffman, Packard, Carter comand deal
pany is formed to manufacture
in all kinds of mechanical and agriculis $50,000; stock
tural articles.

Capital
nothing; value

shares $100
each. Nathan C. Rockwood of Boston is
president; John S. Miles; Brookline, is
treasurer, aiyl these with O. P. Lovejoy
of Maiden, and S. E. Carter of Stone-

hom,

are

of

directors.

Off For the White

Mountains.

liar H arbor,'September 16.—The visiting ticket agents left at 7 this morning
on a special train
of
nine cars for the
White Mountains. W. B. Metal of Mari-

Ga., lost two trunks containing
personal effects. They fell from a dray
etta,

and were stolen.

High Wheels—He

Yesterday—On

Way tto White Kiver
Up the Trail'*,

Now-a-days

Hie

Junction to "Take

Lust I.ast Summer.

of the old fashioned,

one

Nova Scotia and tho Islands Beyond, A
Fortnight in Ontario, Thousand Islands
to Natural Bridge, The Coral Reefs of

DOIIHH (MINCED.
Surprise in Stare
Yachting Circles.

exas

much attention upon ou* streets as it did of all that he lias ridden.
Karl Kron came to this city by boat
in the first years of bioyoling, when the
unsophisticated regarded the riding of from New York Sunday night, and Mona bicycle as
something in the nature of day forenoon called upon Mr. F. A. Elwell, who had not seen him before for
navigating a flying machine.
He also called upon Mr.
One of these old fashioned bicycles was Ave years.

IS BELIEVED

IT

Bermuda, Bull Run, Luray Cavern and
This list of course, includes only [some
of tho places visited during that 10,000
miles, which is, of course, less than half

for

A Genuine

HE IS A

ABOUT

TO ORDER A HERRESHOFE BOAT.

Gettysburg.

high-wheel "ordinary" bicycles is as
traordinary a spectacle and attracts

It Is Said He Has Made Overtures to the
Bristol
to Beat

Designer to Build a 40-Rater
Be a
tUe Niagara—It Would

0 0 0 3 X 0 1 0 4—S
Fall River,
New Bedford, 000000 OJO 0—0
Base hits—Fall SJiver, 14; New Bedford, 3. Errors—Fall River, 1 ; New Bedford, 0. Batteries—Lincoln and Rupert;
Whittrook and Sharp.

ALMOST BEYOND BELIEF,
Here is

a

Story from Orange, Mass.

Foot ball Notes.

The Portland team got in half an hour
ARE CERTAINLY OF AX
good praotioe yesterday afternoon against THE FACTS
of
a strong second team made up chiefly
NATURE.

Deoring High school men. There was
evidence of good material
undeveloped.
This will come into play when the boye
have gotten used to each other and thei r

INTERESTING

The Tale

as

positions.

Told

by the Lady Herself In
Words.

Her Own

The old players Griffeth and Underwood will bo out tomorrow.
There will be a gamo of football between Deerlng and Portland High schools
at the'baseball grounds on next Saturday.
is
It will bo
a good game, as Deering
getting the same practice as Portland,
and have splendid mateiial.
Bowdoin's

Football Team.

Triumph for American Designers.

mander's own plan of campaign and described the order in which ho would have
narrated the story in the second volume
of his memories, had he been ablo to use
his voice iu dictating during the last
month of his life, or had his life been
spared a few weeks longer.
Gen. Grant's first work was to inauguThe National League.
for
all
the
rate a plan of campaign
Upon examination of his
The following are the results of the armies.
be
it
will
seen
tho
war,
writings during
games played in the National League at an
early period he had been impressed
yesterday :
with the idea that active and continuous
AT BOSTON.
operations of all the troops that could be
regardless of
Boston, September 16.—The Bostons brought into the field,
neces a \v
for a
season or weather, were
wero in a fair way to win today's game,
Ihe war, that the
when successive errors and the umpire's speedy termination of
of
and
resources
the
strength
poor judgment in^calling balls andstrikes superior
the
in the seventh turned the tide.
Stivetts North were more than neutralized by
confederates had in
thou went off his feet. The Bostons could great advantage the
a
friendly
do nothing with Hemming except in the tneir interior lines through
country, which required little or no force
second. Attendance 2000. The score:
to guard, while tho Union troops were
00001 0 50 1—7
Baltimore,
operating in a hostile country, and their
0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0—4 lines of
Boston,
supplies had to be guarded by a
Base hits—Baltimore, 9; Boston, 0. Er- force larger than that operating in the
Batteries field.
rors—Baltimore, 3; Boston, 5.
—Hemming and Robinson ; Stivetts and
During the first threo years of tho war,
Ganzel.
the various armies hail acted independently—a condition which had enabled the
AT CLEVELAND.
onemy to re-enforce each point of attack
Cleveland, September 10.—Cuppy was by drawing troops from points of ina complete puzzle to the Cincinnati team
activity.
Having this in view, Gen. Grant
today. Parrott was the only Cincinnati
to move all the armies at once.
player who got to third. Attendance 2000.
:e looked upon the Army of tho Jamos
The score:
as the left
wing, the Army of the
04020010 x—7 Potomac as the centre, and the troops
Cleveland,
000 0 0000 0—0 operating under Gen. Sherman, of which
Cincinnati,
Base hits—Cleveland, 13; Cincinnati, 4. the Aimy of the Tennessee was a most
Errors—Clovoland, 2; Cincinnati, 2. Bat- important part, as the right wing all
troops being considered as co-operateries—Cuppy and Zimmer ; Parrott and other
tive columns.
Vaughn.
He beliovod that, by moving the whole
AT NEW YORK.
lino at the same time, the greatest numNew York, Septomber 16. —The Ν ew ber
of troops
practicable would De
left
handed brought against the armed forces of the
York club tried a young
and would prevent them from
pitcher named Dnheny, today. He was enemy,
using the same force to resist the efforts
raggedly supported at critical points, and of the Union army, first at one point and
made a couple of damaging errors him- then at
another, and that by continuously
self. Carsey pitched effectively tor Philahammering against their armies, he could
delphia, who backed him up in beautiful destroy both them and tneir sources of
style. Sullivan made a home run. The supplies.
game was called at the end of the eighth
From a study of the great campaigns of
The New York the
on account of darkness.
world, said Col. Grant, I have become
club has signed first baseman
Henry convinced that there have been five great
club.
The
:
of
score
the Pawtucket
Davis
epochs in modern warfare:
0 0 0 1 0 2-5
2 0
New York.
First, the thorough organization of
1
5
0
0
1
0
1—9
1
Philadelphia,
armies, forced upon civilization by the
of firearms.
invention
Base hits—New "Vork, 8; Philadelphia,
Second, the division of the organization
Errors—New York, 6; Philadelphia,
9
Club

did all it ooula to insure fair sail-

nickel-plaited high whe«l bioyele and a ing, but they were powerless. Admiral
white
flannel, suit are the only proper Montague hints that he regards the committee's fouling decision was wrong.
equipment of a wheelman. He has never
else and never will. He
looks upon the safety as a plaything for
children, and never has been on one in
used

KARL KRON
who is in all respects the most unique

figure in the bicycling world of this
country. He was one of the earliest riders
in the country, having begun in the latter part of the seventies. He has ridden
for nearly, if not quite, 20 years and the
peouliar thing about it is that in all that

anything

his life. He scoffs at the pneumatic tire
and the idea of a feminine bicyclers as
worse than ridiculous.
Back in the early half of the eighties
Kail Kron was a conspicous feature in
the old parades of the L. A. W. in New

York, Newport, Boston and Chicago.
But
was

he

never

joined

the L. A. W. and

prominent simply in the ranks of

the "unattaohed division."

long period,
despite the ^marvellous
Whenever on the three occasions that
changes and improvements in bicycles, he
he has bought a new bicycle, he has
has always ridden the same kind of a
to the factory at Hartford, Conn.,
wheel, viz, a Columbia Light Roadster, gone
and riddon the machine away from tlio
factory, door.
He is an excellent rider, and even on
AT LEAST 25,000 MILES
his clumsy old-fashioned wheel has made
this is only the third bicycle that he ever several
"century runs," that is, runs of
rode. It is exactly similar to its prede- 100 miles under 24 hours.
full nickelled and of 46 inch in size. Also
in all that time though be has ridden

cessors.

His home is
and
He is
means.
bachelor

New York.

in
a

man

He is

a

independent

of

a
journalist and author,
but more than all he is a bicycler. In
1887 he published a book entitled "Ten
"
There
Thousand Miles on a Bicycle.

800 pages giving a complete record
of his experiences in riding the 10,000
rode the entire distance on
He
miles.
the same bicycle, the second one of the
three that ho has owned. While nearing
the end of these 10,000 miles he was riding
were

islands,

in the year 1881,
of the Bermuda
wintertours, organized and conducted by
Mr. F. A. Elwell, of this city.
One chapter in his book is entitled

in.the
as a

Bermuda

member

of one

"Coral Reefs of Bermuda,' another is entitled "In the Down East Fogs." This
relates his experiences as a member of
another of Mr. Elwell's tours in the year
1883. This tour was through the eastern
part of Maine, including Eastport, Ma<-hiaa and that reeion.
It was Mr. Elwell's first tour and. together with another tour, that was run that saine year
another man,
in the Middle States by
named Ayres, was the first bicycle tour
in this country.
With the exception of these two tours
Karl Kron whose real name is Lyman
Boggs, has done all of his riding alone.
At the end of the 10,000 miles, while in
Bermuda, the tires of his bicycle were
thin as a stool
and
worn as flat

carriage

tire

and

were

only held

to

by being embedded in a
cement. However they lasted
until the 10,000 miles were finished.
The names of some of tho chapters
of his book will show whore he has rid-

the

mass

notable accident was when
riding along the tow-path of the Erie
Canal some years ago. Just as he run
the mules
over
the tow-boat's rope,
His

rim
of

Our Pianos
lar favor, because
all the essential

j»-

they contain
requisites

of

strictly high-grade instruments.
Be Sure To Visit
2λλ Tremont St. before buy-

ing

warerooms

renting. Largest
and most styles in the
or

world.

Easy Payments.
To rent by the day, week
month or year.

New England Piano
BOSTON.

Go,

most

started suddenly, the rope came up quickly and with great force. Ho was hurled
head first into the canal and his bicycle
was caught in the rope and somewhat

broken.
Mr. Elwell rode with him yesterday afHe rode
ternoon as far as Sebago Lake.
modern bicycle and the contrast of
that wheel and the old light roadster that
Karl Kron was riding, and such as be
himself had ridden with him 15 years
ago, was something very unusual in bia

cycling happenings.
Racing

on

Inland Waters.

Norway, September 16.—The

sail boat
race on the lake for the silver cup, Saturday afternoon,was witnessed by hundreds
people ai Norway ιακο viJJago ana on
The course was
the islands and shores.
six miles, extending from Norway lake
village to Bass Island and back to point
οι

of starting.
It was a superb day with a smacking
breeze blowing.
Three boats
started.
Liouvie P. Swett's boat,
Trouble, was
manned by himself, James C. True, Will
Gerry, Phil Bradbury and Isaac Rogers.

THE FIELD OF SPORT.

Ëlanned

1

Paf-.topioe—Dnhonr unH Wilsnn: (

.'arsnv

and Clements.
AT

Washington,

WASHINGTON.
September 16.—Two

poor

int.n cmnll

on

π

«il

iinif.c

mmnanioc

nnrl

regiments, for the purpose of rapidity of
movements.
Third, the massing of these smaller
units into greater
brigades and
onos,
divisions, which were stronger, either for
resistance or attack, than the same number of men organized only into companies

here
exhibitions of baseball were given
The
home team fielded like
today.
amateurs all the way through and manor regiments.
aged to wi» the first game by heavy
Fourth, the massing of artillery to
batting. Brooklyn won the second game break
up the brigade or division organisaon account of tho ineffective twirling of
Tho tion, In order to weaken a line of batt 0
and Boswell.
Anderson,
Malarkey
Dennie Cole's boat had for a sailing crew
before an attack in force.
second game was called at the end of the
Filth, the mode of attacking suoh
himsolf and Harry R. Virgin, Esq., of sixth on account of darkness. The fieldand
artillery
by clouds of skirmishers,
Portland.
Captain Harlie's boat, The ing of the visitors was brilliant. Abbey, silencing their gnns, until the mass behome
runs hind could
and
made
McGuire
Corcoran
had
boside
the
Sprite,
aboard,
captain,
advance and seize thom. This
Tho mode of warfare was
the first game Attendance 2100
John French and Mr. Sprague.
A. H. in
inaugurated by the
scores :
of the Tennessee, beginning at "··
Army
Bodkin's boat from some accident did not
battle of Belmont, and improving in each
First Game.
appear in the race, but will be on hand
battle lought by them u... 1
Washington, 40041106 x—16 suooesslvo
the fall of Vicksburg,
in the other races, which must be sailed
it
when
had
a 1 5 3 0 0 0 0 1—13
Brooklyn,
reached the climax of perfecticn ai.d
before the cup is won.
Frank Williams,
Base
19;
Brooklyn,
hits—Washington,
formed an opoch of war.
an old sailor, who has been round the
17. Errors—Washington, 6; Brooklyn, l\
When President Dodge rapped for order
world, and Frank Taylor with Mr. Bod Mercer
and McGuire; Kennedy and Grim. It was with
a gavel mado
kins will constitute the crew.
from the wo >d
Second Game.
of a hickory true that stood near the spot
Almost at the start the Sprite capsized
and its crew had to swim for it.
They Washington,
1 0 2 0 0 0— 3 where Gen. McPherson fell at Atlanta,
Sen. Hickingloper, corre4 a 0 3 'J 0—11 July 23, 186t
got rather a cold
bath, but otherwise Brooklyn,
the
serious
results.
Swett's
boat,
escaped
Base hits—Washington, 6; Brooklyn, 9. sponding secretary, reported the following, among other deaths that had
Trouble, took the lead and was some
5;
Brooklyn, 1. occurred the since the last reunion: Gen.
dist ance ahead at the turning point at Errors—Washington,
Boswell Charlos
Batteries—Anderson,
Malarkey,
D.
C.
Bass island, where
Sutherland, Washington, D. C.,
Clark, having and McGuiro; Abboy and Grim.
Gen. Walter Q. Gresham, Washington,
to
risen on one of the spectator's boats
National League Standing.
lost his balance
give the crew a cheer,
and fell into the water, amid the laughter
Won.
Lost.
H. C.
and shouts of those who witnessed the Baltimore.
;s
an
.«86
acncident.
ÎK
Cleveland
45
.034
74
47
It took the Trouble 67 minutes to reach Philadelphia,
.01)
115
5t
.548
Bass Island, beating against the wind Brooklyn,
IT
55
e5
.540
but it was only twenty minutes in going Plltetmrff.
55
84
.5,7
It was about boston,
back to point of starting.
Chicago,
5li
ti3
.f/3.
Ail Dl5EAbEy
ten minutes after that Cole's boat reached New Vork.
57
ti't
.525
OF THE
the goal. The winner of the oup must get Cincinnati,
57
B0
,51a
The crew of the WaBliinston,
two races out of three.
79
oh
.829
81
; (,
.HO.
Trjuble expect to wiu the second race St. Loui»,
Louisville.
BLOOD
0
f>3
254
and the cup.
AND
It has not yet been determined when
AT λΐιιιιΌΒΤ.
the second trial will be made, but great
interest has already been aroused and it
Newport, R. I., September 16.—The
will draw out one of the largest orowds
1 NEVER
Cuban Giants defeated the home team toever seen about the lake.
The judges are
Vfails 1
George W. Chaney, Wesley Ginn and Mr. day. The playing was clever on both
Ltry
sides and the batting timely. The score:
Dorrfty.
LIT J
Cuban Giants,4 0 2 0 1 0 1 2 0—10
Had Whaels.
Newport,
10020000 1—4
A young man was found In a state of
Base hits—Cubans, 11
; Newport, 10.
TRY
beastly intoxication last night ou High Errors—Cubans, 4; Newport, 5. Batteries
and
—Eison
and Burke.
Hrady
street lying over a ladies'
Williams;
BY A
bicycle. Hu
ITAT
AT FALL RIVER.
w as removed
to the station, but was too
BANK
OUR
Fall River, September 16.—The home
drunk to explain its
being in his
CHECK
RISK
possession except that he claimed that it team defeated Now Bedford in a onesided
contest today.
was his sister's. ! The police think it was
Reilly's work at short
was the feature.
stolen and will look for its owner.
The score :

DR. SWAN'S
CURES

^STOMACH]
^NERVOUS]
15Υ5ΤΕΠ/

backed!!

SOLD

EVERYWHERE

NEW ADVEBTISEMENTS.
The weather

today
likely to
be Fair.
is

The poet Alexander Pope says:
wounds to
"A wise physician, skilled in,
heal'
to
the
publijc weal.
Is more than armies
doctors disBat, who shall decide when

agree?"

to
This question was brought forcibly
mind iby a recent occurrence which happened in Orange, Mass. It seems—but
Wm. Lamson, who rewe will let Mrs
her
sides In that town, tell ^the story in

this
J. H. Bates, '96, is captain of
year's football eleven at old Bowdoiu and
Newport, R. I., September 16.—Lord is fully qualiflod to lead the Bowdoin
Dunraven arid H. Maitland Kersey took players. The schedule of games is ap:
own wny.
was also a
a sail on F.
ridden on Portland's streets yesterday and Charles H. Lamson, who
W. Vanderbilt's yacht Con- pended
Four years ago I was very sick. I had
.September 38—Maine Stato Collego.
of that early bicycle tour to queror this afternoon. Information is rewas of peculiar interest because ridden member
been sick for three years before. My
October S—Dartmouth at Portland.
by one of the most interesting and famous Eastport and Calais 12 years ago. Karl ceived that John B. Herreshoff and Natrouble was turn of life. I was confined
October 9—Andover at Andover.
to the bed for three years. I suffered
October 13—Exeter ac Brunswick.
bicyclers of this country. The bicycle Kron rode the same kind of a bicycle thaniel Herreslioff were also aboard. The
near losing my
Ootober 10—Exeter at Exeter.
great pain and came very
was one of tlio old Columbia Light Road- and wore the same kind of a suit that yacht first headed outside, then as a huge
life.
October 33—Dartmouth at Hanover.
rode with steamer hove in
stars. It was fully ndckled, and; flashed he did when Mr. Lamson
and
came
about
it
escape the
live,
just
but
sight,
"I did
just
October 30—Tufts at Medford.
in the sun in that glittering beautiful him on that tour so long ago.
under
I employed two doctors, and decover of the steamer proceeded
Ootober 81—Amherst at Amherst.
grave.
David
at rived no benefit from then:. Mrs.
manner that was wont to so fascinate the
Ho left his shining nickeled bicycle up the bay.^being last seen heading in • November 3—Boston combination
who had
Mass.,
of
toward Bristol, where it is understood Brunswick.
Orange,
Goddard,
atwhere
it
wheelmen of a decade ago. It was a outside Mr. Lanison's store
the party quietly landed at Herrcshoff's
been cured by Dr. Greene's Nervurajblood
November 6—B. A. A. at Boston.
smaB one being only 46 inches in diame- tracted a good deal of attention from the boat house. A
and nerve remedy, advised me to use NerNovember 9—Colby at Brunswick.
knowing party said when
He camo to Portland by he observed the yacht holding in toward
vura.
ter, while the average of the old high passers-by.
November—Opon.
November 20—Brown at Providence.
wheels was 54 inches.
boat on his way to White River Junction Bristol the purpose of the trip was to
house
the
continue a little talk in
pilot
The rider was a man about fifty years in'the White'Moun tains, where he is go- of the
Til· Arm y of the 1 eunesa
City of Bridgewater.in New York,
of age, short in stature, square shouldered ing for a peculiar purpose, which was when it is alleged the subject of HerCincinnati,
Soptembor 16.—The headand solidly built, with
a'smooth face none other than to "pick up his bicycle rcshoff's building a 40 rater to beat the quarters of the Sooiety of the Army of
Dunraven
If
was discussed.
and strong features that once seen would trail, whioh he lost there last summer," Niagara
Tennossee
presented a warlike apis talking of a new boat and that boat the
The Grand Hotel in
today.
seldom be forgotten. He wore a straw as he told his old friends, Messers. El- of American build for racing purposes, pearance
which is the rendezvous for the old warthere is assuredly
hat and a bicycling suit of spotless white well and Lamson.
a
grand surprise for riors, were very
appropriately decorated
He then explained that in all his rid- yachting circles.
flannel, with short trousers, of course.
honor of the reunion. Just inside
in
Dunraven Advised to Race.
break
the
is
a big brass cannon. On
to
front
door
never
the
This man was none other than
he
has
endeavored
ing
London, September 16. —The News will either side swung the Stars and Stripes,
trail of hie bicycle, so that his route over
tomorrow say : "The Valkyrie's depart- and directly in the rear a dozen or more
the country would be indicated by an
ure under the present circumstances
may muskets were stacked. Back and forth
unbroken
line on the map. If he got leave a bad
between the two across the
lobby of the hotel the Sons
feeling
thro'igh riding at a certain place in the countries that will take a long time to of Veterans Cadets marched to measured
"
ScatDunraven owes much to himself tread and a rifles at "carry arms.
fall, he would go to that place and begin heal.
and the
he represents, and he tered around in little groups the veterans
country
war
of
times
agaiu in the spring.
incidents
and
discussed
committee
more
American
owes
to the
he was riding in the. which has treatd him throughout with waited for "fall in," when they marobed
Last summer
Wo hope he will ar- to the lectin e room of the hotel to tran
White Mountains and at White River studied courtesy.
sact the businefs of the day.
a raco
which will settle the
Junction, during an encounter with a range to which is tho better boat." quesThe meeting was called to order at£10.8)
tionnas
nVinnf Ollil momhora T\1 acant:
dog, he broke a pedal. Of oourse there
A Second Daniel.
The busiiess was of routine character,
was
no way to repair suoli an old-fashLondon, September Hi. —Admiral Mon- the only important feature being the
îoned bicycle, and ho had to break the
fiiorji·-»
«. nntml
«nil nWllpr flf report of the Sherman statute committee.
MBS. WM. LA M SON.
home
and
that
travel at
by the Carina, has written a letter which
go
point
Col. Fred
I). Grant, in his oration,
to my bed when I beconfined
"I
was
rail.
Consequently lie is now going up the Times will publish tomorrow ap- gave the 1 istory of the last year of the
I gradually
conduct war as lie knew it
lJ mi raven'κ
appeared to Gen. gan to use the medicine.
proving Lord
there to resume the trail again.
combegan to improve, and have now usede
He admits the New York Grant, gave a sketch of the past
Karl Kron says and believes that the throughout
cured. I do
am
entirely
and

real and

paid in

don.

KARL KRON.

five bottles
hard work every day, and firmly believ
that if I had not used Dr. Greene's Nervura I should now have been in my grave.
That put mo on my feet when all else
failed. 1 do not now suffer any pain,
and enjoy good health from the benefits I
derived from tho use of Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
"X have often recommended its use to
other suffering people, and I send this
lettej for the benefit of others."
It would appear that this letter plainly
answered our opening question.
If doctors disagree about your case, if
you have tried physician after physician,
and are still not cured, follow tho example of Mrs. Lamson and use Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and norvo remedy. Hemenibi r that it will help you even if all
else has failed, even if through those repeated failures to be cured, you are discouraged and in dospair of getting well.
This grand remedy has saved thousands
of persons worse off than you are, and
it will make you well and strong if you
will use it.
It is purely vegetable and harmless, and
is the disc overy of Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., the most successful speoialst in curing nervous and chronic
diseases. The Dootor can be consulted in
all cases free, personally or by letter.
Gen. Henderson. Iowa. The chairman of
the Sherman state committee in a report
stated that enough money was now in
the committee's control to erect the proi'he
posed statue in Washington, D. C.
Models have been called
sum is $100,000.
be in the
committee's
for and are to
hands by January 1. A committee was
named to draw up and report a
proper
the
Grant
resolution in inaugurating
The business session
statue agitation.
then adjourned until morning.
"Original Package" Burns Trial.
September 16.—The trial of
Michael Burns for assault with intent

Augusta,

Henry R. Hopkins, June 24,
the Superior Court today.
came before
Tho shooting resulted from family trouble
over property. Burns is Hopkins's brothwere formorly in parter-in-law. Both
to

kill

on

nership in the saloon business, and
Burns in 1887 acquired considerable famo
through defying the Maine prohibitory
IclW

uy

lJii|JUlUiilg

mjuui

iu

uugiuni puun-

ages. He was defeated in tbo Maine courts
and sustained by.the United States court
Evidence for the prosecution is not all
in. The testimony is that on the morning of June 24 burns met Hopkins on the
principal street and with the words,
"You son of a
you've got a revolver
in your pocket to shoot me, have you?"
fired at
Hopkins twice, one bullet
passing between the left arm and the
body, grazing the skin so that Hopkins
fell, Jaiul Burns waited coolly down the
street, smoking a <5igar, and walked into
the municipal court room, throwing the
revolver down, saying ho had killed a
man or had shot a man.
Testimony was
that Burns had
introduced to show
threatened previously to bury Hopkins,
the prosecution attempting to show the
act was deliberately planned, and the defense to show that it was done in a fit of
Burns could not get bail in S10,anger.
0UÛ and has laid in jail since the shooting.
Λ col tie il t

on

the

Inter-Oceanic at

Nana-

camllpo, Mei.

Louis, September 16.—A special
the City of Mexico says : Further
regarding the wreck on the
nter-Ooeanic railroad are to the effect
train
the
incoming passenger
that
jumped the track at Nanacamllpo, 136
The accident
kiloinoters from this city.
happened between two deep cuts, with
an embankment of 300 feet.
The engine was hurled down the preciQueen and
biirying Engineer,
pice,
Fireman Brown beneath it, killing them
of
motive
powoutright. Superintendent
W. Cockflold and George Berliner of
er
San Francisco, who happened to be riding
on
the ongine for observation purposes,
escaped death,although they were scalded
Tbo
conductor,
by escaping steam.
A
Francisco Âlverez, was also killed.
number of passengers were soriously inSt.
from

Particulars

jured.

Sept. 17. 1895.

Preparatory

to the arrival of

in

which

goods

new
are now

Custom

the

House, we
clearing up

a

will

have

sale

of

all

the broken lots and odd
pairs of fine Chenile Cur-

prices that must
tempting to you who
have houses to rejuvetains

at

be

nate.

Lot

$4.00,

Curtains

2.

Pair and

Chenille

^4.50,

pair

Curtains

at

10.00.

were

Lot

Three

4.

pair

Chenille

Curtains

$3.50,

5.00.
Three

were

Lot

5.

Curtains

$3.25,

5.00.
One

were

6.

oair

A

at

Three

pairs

7.
Chenille

Curtains

#3.25,

5.00.

were

8.

Curtains

$3.50,

5.00.
Half

were

9.

Curtains

$3.25,

4.25.

were

at

Halt

10.

pair

Curtains

Chenille

$4.50,

at

pair

Chenille
Lot

at

Eight pairs

Chenille
Lot

1

4-25.

were

Lot

Lot

at

Curtains

Chenille

$7.75,

at

pair

Chenille
Lot

half
at

7.50.
Two

3.

Chenille

$6.00,

a

Curtains

were

Lot

at

6.00.

were

Lot

pairs

Four

i.

Chenille

at

were 10.00.

Lot

Half

11.

#9.50,

were

Lot

11.

$11.00,

velour

at

15.00-.-and

were

other

seven

at

15.00.
Half pair red

blue

and

pair

Curtains

Chenille

in-

equally
all

clean,
teresting lots,
colors
and
all good
styles.
If you want a
new
that
for
doorway or
drap
shade for the dinroom window, this is

a-new

ing

opportunity.

an

these curtains
couch

covers

Any of
fit for

are

or

window

seats.

begins this

Sale

morn-

ing.
MOORE

OWEN,

& CO.

Maine Pensions.

Washington, September lfi.—The following pensions have been granted to Maine

people :
ORIGINAL.

Nicholas Williams, West Gardiner.
John Watson, Tcgus.
ADDITIONAL·.

Leavitt Mayer, Sidney.
Jainos H. Powers, Portland.
INCKEASE.

Ephraim Littlefield,

Saco.

English Cricketers Beaten.
16.—The
September
Philadelphia,
University of Pennsylvania, Oxford and
this
cricket
match
finished
Cambridge
afternoon and resulted in a viotory for
When
tho former by ore hundred runs.
play ceased this morning in the second
the
local
of
eleven
Pennsylvania
inning

had u total of 445 runs. The Englishmen
went to bat the fsecond time and were
quickly disposed of. Their total score
was 34 3.
Nineteen Fisherman Rescued.

St. Johns, N. P., September 16.—Colonial Secretary Bond was elected today
in the Twillingate
without opposition
been without a seat
He has
district.
since he was unseatettJ for corrupt practices last year.
The schooner Stella of Lunenburg, N.
S., arrived today bringing 19 men of the
crow of the French fishing vessel Basquise
of St. Pierre, which sank on the Grand
Banks last Thursday. They were adrift
food or water„before
two days without

being rescued.
Sir

Knights at Newport.

Newport, R. X., September 16.—Some
400 Sir Knights took part in this after-

noon's parade hold in connection with
Twenty employes of the Eastern Tin- the convent ioif of tlio supreme conclave
Portland, Conn., re- of the world. There are delegates from
ware company of
commands all over the country. Several
fused to work yesterday.
at
The epidemic of small pox in Tolima is conimnnderers were present tonight
the
ball.
This noon Mayor Boyle dehas
there
that
It is reported
spreading.
livered
an
address of welcome to the
been an extensive fire at Port Limon.
convention which was replied to by exFox, Clinch & Co., corn merchants of Mayor .T. W.
of Pall River.
A
Gloucester, England, ^ havo suspended committee onCoughlin
laws was appointed.
Liabilities :Λ),000 pounds.
payment.
A despatch to the|Madrid Imparoel from
Fifty houses and the Dominican minisa patrol
steamer seized a
try at Frietsach, Curinthia, burned yes- Havana says
terday. The town was anciently known boat carrying ashore cartridges from
its
tho
is ;Vlrunum J| noted 7as
American steamer Mascotte.
Three
retaining
the boat were
ancient,
arrested
character. It was a flourishing occupants -of
place under the early Roman emperors. and^will be tried by a court martial.

MORE TUB-RACING POSSIBLY-

MISCELLANEOUS.

CAN CURE

ASTHMA AND

Mj.

HAY FEVER.
Plij'Sician Oifers to Prove this to
all Sufferers iw Portland on Thursday.

Maine State Sunday

School

Convention,

The twenty-seventh annual convention
of the Maino State nunday School Association will be held at Winthrop, October 15, 16 and 17, commencing Tuesday
evening, and closing Thursday noon.
The official board believe that arrangements already made ensure one of the

Irate»

Exceptions

Tub—Challenges

A Noted

The majority of sufferers from Asthma
aud kindred complaints, after trying Duetors and numberless Remedies advertised
ns positive cures without avail, have come
to the conclusion that there is no cure for
this most distressing disease, and these
same persons will be the more in doubt
and skeptical when they learn through
the column»
the press that Dr. Kudolpli
Schiffmann, ; lie recognized aulhorityjwho
has treated more oases of those diseases
than any living
doctor, has achieved
sucoess by perfecting a remedy whicn not
reliof in the worst
immediate
only gives
thousands
oases but has positively eurtd
of sufferers who were considered incurThese were; just as skeptical as
able.
Dr Schifïsome of our readers cow are.
mann's remedy no doubt possesses the
merit whioh is claimed for it or ho would
not auluorize this paper to announce that
he is not oniy wiling to give free to each
person
suffering from Asthma, HayFever, Phthisic, or Bronchitis in this city
free
one
liberal trial box of his Cure, Dut
urgently requests all sufferers to call at
H. P. S. Gould's Drug Store, 577 Congross
St., from 8a. in. till bp. in. Thursday,
Sept. 14th, and receive a package absolutely free of "charge, knowing that in
making the claim he does for his Cure, a
strong doubt may arise in the minds
of many, and that a personal test, es he
offers to all, will be more convincing, and
prove its merits, than the publishing of
thousands of testimonals from persons
who have I een permanently cured by the
"Dr. Sohiffuse of his Asthma Cure.
mann's Asthma Cure, "as it is called, has
beon sold by Druggists of this city over
since it was first introduced, although
many persons may nevor have heard of it,
and it is with a view to reaching these
offer. This is certhat he makes this
tainly a most generous and fair offer, and
are
all who
suffering from any of the
above complaints should remember the
date and place where the distribution
will be made, and avail themselves of the
Persons living out of this city
same.
who desire to test the efficacy of this most
wondei'ful romedy will receive a package
free by mail by writing to Dr. R. SchiffRosabel
315
street, St Paul.
mann,
Minn., providing their letter is reooived
before Sept. 30, as no free samples can
be obtained after that date.

"Gbs"

Takes

Slakes
to

a

"Kpll"

For From

Statement"Webster's"

!S5fîO

to

&700

willlbe Dr. Α. Κ Winship, of Boston,
β Sunday school leader of national
reputation, who will be warmly welcomed in
Maine. That the primary department,
at the front for importance, and always
full of interest, will be in cliage of Mrs.
W. P. Crafts, insures the success of this
convention work. The
section of the

M. "Gus" Frètes, wlio has made such
extraordioarr records as the navigator of
feat of
a tub and who accomplished the
reaching Long Island from Portland, in
sort of η boar, and whowas to
that

peculiar

have raced with "Eph." Webster, last
Saturday, but who didn't show up, desires
to asy that his non-apearance was due to
that ha didn't know the
a mistake, and
to take place that Saturday.
raco was
He also desires to state that if he had put
in an appearance he wouldn't have raced
with Wesbter's tub, because, as he deit was one built especially for the

clares,

than a tub,
purpose, was moro of a boat
was twice as
large as his (Frates's) tub
and was weighted so that it couldn't
bo willing
tip over. He himself would
to go over Niagara in such a tub as that
to Webster the superiority in
He

J. R. LIBBY.

yields

Silks and Garments
Harvest-lime Opening of High Class Aiituavinals in Dress Goods,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Sept. 17th, 18th, 19tli.

Oiar 4*rand

will

occur

that hundreds of people can see them comfortably, leisurely
Never in all our business career have we shown—or seen shown here—such a magnificent
and without being crowded.
on the three days named above.
confection of Art Novelties in Dress Goods and Silks as will be on exhibition here
with your desire to look without being
You are heartily invited to be present, nobody will ask you to buy, or interfere
The Goods wiîl be

draped and arranged

Island and return at any time for from
$500 to $700 a side, under the condition
that they shall both use the same kind of
one made from a "butt"
of a tub, viz.
so called, which is not so largo as a hogshead or so small as a tierco. A half of
butt makes a tub that is about 4 feet iu
diameter at the top and 3% feet at the

a

bottom.
Hie

76th Birthday.

The /EOLIÂN

JAPANESE CARPENTRY.
Ways They Have of Working and
and the Tools Used.

Peculiar

(Japan

Letter in

Chicago News. >

Lumber is worth about twice

v>

YOUNG

much

it is with us. Common lumber, which we sell for $10 and $13 a
thousand foet, will bring 40 yen—that is,
This is due chiefly to
&!0 gold—here.
the scarcity of timber and tho great labor
in

Japan

as

THE PERFORMER CAN PLAY

Wade.

Finest

MERRY,

although tho forests have been reproduced again and again during that
period it is difficult and expensive to get
and

The Hatter.

.

DUKLAP & GO'S

CELEBRATED

NATS.

.Tames Witherell,
.Falmouth, Mass. The Hatch family will
have charge of the singing. Come and
hear them sing the "Overland Train."
Horace

All

are

welcome.

Temperature

of

Royal

River.

"has taken the temRiver since
April
both at
last, daily, at the same hours,
the surfacejand near the botttom, finds

gentleman who
perature of Royal
A

Wheelmen Meet at Sanford.
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Are Heady.
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One tare by an railways ana follows :
silver
prize,
One mile novice—1st,
steamboat lines. Come for the opening
2nd, olook, $10.00; 3d, 32
$15.00;
watch,
For
and
address
stay through.
hospi- calibre double action revolver, $5.00.
talities address, as early a possible, Chairprize, diamond
One mile ODen—1st,
Entertainment Committee, ring, $50.00; 2d, silver tilling pitcner,
S.
man S.
road tires, any
&
W.
M.
$30.00 ; 3d pair
Maine.

delegates.

style, «15.00.
One

half

mile,

boys

raoe.

(under 16

years)—let, prize, silvtr watch, $10.00;
2d, search light lantern, $5.00, ; 3d, watch
chain, $3.00.

One mile 2.50 class—1st prize, silver
tea set, (4 pieces,) $25.00 ; 2d clock, $13.00;
3d boi cigars, (Triplets) $5.00.
months ago in
One half mile open—1st prize, diamond
shirt stud, $30.00 ; 2d, princess initial
that beautiful village:
silver cigar box, $&50.
We read, "Blessed are the peace-mak- ring, $12.00; 3d,
"
handicap—1st, prize, diaOne mile
It is always pleasant to supplant
ers.
$50.00; 2d, gold|Ulled watch,
enmity with friendship, and especially to mond, unset, silver handkerchief box,
bridge the bloody chasm of war aud bat- $25.00; 3d,
It gave me great pleasure recently $12.00.
tle.
to bring together descendants of the renowned Paugus aud Chamberlain, and to
effect a complete reconciliation between
them. The gentleman is a resident of
near Groton and a lineal descenda town
ent of Paugus-John, as Chamberlain was
called, and a Fryeburg maiden, who is
proud of the judian blood that courses in
her voins.
I escorted Chamberlain to the home of
Hiawatha aid made known the purpose
of my visit. At first the maiden was a
little coy, as her Indian memory brought
freshly to mind the cruel fato that Pauhad sulfered at the hands of Mr.
gus
Chamberlain's more fortunate ancestor ; at
the same time giving expression to her
kin.
Froebel, the great promoter of the saidi
grief for the great Pequaket Chief. How- dergarten
system of teaching children
ever, after thinking it over she conoluded "Let
their
children, but
not live for
that it was best to be reconciled to the with parents
them. '1 The mother who understands
fate that the fortunes of war had so long this
sentiment lives with, even her unborn
ago deceided. and as her dark liquid eyes child. She studies to be wise about herself
met those cf Chamberlain's, she took the and the little life she is fostering:. She does
hand extended in peace and friendship, all she can to
give her child a fair start in
and cm ι-;· it, a
rnrdi.il arrasn. Thereuuon
life, by giving it a strong well developed
they sat down, smoked the pipe of peace, body.
All through babyhood, childhood
and buried the hatehet—and now peace and
she lives with her son or her
youth
of
the
and
banks
the
Saco,
will
reigns upon
Especially her daughter shefalse
daughter.
heard
on the
no
more
is
the war-whoop
keep near her. She will allow no
erstwhile bloody shores of yonder love- modesty to stand in the way of that daughly lake, the scone of the famous battle, wo ter's knowledge of herself, of her possibili.
visited this afternoon.
ties, of her perils. She will teach her that
happy, healthful motherhood is an honor,
An Amusing Advertisement.
That sickness is! a mistake, a
a blessing.
But there are
& Sons breaking of nature's law.
In the window of Λ1. Steinert
times of unavoidable overdoing when the
piano ware-rooms on Congress St. can system becomes run-down.
be seen an ingenious and amusing adverFor over thirty years Dr. Pierce has used
tisement. It is in the shape of a pair of his "Favorite Prescription" as a strengthIt works
ened a purifier, a regulator.
hands that move, by automatic action,
the delicate, distinctly femidirectly
upon
above the printed sign of Gilbert's juve- nine
organs, in a natural, soothing way. It
nile dancing classes. They are the {hands searches out the weak spots; and builds
in any state of the
of two fat little boys, under one of whom them up. It is beneficial
A woman who would understand
system.
Go"
to
"I
the
Want
Is
announcement,
herself will find an able assistant by sendand under the other "I am Going." As ing 21 cents to the World's Dispensary
Ν. Υ., for Dr.
the hands move the motion fully carries Medical Association, Buffalo,
Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser.
out the idea in each ease. The "I Want
It is a book that has reached its 68oth thouto Go" boy's face has the regular teasing
sand. It contains in its 1008 pages an imexpression of a child of that age urging mense store of information in plain words
will readily understand.
his parents to grant him his desire, and that any person
MR. O. G. Spear, of Sand Bank, Oswego Co.,
that of the "I am Going" one, bears^a
New York, testifies in this wise: "Our first
broad, blandlike smile that covers his en- child was Lorn before my wife was sixteen years
was very poor.
She
old
φ Afterward her health
tire face. Crowds stop to gaze at the
trieu Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. She
flesh and strength by using two bottles.
amusing toy.
gained the last few weeks of her second pregDuring
Her
nane she again used the "Prescription."
HOOD'S PIEiLS curs Liver Ills, confinement
was a
rapid and easy one, and sta·
and
well."
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache. got
strong

me that the company is thinking of
enlarging the plant by adding a sasb facto try and machinery for making blinds
and doors, also for the India market. I
do not know why they do not sell their
goods in the local markot, but I'presume

Furs Made Over.
Fur KePalringof aH kinds done

237-239 middle Street.
«eptl*

eodtf

ètfôlene

The Japanese are very skillful In handling machinery when they once learn
It
how. They learn best bv imitation
is difficult to make them understand how
to use a machine by explanation, but if
they can sit by and see some one else do
it they will learn very rapidly. And in
copying machinery thev reproduce the
original with great exactness and fidelity, even to any blemishes or ornaments
that may appear. I have seen remarkable
examples of their imitation. Usually the
finish is a little rougher thun the original
but the working parrs are identical, and
they get the finish all right after a little

the

shortening, like all other things
rightly used if you wish the best
recipe, use more than two-thirds as

results. Never, in any
much Cottolene as you use# to use of lard. Never put Cottolene in a hot pan. Put it in when cold and heat it with
the pan. Be careful not to burn Cottolene. To test it, add a
drop of water ; if hot enough, it will pop. Cottolene, when
rightly used, delights everyone. Get the genuine, sold everywhere in tins, with trade-marks—"Cottolene" and steer's head
Made only by
in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.

&

GEO. 0.

SUPERIOR.

NO

Jones

For tlie

new

561

Congress St.

Portland,

--

Maine.

--
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Also

year.

a

HIGH TEST OILS

fine

School Pads,
Pencils,
Erasers.
Slates,
Companions,
Rote Books, Rules, Etc.

AND

line of

GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yorr
stoves this summer, order Irom us. We fill any
size package aud we loan 5 gallon cans to
(tASOLINK or OIL CUSTOMERS.

ALL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

I

1
I

I

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOB POUTER,
CTDB-gf.

MILLS,

Woodfords and East Deering,
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK.

St., Portland.

478 1-2 Congress

Drawing, Painting and Modelling in
Clay.
$10 a month, Antique Class.
$18 a month, Portrait Class.
Evening class, 25 cents per week. Studio
open all day. For full partieulars write to 478
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day and
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14tU.
A new collection of 300 photoirrayhs has been
added to the resources of the studio for a more
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

Costs lie

More,

CLOTH
Costs Us Less,
So that for

ladies

great

many

FRIDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Drop

lis a

Postal

or

Telephone, 318-3.

S. A. MADDOX,
Oil· Dealer^

35 Middle
jly25

Me.
Portland, dtf

St.,

PREDICTIONS.

Are uncertain hut we are Dositlve that you
wil! need a pair of boots, shoes, or rubbers for
Fall and Winter wear. Now we are constantly

receiving our lines of Fall and Winter Footwear. comprising the latest and newest stries,
and remember we are selling them at the lowest
prices ever offered in Portland.
Call and

see

our

F. C.

TOP

do

BOOTS,
better
Cloth Top Boot for the
price than ever before.
Ask to see our No. 103
Cloth Top.
We

Woodfords and Morrlils,

Children's School Shoes.

CLOTII

who prefer—and
a

Knightville, So. Portland and WWard,

WEATHER

WHILE LEATHER

can now

give

a

PALMER SHOE GO.

WHITE,

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are—indigestion, with a variable appetite foul tongue ; offensive breath ; hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel ; heat and itching sensation in the rectum and abont the anus; eyes
heavy and dull ; itching of the nose ; short, dry
cough ; grinding of the teeth ; starting during
sleep; slow fever; and often in chiMren, convulsions. The best worm remedy made is

_

JAMES L RICE, ta,
let. Ctngrtss & Mill

TDIIC'Cpin worm]

TRUE S ELIXIR

It has been in use 44 yrs. is purely vegetable,
harmless and effectual. Where no worms are
resent it acts as a Tonic and corrects the conition of the mucous membrane of the stom- 1
ach and bowels. A positive cure for Constipa- (
tion and Biliousness, and a
valuable remedy in all the
common complaints of children. 35c. at all Druggists.
DR. J. F.TRUE & CO.,
Auburn, Me.
For Tape worms we have
a speoial treatment. Write
for Pamphlet.

S
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GATHERS, WASTE RULES.*

CREAT SAVING RESULTS FROM THE USE OF

SAPOLIO

1

FIRST CLASS
Έ*

I

Δ

Ν

S

Ο

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Ο Η. Ο
Very Fancy

Α 1ΝΓ
or

St.

Congress

480
septl3dtT

think

my

Sis.,

s

National

Cash

Register bought of yon, all you
and
ant well
for it,
claim
pleased with the system.
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sep!4
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R. H. J O R D A N,
104

Exchange St.,

STATE AGEJST.

dti

sep7

Plain at

NO, 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

HASTINGS'.

W. P.

scarooro ana uape tuzaasm
•

FAIR

The 20th Annnal
—

««WHERE DIRT

the true brother-

paint for

FOX STUDIO,

Slate at Chandler's Muslo Store 431

CongressStreet

Stroudwater, Cash's Corner, Pleasantdale,
Cape Elizabeth and KnigiitvHIe,
MONDAY OF EACH WEEK.

Allen,

Piano Tuner.
Order

dlwteodtf

sep7

Both to live and to

orm;

EXCURSION

tickets soldto all point· at Cut Prices.
dim
aug26

H. E.

LURING, SHORT MON.

SAYS

A Reliable Agency.

SO. 37 PLUM

&

OUR TEAMS CO TO

FOGG,

Railway Broker,
•"«ST 277 WASH'N ST.,Beston
MASONIC

KKUEUEH

Upright Pianos,

Electric Bitters.

Westbrook.

or

E. S. PENDEXTER,

SCHOOL BOOKS,

new

experience.

Electric Bitters is a medicino suited
for any season, but perhaps more generally needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when
the liver is torpid and sluggish and the
A
need of a tonic and alterative is ielt
has often
prompt, use of this medicine
bilious
averted long and perhaps fatal
fevers. No medicine will act more surely
in counteracting and freeing the system
from the malarial poison. Headache, InDizziness yield
digestion, Constipation,
to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents per
Drug Store,
bottle at Geo. M. Young's
TT

opia

must be

Cressey,

manner.

your

IVIyopia, Hy-promolropia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

517 Congress Street,

SPELLING BOOKS

HAVE

gent

McCOULDRIC.Mgr.
dtf

what

matter

trouble.

DRAWING BOOKS,

Grand and

ί_

FREE OF CHARGE
no

T. C.

frames,

fact tlie finest line of
glasses you will find In
fit
Portland
find
we
them

The M. STEINERT&S0NS CO.,

WRITING BOOKS,

GILDEMEESTEK

n4-

silver frames,

steel

"

seplO

there is a good reason for it ; perhaps they
get better prices in India.
The Japanese make all the woodwork
about a house by hand, and most of their
houses are all wood. They are very skillful in all kinds of cabinet and joiner
work, and are more rapid than our people.
THE Ν. K. FAIBSANK COMPANY, CHICAGO, 224 Slats St^eat. BOSTON. PORTLAND, ME.
Their tools are bettor adapted for doing
close work than ours, and are kept very
sharp. Besides, they give a great deal
more labor and patience to an article than
You
our carpenters and cabinet makers.
never see soratches from nicked tools in
use
work.
They
very few
their planed
nails, but mortise almost everything. It
is usually so well done that it is difficult
to detect the joints except by the grain,
and it lasts forever. Some of their ships
bit of iron in their
are made without a
is mortised.
Everything
composition.
HENRY KROEGER,
P. J. GILDEMEESTER,
I'What pay do they get? Skilled machinFor 20 years superintendent ο
managing partner of
ists, carpenters, joiners, cabinet makers Many years
Steinway & Sons Factories.
Chickering <fc Sons.
and the highest class of that sort of mechanics get 40 to 42 sen a day |for twelve
hours' work. That is equivalent to 20
and 21 cents of our money ; while secondrate workmen get from 15 to SO sen a
day, and womon. who work right along
with the men in the shops, receive from
eoJtf
MUSIC HOUSE ,538 CONGRESS STREET.
sep 5
10 to 15 sen. They do not accomplish as
much In twelve hours as our skilled meΓΜ· Famous Remedy cures quickly, permanent·
chanics will in oight hours, but they do
all nervous diseases,Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
it better.
>wer, Headache, Wakefulness, Loot Vitality,
manufacturer
and
conghtly emissions,evil dreams, lmpotency and wastThe Japanese
g diseases caused by youthful errors or extractor usually prefer hand labor to maimc·· Contains no opiates. la a nerve tonic and
chine work—first because it is better finood builder. Makes the pale and puny strong and
ump. Easily carried fn vest pocket. 61 per box;
ished, and second because it gives emfor 95. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee
I
more
find
to
this
to
people.
ployment
cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
bo true in the government shops, with
»ok, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials and
sandal referenoes. Λ ο eharere for consulta·
rich men who areTputting up large buildtised agents, or address NFBiVE SEED GO··
ings and with largo employers generally. Masonic Temple. Chlcaco.
There is no prejudice>gainst machinery,
St
and by L. 0. FOWLER, 107 Congress St
and I do not think there would be any Sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS, 639 Congress
ibe2tfeod
difficulty in introducing American machinery of every kind into Japan if our
."<11

Glasses that will lit yon.
Su gold l'rames,
"

Sole New I ngland Representatives for the
Steinway, Hurdmac, Gabier, Bacon, and
other First Class Pianos.

Hatter and Furrier,

MERRY,

α

tolls

We Got 'Em.

Call and

daily from 9 to 5.

"

wide and thin saw during a time' of year
when they have nothing else to do, and
each man who Jis engaged in business
that requires lumber usually buys his
own logs and cuts them up himself at
odd times. Women and men both work
at it. One man or woman will work on
the top of the log while another works underneath, but unally not with the same
I have seen four or five men worksaw.
ing on the same log, each sawing off his
own board.
They raise the log at an incline of forty-five dogrees, with one end
midon the ground and a rest about the
dle, and when they work down to the
rest they tie it up and begin at the other
end again.
All the lumber is dressed by hand. I
have found but one planing mill in the
country. That is in Yokohama. lit em—1

ANY PIECE OF MUSIC EVER
COMPOSED.
On exhibition
hear it.

a

Revival Services.

most difficult compositions
artistically,
without previous practioe. his repatory bsing
limited only by the number of pieces published
for the instrument,: which numbers many
thousand, and includes practically
the

beautiful floral tributes, one from logs down from the mountain sides in
Greenacre, Eliot and another from Har- the absence of the necessary facilities.
He was also the recip- They usually go into the woods and out
mon the florist
ient of congratulatory notes from Hon. one log at a time, which they haul out by
Parker Pillsbury, Judge Springer and hand or by oxen for many miles. Where
others.
During the day and evening streams are convenient they use them as
quite a number of his friends and old wo do, but they have no saw mills in the
abunfellow citizens cauea upou lum aiiu uuu- mountains, although there is an
I unMr.
Thomas
is
in
him
water
dance
of
everywhere.
verbally.
power
gratulated
quite good health and it is to be hoped derstand they have tried them, but they
that we shall have him with us many have not been successful.
They cut all their lumber by hand with
years yet.

pastor, superintendent

laxative. All Drugcista.

HATS !

:

some

a lecture of
Sanford, Maine, September 16, 1895.
groat attractiveness and interest on An·
Gient Rome and the Catacombs illustrated I The second annual bicycle meet under
the Young Men's Deby oxy-hydrogen stereopticon. The best the management of
talent of our own State will be represent- bating Club will take place at Mousam
ed on the programme, which will cover River Park on Saturday September 28th
has been
all the main lines of practical Sunday for which a series of sir events
arranged. The enties will close Septemschool work.
events will
Winthrop sends out a hearty invitation ber 21st. All of the leading
The races
with proffer of ; free hospitalities. Each be plaoed to prevent loafing.
school is entitled to representation by will be open to class A riders only. The
and two
other list of events and the prizes offered is as

last Thursday
vein of pleasinteresting in-

MEN'S

:
The

George A. Thomas celebrated his required to work it up by their primitive
There was no processes. They have been cutting timber
76th birthday yesterday.
formal recognition of the fact at his Dan- off their mountains here for 2,500 years,
the case
forth street residence as was
last year when hs rounded out his threebut he received
quarters of a century,

TUe Aeolian does not require a special course
musical study or practice. ïlie necessary
skill is so slight that it may be acquired by anyone is a few days.
Having once become familiar with the manipulation of the various stops,
os

Mr.

Hack, of Potland, will give

Mains Histori-

suggestions.

J. R. LIBBY.

»

In his address before the
cal Sooiety at Fryeburg,
evening, Mr. Lewis, in a
antry, thus referred to an
cident that occurred a few

her

oA.»f1 A A Of

1

and Chamberlain.

a manner

in tub-rac-

V, nnrla
ΚΛ
nrl
ηηιιΐηιισίτ*
hope for the presence and partici- that thus far the greatest range of teminto
pation of .International Field Secretary perature has been but four degrees, and enough, its entire product is made
bojeH and shipped to India. It does no
Reynolds.
that was on Friday last.
The mabusiness in the local market
On Wednesday evening the Rev. R. T.
chinery is all from Boston. JThe manager

Faugus

such

in

nagged to purchase.
Bring your Dressmaker with you, for the benefit of

pie eating but does not do so
the following and wishes to make public
he will
ing challenge to the effect that
race "Eph" Webster in a tub to Peaks

board

Winthrop,

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I SCELLA NEOUS.

A Side.

strongest and most attractive conventions
There will be revival services held this
The opening address
ever held in Maine.
in R. M E. church, Zion Mission
week
Tuesday evening, will be given by Rev.
at 7 30 p. m., R«v. S. E. Robinson pasHenry *M. King, D. D., of Providenoe,
tor. The services will be conducted by
whose eminent ability as thinker and
of North

platform orator Î3 well known.
The general conductor of the convention

Λ"

OF THE

HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & GO.
C, I. B. Butler
J. F. Hutchinson,
T. J. Hollivan.

Fair

Mo. 22 Temple Street.

—
—

Manufacturers oi

■

■

CAPE

ELIZABETH GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GUT: :
ASSOCIATION,
TERS AND CORNICES.
be held at their fair grounds

SCARBQRO AND
FARMERS
: :
Will

-

Tin and Iron Hoofing, Corrugated Iron
and Weather Boards for Sidings, Edge
17. and 18, 189S.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept.
Strips and Valley Iron, Ridge Caps. Plain
Trotting at 2 and 2.30 each day.
and Corrugated Conductors, Smoke Pipes
Ladies Contest Tuesday Sept 17 at 10,a. hq.
and VenBarges and Buekboards leave Monument for Steam Heaters, Ventilators
!
dlw
Square at 1 o'clock aaab day.
jlyleow3m
tilating Pipes, Eta.

PLEASANT HILL,

SCARBORO

PORTLAND DAILY PRtSS
—AND—
31 A1NE STATE

PRESS.

base and

m

Subscription
Daily (in advance) $t> per year: $3 for six
mouths; $1.60 a quarter; GO cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at have apparently laid aside their intention of treating it only as a "vantage
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in, advance), invariably at th gound" or of reconstructing it on the
rate of $7 a year.
lines laid down in the last Democratic
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
have
They
platform.
aocepted
for
six
SI
months;
every Thursday. S" per year;
it as a final expression of the Democratic
cents
for
trial
25
5(1 cents a quarter;
subscripview of what a tariff law should be, and
tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or in so doing have practically given in
short periods may hvive the address ot their their endorsement, to protection for proto this
It has come
tection's sake.
paper changed as otten os desired.
Advertieinc Rates.
therefore, *hat the only difference be-

"It Saves Her

Much

a

tes.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; half price eaoh succeeding week.
"A Square" is a space of the width of a column

and one inch long.
page, one-third ad-

distributed.

To the

1

Scrubbing"

Interest Paid

a

WASHING POWDER

[

doctrine, itself the

Democratic party has praotically committed itself. If therefore there is going
to be a tariff battle in the next campaign
it is going to be simply a battle of sched-

A choice
cake of Olive
Oil Soap will be
found In each package of IVORINE
Powk Washing;

for

a

long time, and find it

a

perfect washing

time it saves me
powder. At house cleaning
much hard scrubbing. I would not be without it."
Mrs. F. Warner, Crompton, R. I.
Shaving Soaps.
jyi-ist of Choice Premiums sent Free upon Bequest.

gi

square each

first

on

^s-».>œsia«5œ<s5fa»:-s:»i

Three

week.

$1.60 per square.
Reading Xottces

insetipns

less,

or

type and
classed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
,l.e each insertion.
Pure Heading Xotiees in reading matter type,
26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adverfor
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
tisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl lin advance, twill be
tisements

charged at regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scrlption and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
for

I'EESS.

THE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
to

17

put $300,000 into"the

going
Democratic campaign
Brieo is

MAGAZINE

nonpanel

in

Paul

in Ohio and

moro.
These
about as much
gentlemen must have money to burn.

J. Sorg

As Senator Hill is for harmony now he
probably» make no opposition to

will

the confirmation of Hornblower. Nevertheless Hornblower cannot be a pleasant
dose for him to^take.

The A. P. A. appears to be manifesting a good deal· of activity in Massachusetts, and its members seem to be very
much in evidence at the primaries. It is
not at all likely however that they will
succeed in defeating Gov. Greenhalge's
nomination though this thev are said to
be striving to da What Greenhalge has
done to arouse their hostility is not clear,
—perhaps it is what he hasn't done that

Maine Outings
for
September has
reacliod us and we are glad to note the
constant improvement in this excellent

of more than usual interest.
Tom Reed of the United States, with an
excellent portrait of Mr. Reed by Dyer as
a
frontispiece. The Mystery of Petite
Manan Point, being the first chapter of
a
serial recounting the strange adventures of a boy under the black flag of
Capt. Kidd. Mathews whioh is the nom
de plume of a well known magazine
writer, contributes in this number a
wierd and intensely interesting romance
of hypnotism, entitled Aimee. National
guardsmen, indeed others, will find good
matter in the article on the recent Muster
"rue department are
at Uamp (Jleaves.
replete with bright and newsy matter of
great interest to sportsmen and touriste.
That department devoted to the interests
of women, Fin de Siecle Diana, is especially. pleusing and should not fail to t>e of
interest to the gentle sex.

lowing

courage

the Hope of

an

(From

the London

Mr. Balfour's

recent

statement in the
the international

House of Commons on
currency question has been a grave blow
to the
bimetallism It will be Id the
recollection of our reader that in reply to
Sir. John Long, who asked whether he

formance.

nothing
Tho

so

wants

Just now Dunraven
much as to go home.

Lewiston Journal is mistaken in

that Dr. Butler did not decline
invitation to Colby University. He
did decline the first invitation, and the
committee had given up^all hope of securing him and were considering where else
to turn when certain facts came to thir

saying
tho

knowledge which led them to extend
This invitato him another invitation.
tion he accepted. But the first^invitation
he declined and both he and the committee believed that it was the end of the
matter. This is on authority of a member
of the committee.

Probably ex-Queen Liliuokalanl

would

shown. In both these countries there
has been a strong movement in favor of
the rehabilitation of silver and of an international monetary conference as the
most likely method for arriving at the
desired end. Their natural
hope was
that, in view of tbe prominent place
the
in
holds
Mr.
Balfour
which
present
Government, some steps would be taken
to bring about the meeting they wished
for. It has been a cruel disappointment
to them to learn that nothing of the kind
is to be done, and that they have noohoioe
but to aoquisece in the indefinite postponement of their favorite projeot.
Mr. Balfour, it will have been gathered
from his reply, retains his old views, but
is well aware that the country is not with
him, and that to press them forward just
It
now would only be to oourt defeat
is quite recenly that the bimetallic movement has been felt as a real danger, and
that the supporter* of our present standard have thought it worth their while to
be at the pains of exerting themselves

fasiona IS ur.

oauiuci jrnuiicr ο

iHCBUipi/iuii

tuf

for

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups,

Castoria.
"Caetorfa is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children/*
Da. G. C. Osgood,

CaotorlA Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me."
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, Ν. T.

Lowell,

Mass.

Democrats were,

The

sharply

defined.

far

profession

as

as

concerned at least, for a tariff for
only, and the Republicans for

was

revonue
a

tariff

that should raise revenue and at the same
timo protect American industries from
When Congress
foreign competition
met the line began to fade out, and when
it adjourned the Democrats had passed
a tariff bill in which the principle of pro-

tection

was so

clearly recognized, that

a

easy in effect,
are character-

I

istics peculiar

|

to

Hood's

Pills. They
are
small,
tasteless, and
purely vegetable. They act gently but thoroughly
and satisfactorily. They do not irritate
or inflame the intestines, but leave them
in natural, healthy condition. 25 cents.

Tickets, 75, r>o and 25 cts.
salo at box office.

from 1903 to 1905.

although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the

morphine,
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves/*
Da. J. F. Kinchklok,
Conway, Ark.

■The Centaur Company,

Exchange

1-3

fed28

$1,550.000

GO,

merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it."
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mans.
Allen C. Smith, Free.,

$40.000

Ul UCUDV'6

Colossal

υ

$6o,ooo

111 Hclvni

&

M0ULT0N,

MINSTRELS.
50

Exchange Sts.

....

For

Terms Apply to

414 Congress S.t,
sepll

Friday, September 30th,

AND

SURPLUS

SPECIAL
Address,

on

KATIE MONEY,

The Derby Mascot

Interest allowed on Tim· Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations» Banks, and others de-

siring;
open accounts, as well as
those wishing to transaot Banking;
ness

description through

of any

STEPHEN R.

busi-

this Bank

SMALL.ltaiilsi!.

DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREN.

|

dtl

FRAMINGHAM,

d2m

MASS.,

FLOUR

«

I

First Mortgage (>'s,

GRAY'S

Portland

Taken

Flour

by

for Bread

equal.

It has

AGEMXS.

BUY

Office, 350 Commercial St

PURITY_ MAjJINE

BREAD.

New Process. Fieiest Materials· Sweetest and Best in
all the Land. Label attached to every Loaf. Presentation of 40 of said Labels at our office entitles the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife? FREE.

GOUDY tfc

KENT,

Corner Pearl & Milk
SOLE
sep7

MANUFACTURERS

Streets,

PURITY BRAND HALTING BREAD.

*ndM

of

Shorthand

COLLEGE

a»o

Send for free Illuitratcd

CHAS. SUMNER CARLTON,

Storm.

Perfect Roller

AHX>

Τypewriting.
CaUlogue.
L. A. Cray & SON, Portland, Me.

School

Has

BUSINESS

Holders of above bonds are hereby
that. In accordance with the terms
mortgage, their bonds are called in
ment October 1. 1S95, upon which

VOICE

CULTURE!,

terest will

Vannnccinl,
ORATORIO,

UPERA.

of

cease.

ieaciier of Piano &
PUPIL, OF CARL

dtf

sep5

THIRTY YEAR

MISS ALICE M. FERNALD
247 Bracken St.,

Reference:

Fr O.

5's,

GEO.

F.

DUNCAN,

42 exchange Street.
apr3

dtl

NOTICE.
TO THE

HOLDERS OF

FIRST MORTGAGE

attention to Beginners.
H. KOXZSCHMAR.
seplOdlw

SALES

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 16 Exchange Street.
C. W.

F. O. BAILKÏ.
m«rl4

ALLEU
dtf

SUCCESSORS TO
A
CO.,
PALMER, ASDHESON
KOLI.INS & ADAMS,

6 per

cent

and

Kxch&n^e St., Portland Me.

HARTFORD,
ROYAL,
CONTINENTAL,

BONDS,

of Hartford
of England
of New York
of Hartford

PHŒNIX.
FIRE ASSOCI'TION, of Philadelphia
of Philadelphia
PENNSYLVANIA,
of Hartford
NATIONAL,
of Philadelphia
FRANKLIN,
SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL,
of England
LONDON & LANCASHIRE, of England
of England
PALATINE,
of Hartford
ORIENT,
of England
IMPERIAL,
of England
NORTHERN,
of England
UNION ASSURANCE,
ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
of Boston
AMERICAN,
of Proyidence
MERCHANTS,
EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY, of England
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York
With this representation of Companies, »ho-.vover
ing Assets in the UNITED STATES olInsur$65,000,000, our facilities for handling
ance and caring for the Interests of our custom
ers and the public ARE UNSURPASSED.

Chaki.es C. Adams,
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J. Little.
eod2w
sepl7

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company Maine C

Teacher of Piano
Special

ACUllON

nies:

Guaranteed Principal and
Interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

readier of Piano and Organ.
Beginners given a thorough foundation on the

385 Congress St., Portland. Ne.
eodlm
septio

Seats now on

Clilldien, Saturday commencing Septem28îb; TJiuisday afternoon class commences October 3d: Evening class Monday·
commencing September
Thursdays.
unci
30tb. For furtoer particulars please call or
send for circulars.
tfespect fully,
M. B. GILBERT.
soptl4tf

No. 31

DUE 1912.

Clavier,

rudiments of music and the patronage of advanced pupils solicited.
Especial attention
given to Technic. Memorizing and Sight Readterms
For
address,
ing.

Brjice.

Tickets 75. 50 and 2oe.
sale at box office.

Representing the following first class compa-

COINS SOL. 4's,

BAEKMANN, BOSTON,

JAMES A. BAIN,

Ail New Mechanical Effects.
10 Buck and Wing Dancers.
2 thoroughbred Bace Horses "King Faro"

FIRE IMSURAKCE.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

KNOX & LINGOLN R'Y.

will resume lessons September 23d.
89 C.VRLETON STREET.
sepl7d2w*

Κ. E.

a

SWAN & BARRETT, ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
E^-NKEIIS.

janl9eodtf

FIELD,

gates of

the

the

We are prepared to cash the bonds with accrued interest at any time on presentation.
Having been awarded the new issue of 30
year 4 1-2 per centcold, first mortgage bonds of
tliis company, we are prepared to furnish them
to holders ; of the old bonds upon favorable
terms If applied for at an early date.

For several years a successful teacher In Now
i'ork City. Instruction continued during the
Home Studio 5a m<jh St.
lummer months.

MISS M. R.

over

crossing.
Car Loads Special Scenery.

notified
for pavdata in-

ITALIAN METHOD.

Graduate, (4 rear», of Six;.
Florence, Italy. CONCERT,

2

leap

ber

DATED JUKE 1, 1885.
EDUCATE

OUL·

Gilbert's Dancing Glasses.

WATER CO.

91 DAKFOBTH ST.,

The Great Derby Kace.
ΟΓ.Ι. The Beautiful Swamp Scene.
ÇCC The Realistic Gallows Scene.
OCC The Celebrated Traping Horse,
"King Faro" in his wonderful
OCC

ΟΕΕ

and Gray

NOTICE.

CrlRLiS,

Portlaud, Maine.

from

MARSHALL H 60DIM3. CasVai

i&ai

Taylor's great racing play.

In Chas. A

favorable

to

Will Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,'93.

Seats now on

Incorporated 1824.

Cnrrent Account» received

Day School

Minstrel

ONE NIGHT,

terms.

dim

the

sale at

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

26 Spring St.

or

of
World.

195 Middle St P. 0. Box 1108.
CAPITAL

—

Swell Parade

Tickets 75, 50 and 25c.
box office.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS'S

aug8

»

10 POPULAR COMEDIANS 10
12 SKILLED DANCERS 12
9 CULTURED SINGERS 9
10 PICKANINNIES 10
14 SPECIALTIES 14
21 GRAND MILITARY BAND 21
The

OF

Instruction.

Violin

FOR

I

MB. ARTHUR DEMMING,

dtf

Casco National Bank

MISS E. W, THURSTON,

50

PERFOKMERS

Headed by the Prince of Comedians,

TECS

Portland, M
T.Tb&Sat-tf

Street

Boarding and

CRESCENT

19tli.

Tlie Great Show of the Day,

issue,

TÏ Murray Street, Tieyr xoric uity.

WHITE

row

ONLY,

Thursday, September

Total Debt Including this

EDUCATIONAL·.

and

Seats
*

ONE NIGHT

ment have

A. R. WRIGHT CO.,

was

MAGDALENE.
on

Assessed Valuation

FOR SALE BY

Our physicians in the children's departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
soothing syrup and other hurtful
·'

—

them

Payable

HIJTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

"

COAL!

tween

NEW

dtf

"

51

.IN THE....

Ο

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to $16,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I am prepared to give information a^
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon
dence and personal interview invited.

Castoria.

SOLE

To buy, easy
to take and

ADA
GRAY

DUE JAN.l, 1043.

W. L WILSON & CO.

Easy

Maine.

4's.

First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas»
tgrjfl. is the Children's Panacea—the Mother's Friend·

and Pastry.

As far as any distinctive principle or
is concerned there is at present
very little difference between the attitude
of the two parlies toward the tariff. In
the last campaign the dividing lino be-

PORTLAND,

SOUTH

Basgor and Aroostook Railroad Company.

and Castor Oil.

vmw

policy

TO-NIGHT,

TTIi&Snrmtf

8eptl4

Cor. Middle and
julySl

It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Castoria relieves
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.

The

vuuw

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Ma ne. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddook, Pern, 41-2's and 5's.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdsnsburg Railway Stook,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratlroad.

xiuttuns

and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute

not havo been set free by the Hawaiian
government had It not become thoroughly Λ—
'—1 *·
1*
T*·
(n /<"ifn «anantlv fΑΛ
satisfied that she would not be able to
that the country has been told what it is
make trouble even if she wanted to, or in that the bimetalists are really driving at
other words, that her influence with the Farrer's letters in our columns asking
Predictions have for a ratio, and the answers that have
natives were gone.
been given to them, have done muoh to
Dv<vauliîJVjUC U.UJ J UCDii
enlighten the public mind. It has beno
ment would not be able to maintain itself c >me
clear, in the course of the disafter hope of speedy annexation to the cussion thus raised, that 1 to 1SJ4 is the
but
it only practicable ratio, and th»t its adopStates was gone,
United
tion would involve a grave debasement of
has gone
right along and it is now our ourrency, and a very general disar■o well entrenched in the respect of the rangement of business affair·, and that
classes, as wage earners,
people that it dare let loose its enemies the working
would be among the first and most certo do their worst.
tain sufferers from it
It has been obvious Indeed, all through,
The Sultan has apparently become con- that if bimetallism were the harmless
vinced that he must yield in some meas- thing which some of its advocates have
it. it could never fulfil the
ure to the wishes of the Powers in regard represented
promises which others of them have been
to Armenia. Whether his opinion of the
making on its behalf—that, in plain
amount of interference to be permitted to words, it must be either a delusion or a
the Christian nations will suit the Gov- fraud. But, as long as the bimetallists
confined themselves to enunoiating their
ernments of those countries is now the
views at large, and claimed that th«
eod3t
8βρ14
to
He
is
willing
appoint
choice of a ratio might stand over for
question.
the
whole
to
and
the
future
questionwas,
settlement,
Christian gendarmes
'give
in the air, and its advocates
Embassies of Russia, Great Britain and so to say,
had a corresponding freedom and could
France the rights to apply directly to the shift their
position as they found convenPermanent Committee of Control for in- ient. Lord Farrer has forced them to
donb
formation regarding affairs in the prov- declare themselves, and has thus
«
service to the cause of honest money.
inces of Armenia, but no Christian vali good
the
to
vague, unThere is an end now
Elevators
on Β. & m. Κ. R.
Retail.
at
and
Carloads
Cargoes,
oan bo allowed to hold office, though submeaning statements which have been put Wharf.
The best qualities of Hard aud Free Burning Coals careordinate provincial officials may be divid- forward as the bimetal lie creed—a creod
Genuine LYKENS VALLEY
numerous fully screened for family use.
has
been
subscribed
by
which
and
Christians
Mohammedans
ed between
MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
who have been in no real agree- FRANKLIN and BORDEN
persons
in proportion to the relative numbers of ment as to the sense of their words. The CUMBERLAND.
This is issue has at last Been defined. The pubthese two classes of religionists.
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
Wood
the language COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
only a small fraction of the concessions lic ha\e learned not only
whioh
it
is
of the creed, but the meaning
of all kinds cut to order.
demanded by the powers, and it is not at
intended to convey, and the discovery
all likely that they will accept them as has been a revelation and a warning.
be put We trust that the trade revival now in
sufficient, iloro pressure will
will complete the cure and that
upon the Sultan, and he will yield more, progress
and less about
less
we
shall
hear
but he will stop short of yielding every- bimetallism from
aDy quarter.
edtf
mar»
TBLBUPHokt Έ 384-8.
thing, if possible.
luauu

·

BAKTKEIIS,

Fraud."

Times.)

G. Ε. LOTHKOP, Lessee and Manager.
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8LBMITTED
OFFERINGS
UPON APPLICATION.

WOODBURY

International

or a

ment Securities.

dtf

11yl7

of Mr. Balfour's Refusal to En-

Conference—"A Delusion

and otlicr Invest-

Correspondence Solicited.

H. M. PAYSON ft

BIMETALLISM IN GREAT BRITIAN.
The Effect

Municipal, Railroad

FOR BALE BY

as

troubled.about.

are

What is

magazine. Meohanically Maine Outing
is a gem and its contents are in no way
inferior, while its illustrations oompare
favorably with those of other periodicals.
Among the contents we mention the fol-

would advise her Majesty's Government
to invite an international conferen e on
Rumors that the "Valkyrie will race the the currency, Mr. Balfour said that perDefender off Newport or anywhere else sonally he was strongly in favor of interThere national agreements, but that he had no
may be dismissed as unfounded.
is no object in Lord Dunraven's doing right to pledge his colleagues on the suband that he had no reason to think
any more racing. He has done enough ject,
at the
already to settle the comparative merits that such an agreement would,
of the boats, and a hundredTraces would present moment, be tbe result of an in
In Germany and
not wipe out the stain on his record as a ternational conference.
effect of Mr
sportsman and α gentleman of pluck, in tbe United States the
which resulted from his New York per- Balfour words has been unmistakably

they

^

I—"

NOTICES-

—

BONDS.

investments;

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.

DEALERS IN

Choice investment securities. Including high
grade, home bonds, constantly on hand.
aug2S

Makers of William»' Famous

der.

—

Depositors are offered every facility which
their balances, business and responsibility
warrant.

ules, unless the Democrats are going to
ditional.
turn tail again and repudiate anew the
Amusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per Gorman-Wilson bill.
Special Xoliccs,

STATE & JAMES STS., ALBANY,

Deposits.

on

Portland Theatre,

27 & 29 PINE STS., NEW YORK,

$100,000

$100,000
*40,000

•Invested ill Government Bonds.

vorine

AMUSEMENTS.

PORTLAND TRUST SPENCER TRASK & CO.,
BANKERS,
COMPANY.
Capital Stock paid In
Stockhol ers' additional liability,
Surplus and undivided profits,

I have used

first tween the two parties on the tariff conIn Daily Press ¥1.50 per square,
Three lnserof protection, how
week, 75 cents per week after.
cerns the application
Every other much there shall be and how it shall be
lions or less, $1.00 per square.

les3 than these
day advertisements, one third

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL.

ignoble

surrender. Since that
time, however, these leaders have surrendered and are to-day sounding the
praisos of the Gorman-Wilson law. They

Kates.

MI SCELLA ΝΕΟ U S.

MISCELLANEOUS.

considerable part of the Democratic
leaders, including the President, repudiated it and stigmatized it praotically as a

entrai

Railroad

ANNUAL EXCURSION
το

Dated Nov. 11, 1887.
KINGF1ELD
You are herby notified that in accord- FARMINGTON, PHILLIPS,
.irms
of the Mortgitre
ance with the
AND THE =
(the Bonds have been subject to reFIRE ESCAPES
demption since ilay 1, 1894) your Bonds RANCELEY
are called in for payment September 1,
XIH'ltSDAY, Sept. 19th.
We want the public to know that we are 1895, at the Central Trust Co., New
and
Tickets for.Fiirmlngton, Kingfield and Philheadquarters for these goods,for a can furnish York, and that interest will cease on
reasonable
Tickets for
4 neat and suflstantlal escape
lips good to stop over Sunday.
that da v.
«mount. Flans and estimates can be seen at
Kangely Lakes good for ten days. Fares as
ns to collect them
desire
154
Fore
Should
at
street
or
you
or
factory
follows:
our office
for you, please to deposit them with us
Portland and Kockland to Farmington, $2.00,
send postal and our rej»reseutatiue will call.'
:o Kiniifleld, $3.00, to Phillips, $2.50, to Kangoat once.
$3.50.1
ev,
make
re-investTHE THOS. LAUGHLIN CO.
to
wish
Should you
dlwteodtf
Brunswick, liatli. Auburn and I.ewlston to
aug5
ment we shall be glad to correspond or Farmington, $1.00, to Kingfield, $2.00, to
confer with you upon the subject.
Phillips, $1.50. to liangeley, 82.50.
roR E,THER sex
(Jardiner, Hallowell and Augusta to FarmlngWe regret that we have been unable
this call, 011. $2.00, to Kingfield, $3.00, to Phillips,
Till· remedy being applied to give you earlier notice of
55^——————
to Kangeley. $3.50.
of
«eat
J2.50,
the
(lie
to
directly
but the notico only reached us today.
Other stations in proportion.
no change
Λ
ΒΜΗ disease requires
A Special Train will leave Bath at 7.40 a.
(ΓΒ
yours,
Respectfully
Cure
guaranteed
9_ V, ■_ of diet.
8.B0;
ii.; Brunswick, 8.20 ». in.; Aubi'rn,
Small plain
EH AIL ■■ in 1 to 8 days. mail Wl.OO.
Lewlston, 8.55.
ltegular trains should be
U VV IU package byJ. H. Hammond,
sernot
covered
aken
from
by
special
points
Sold only by
'tce.
Free and Center Sts.. and
"τΞΞ Cor.
BANKERS,
PAYSON
F.
Κ.
TUCKKR,
BOOTHBY,
Cor. Congress
Γη TT IS "B· L. C. Fowler, 8ts
V P. & Gen'I Man.
G. P. Sr T. Α.
Portland Portland Me., August 28, 1895,
**
JBBand Lafayette
seutlidlt

LAKES,

~

LE BRUN'S

SWAN & BARRETT,

Jj*

aus29dti

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Ads

Mies Ada 'Gray,

St. Lawrence St. Church Conslderinc th e
Purchase of the Skating Kink Lot Ae a

Gray.

an

actress of consider-

Possible Site For

a

Future

Church.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW APVKBTISEMKNTS.

MUNYON'S

NEW

SPECIAL
DYSPEPSIA CURE.
SALES.

reputation, especially in the SouthFor some years the parish of the St.
ern States, where she has been a favorito,
church have been makLawrencejstreet
last
night
«ppeared at Portland Theatre
efforts with the object of securing
ing
in the old familiar play of "East Lynne,
Is guaranteed to cure all forms of indithe erection of a new church edifice as*»-arranged in a version especially adapt- soon as possible. There has been some gestion and stomach troubles, sirch as rismature
a
largo,
ed for her. Mies Gray is
of ing of food, distress after eating, shortness
consideration of late of tho project
of breath and are affections of thelieart
looking woman, who in several scenes purchasing the lot of land on whioh is caused by indigestion ; wind colic, bad
seeing rather massive for the general ideal
corthe
on
taste, offensive breath, loss of appetite,
situated the old skating rink
Last headache from indigestion, overindulof liady Isabel and Madame Vino. She ner of
Congress and Munjo.v streets.
in eating or drinking, or where the
seemed to please her audience, however,
evening there was an informal meeting ?ence
ining of the stomach has been impaired
especially in the fourth act at the death- in the vestry of the church, at whioh was by physic or injurious medioines.
bed of; her little son, and in the fifth heard the report of a committee which
Munyon's Homoeopathio Remedy Co.,
where she is filled with remorse|for the had matle terms with the owners of tho put up a cure for nearly every disease.
Sold by all druggisti, mostl. for 35c. a
her lifa It was not an audierror· of
land.
vial
the.best
,'-ence calculated to draw out
and
finally
disoussod
was
Munyon's Homofopathic Homo RemeThe matter
for it "gave quite
of Philadelphia, put up
of dy Company,
t-Jiowere of an actress,
the
meeting appointed a committee
disease, which
frost to the box office as far as the .re- five to further consider as to the advisa- specific for nearly every
are sold by all druggists,
mostly for 25
or not.
asked
ceipts were concerned.
the
ft
of
cents
bottle.
price
paying
bility
"The
in
Those who are in doubt as to the nature
Tonight Miss Gray wil appear
The lot would certainly be an excellent
of their disease should address Professor
and this
play will site
a ohurch
New Madeleine
a fine church edifice. If
forj
1505 Arch street, Philadelphia,
probably prove more attractive to the should be ereoted there it wouldibe the Munyon,
giving full symptoms of their disease.
"East Lynne" will be
if Professor
theatre
goers.
lath church edifloe on Congress street,
Munyon will cheerfully diagnose
the case and give you the benefit of his
repeated Wednesday night.
are included two small churohee beyond
Miss Gray was supported by Mr. Charles the Union station. Besides these 12 there advice absolutely free of all charge. The
Remedies will be sent to any address on
F. Tingay, who assuinod the character are the
Congress square, the Free street receipt of retail price.
K.
J.
last
evsning,
■of Arohibald Carlyle
Baptist, and the Second Advent, all of
Lillian
able

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE FIRST STEP·

\

"

Round
Parlor Stoves.

Couches.

Square

COODS.

ί

Parlor Stoves.

■

"

Keaue as Sir Francis Loveson,
which
Devere as Miss Corney, Emma Ballard
as Barbara Hare,' and others.
Hi

■ays :
"Hi Henry's minstrels which appeared
are not a
at the Park City last evening
Generally
cut and dried organization.
when
that
alike
minstrels are so much
them all. Not so in
see one you see
and
li Henry's camp. He varies the bill,
now—somestudies to get up something
first
His
track.
thing out of the beatun
visit to this city was made last spring.
It
His company impressed poople than.most

Îou

original than
season's programme will

nearly

more

This
others.
bear the same

praise."

The

Derby Mascot.

"The Derby Mascot," Chas. A.Taylor's
of
sensational melo drama, is a story
bo urnerη

nie,

close to Congress street.

saiu

tu

ύ

υο

—

It will be

well as roalistlcal portrayed.
Friday
presented at Portland Theatre
occurs in
of
the
play
aotion
The
night.

exTexas and tells of the rivalry which
hotista between the warm-hearted, yet
well as In
bloodod Texans, in love as
of the Texas
A
production
business.
great
and one
derby is decidedly a feature,
the play derives its name.
from which
in the
King Earo, the fiuest leaping horse
from Enga
lecent
importation
world,
as two
land, will be introduced as well
and Bay
Derby thoroughbreds, Victor
date
"The Derby Mascot" is an up to

startcomedy drama, coi: prising many
effects
ling features and exciting scenic
liovor before presented in this city.

Annual

Carious

Twenty-First
Held at Houlton.

on

by Two

Stroudwater, Sunday.

the

Two Portland

good

of

men

seats.

BEEOHE JUDGE BONN Ε Y.

her concert, will give an act
Melba,
frrm one of the operas with an orchestra
of musicians.
at

Monday—Herman Rosenburg

of Sacca-

Another

Koom

Closed

Street

In

the

Friday morning the little daughter
Atwood J. Holden, living at 227 Ox-

of
ford street, went to Chestnut street school
and was there during the forenoon, being
apparently in good health. In the afternoon she did not feel woll and did not go
school. Her sickness rapidly developed
It will thus
into a case of diphtheria.
be seen that, the conditions were the same
kinderthat caused the closing of the
During the
garten room a week ago.
Miss
remained in
forenoon she had
Baker's room and of course there is
danger that the disease may have been
communicated to some other child in
to

that class. Henoe it was thought best by
the Board of Health to close tho room for
The room will be cleansed
two weeka
and fumigated and all material handled
by the little girl who now has the disease
α

[

: quickly relieved and effectually cured by Pain-KilLER. The standard remedy for

these troubles for
5°
years. It

more

than

gold,

Goes
or

Pain-KillER is applied. Sprains,
Bruises, Cuts, Burns, Bites and
^Stings are all cured by

Pain~

mo

OUUJWt/y

«»

iuu»v

jf-· V.J,

J

fine looking man,
His subjeot gives the
over six feet tall.
key note as to what he'proposee to talk
about. Mrs. Slattery, formerly known in

tery is said to bo

the
to

a

convent as Sister Mary Elizabeth, is
lecture to women Friday afternoon.

Th·"advertisement gives particulars.

Killer
Accept

ΐυΐ

101U

"Why X left the Roman Catholic Priesthood and what I saw therein." Mr. Slat-

When

tiene.

Slattery, the converted priest,
will give a lecture at Kotzschmar hall,
Thursday evening next, taking "Roman·
Father

saying, that every kind of]
IS without
external—takes )
nain—internal
its leave

—-

light

hues.

substitutes or imittThe genuine bears the

do

in

other Stove of similar

piicity

with

the

same

Prices

amount of fuel.
very low.

giving

All

grades

to be sold at

Lowest Prices.

Special Sale

on

Then

come

conius

between

tlio

gains

yd

of inferior beds.

a

lire at Gorhara

Is not this

$ f .98.
21 MONUMENT

21 MONUMENT SQUARE.

a

GREAT

SALE

BEDS.

IRON

Bargain.

♦ OF ♦

in

vince you if you are looking for bargains.

Brass

Trimmed.

$5.00,
$7.50,
$8.50,

RANGES.

Quaker,

$10,
See Them Before You B;s,

All

Own of the Kitchen.

Repairs

for the

Quaker Range.

SQUARE. 21 MONUMENT SQUARE. 21 MONUMENT SQUARE.

SPECIAL SALE
=

OF

=

Boys' Winter Reefers.
our counters a very
We have manufactured and pnt upon
Reefers for Boys
Winter
reliable
of
line
good
large and extensive
have been selected with great care
Reefers
These
4 to 16 years.
qualities and a better line we have
as to their color and wearing
the buying public to attend this
invite
We
cordially
shown.
never
Prices range from $2.00 to $S.OO.
stock
is
the
large.
while
sale

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255 Middle Street.

dtf

In Holden. Sept. 8, Daniel S. Burrill of Dedliam ana Miss Anna Belle Moore of Holden.
Chestnut
The Dorcas society of the
In Nobleboro, Sept. 11. Guy P. Bailey of Banand Mis» Minnie Λ1. Vannah of Nobleboro.
street Methodist churoh, met last evening gor
for the first time this season, with Mrs.
DEATHS.
Tennant on the corner of Lincoln and
The Dorcaa

Society.

Ice cream and cake were
Mrs. Ο. H. Baker is
served the guests.
president, and Mrs. Tenant is a director.
The Dorcas
society is charitable, and
has done much good in the years of its
existence.

Myrtle

streets.

dress

to drese makerr

being

67 CENTS EACH.

our

We intend to sell lower
than others, and can con-

done.

came near

As Cut to be sold at

market, of

PLUSH rockers;
LARGE ARM ROCKERS

forms eighteen

worsted, mohair and silk
worsted.
Alternating with these are
beautiful fancy silks, striking in their
wav.
Lustrous taffetas in chameleon
tints, sometimes stripes, then plaided
again in'shading effects. Behind this row
of draped beauties you see rising higher
above tnem still more striking crepous,
boucles with cute, crisp tiny curls of
Every now and
mohair in every tint.
then a charming garment, either jacket,

CHAIRS

customers the

window Today, for the Greatest BarSee

LINOLEUM

heat to pass

makes it a powerful
heater and it will heat
one third more space
than any other stove
Made
of this class.
oven.
with
single
Made in three sizes.

irn

superior finish and at the

price

At 47c

our

best Bed in the

forms.

ln

Bucksport, Sept. 5, Helon B.

McFarlanrt

Mr.
the display.
Canaan, Conn., and Olive F. Chad wick of Bucksbuilding, caught frojji a spark from a beads help beautify
to
visit
this port. I
locomotive. The blaze was discovered and Libby invitos everybody
ill Ellsworth, Sept. 7, George W. Stover and
the slightest reference to
Miss Delia M. Griudle, both of Orland.
extinguished with a few pails of water opening without
c.
invitation
is
In Franklin, Sept. 0 James Applin of SomcrA special
givon
before any damage to «peak of had been a purchase.
ville and Miss Mattle M.
nf Franklin.

I

pride ourselves

We

Carpets·

the

under the entire base
This
of the stove.

ca-

The blacksmith shop
belonging to the Portland and Rochester
railroad, which was formerly the station

Slight Blaze.

yesterday morning.

Comes.

ing:

any

MARRIAGES.
Dainty collarettes of delicate
Acshaded chiffon lay here and there.
In Bancor. Hosea B. Buck and Miss Alice M.
colors light Snow, both of Bangor.
cordion chiffon in gas light
lu KasCUttsfleld. Sept. 10, Henry Vosmus of
dark chink. Lace yokes
Auburn and Miss Winnlfred Bean of East Otisup our otherwise
incandescent
gem-like
with jets and
of

There

name—"Pprry Davis k Sen"—
everywhere at 23c. a bottle,
(double the former quantity).
Remember that all pain goes when Pain-Killer

than

a

double bottom, allow-

lieat is

more

novelties in

capo or coat
A

•■d is sold

produced

—

side lights. Are decorated with a matchBenj. M. Golding, Portland, 2d meet- less show of some of
the most beautiful
ing. Oath administered.
J. F. Bennett, Deering, account of as- productions of the artist dosigners and
signee settled.
weavers of Germany,
Saxony
France,
first
J. K. P. Blaisdell, Pôrtland,
J.
appointed and England. Coming down the aislos
Conlev,
meeting, H.
from the front of the store you first come
assignee.
Henry B. Fuller, Portland, first meet- upon a pyramid of dark plaids in compliing C. E. Woodside, appointed assignee. mentary coli rs, lined off with far-apart
cross bars of silk in
blue and other
Lecture on Romanian].

Pain

50 per cent

is constructed with

skylights

signee.

bus, etc., which are attended by so much

~

μ.»-»»-

CRECENT PARLOR

Being constructed on
scientific principles 25 to

Chestnut

School.

25 DOZEN
THE BASE OF OUR

Last

hi

$10.00, 15.00 and 25.00.

CHIFFONIER BEDS.

DIPHTHERIA.

indictrappa was tried on a nuisance
ment. He keeps a olothlng store, but the
Vy
uvj uuiuvu,
ajau
ucDi
mint
no
ouiu
goverumenii ClUlUiUU
Bound Over to the Grand Jury.
and whiskey. The officers seized some of that room should keep careful watch over
Edward
Flaherty, each.
Edward
Owen,
Rosenburg claimed that tlie beer them and upon the slighest symptom of
Walter
O'Brien, Edward Burke and was lithia beer and not intoxicating, and illness should call a physician.
that tho whiskey was not for sale, but for
George J. Burnes, between the ages of his own use.
Tho kindergarten room will be reopened
He denied over selling any
the
before
were
and
ten
sixteen,
It has been
thoroughly
whiskey or strong liquors whatever. The next Monday.
court
yesterday morning jury was out all the afternoon, but failed fumigated and the committtee says there
Municipal
charged with breaking and entering to agree.
will be no danger in sending children
G. A. True, county attorney.
Charles A. Robinson's grocery storo on
there.
defendant.
for
Libby
George
Milk street and stealing Î26.50 from the
Warren F. Chase, indicted for cheating
Bristol')» Horse Show Loses Goods
to
and
all
The boys
pleaded guilty
safe.
by false protencos by inducing parties
know
was
worthhe
The
which
a
take
check
manager of Bristol's Horse Show
were bound over to the grand jury in the
less while representing it to be good, re- has made complaint to the police station
sum of $400 each.
tracted his plea of not guilty and pleaded
that on the 31st of August the locks on
guilty.
and
the cars near the Maine Central railThe bodies of Peter Malstrom
Welter Buhl, the two remaining victims
INSOLVENCY COURT.
road shops in Portland, were broken, and
of the Osoeola mine disaster were found
12 horse blankets,8 pony blankets,8 leath4
No.
of
south
level,
the
on
eighteenth
of parade harnesses,
er halters, 8 sets
BEFORE JUDGE PEABODV.
shaft.
of ÏS6. were taken.
of
tho
value
all
etc.,
Monday—Chas. G. Brown, Harrison,
1st meeting, S. L. Bates chosen assignee.
A "Society."
John W. Hinds, Portland, 1st meeting,
J. R LIBBY strikes the key note of
H. J. Conlv assignee.
Ellis D. Orr, Harpswell, 1st meeting, the score and gives marohing orders to
Benj. Thompson assignee.
autumnal openings of high class
the
Fred E. Brown, South Portland, 1st
dress goods, silks and ladies' garments.
meeting, John Wells assignee.
Azae H. Kingsley, of Yarmouth, 1st Seventy feet of counters in the centre of
forms of Summer Complaint,
and high
meeting, E. D. Weeman appointed as- his store right under
Colic, Cholera Mor-

^Cramps,

lots at

repute,

whose reputation for veracity has never,
The twenty-first annual convention of
to our knowledge, been questioned, tell
Christian
Temperthe Maine Woman's
the following remarkable story :
They
Houlton
in
ance Union will be ncld at
were canoeing on the Stroudwuter river
the First Baptist church September 26,
Sunday afternoon, and a short distance
27, 28 and 29, opening Thursday at θ a. m.
above the boom, had gone ashore to eat
After the formal opening the
county
their luncheon. All at once they heard a
presidents will report progress during the curious noise in the trees, at the edge of
year, after which Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
tho clearing, a short distance behind
state president, will deliver the annual
them. They were in a cow pasture and
address.
as one of them said, it seomed as if the
Ij.
J.
The first evening Mrs.
Spaulding
wore
cows had all got to fighting and
will welcome the convention on behalf of
Or imagine about
bellowing in concert.
the county, Rev. E. C. Owen for the
a thousand partridges drumming uugeuier
clergy, Mrs. Owon for the local union, and
this
some idea of
you will have
iuj
X~.
X'Hl'KCl'
UliU nun
UUliCigU) oi/Uuuu,
curious roaring noise.
the citizens, Mrs. George S. Hunt of FortImmediately they felt a gust of air as if
laml will deliver the address in response.
a gre at wind had gono by them and then
be
minutes
two
will
there
this
Following
something crossed the river making a
speeches by the thirty state superintendeep cut right through the water, and
dents, who will also present reports later
were able to see the water or spray
in the convention Miss Clara Parrish of they
drawn up in the form of a miniature
of
the
N.
one
of
the
organizers
Illinois,
It went acros quickly with
wator spout.
W. C. T. U., a young woman who has
and splashing of the
a great whirling
lately won great praise in London as a
water, but the roaring noise had oeased.
address
the
deliver
will
principal
speaker,
The little cyclone, for suoh it evidently
Mcthe second evening. Mrs. Emily
was, seemed to go over into the woods on
W.
C.
the
Boston
of
Laughlin, president
a
the other side, for they heard
slight
T. U. will be the
leading speaker on
over there.
roaring
Saturday evening. Sunday morning the
All canoeists on the Stroudwater will
pulpits of Iioulton will be oocupied by remember that that sefction, just above
afterthe W. C. T. U. woman.
Sunday
the boon is a place of quiok, strong gusts
noon there will be a union Sunday school
of wind. It. would be interesting to know
the
the
In
service.
evening
temperance
just what peculiar formation of the surlast meeting of the convention will be
hills at that point could bring
addressed
by rounding
held in the Opera house,
about such a peculiar little oyolone.
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, honorary presiAll
dent of Massachusetts W. C. T. IT.

Ryan Concert.
Ootober loth William J. Ryan, the
in
blind young man who Bottoms chairs
will unite in this meeting.
the basement of City Jiuilding, will give churches
The full programme is long and interannual concert at City Hall, and
his
bearing the names of prominent
we hope he will have a liberal patronage. esting,
section of
Maine,
Ke has secured as talent for the concert women from every
J. Bailey,
them Mm Hannah
Mrs. Fannie M. Hawes, one of the fiuest among
world's superintendent of
singers in the state; C. C. national and
soprano
the department of peace and arbitration.
J.
J.
well-known
the
baritone;
Brooks,
almost unThis has been a year of
Griffin of Boston, who is said to have a
success in the histoiv of the
fino teior; Messrs. Skillings and Green, precedented
whioh is important
mandolin and guitar; Miss Anna C. Maine W. O. T. U.,
factor of the World's W. C. T. U., the
and
ami
accompanist,
Willey, pianist
Tickets can bo pro- largest society of women which has ever
Mr. Ryan himself.
Of this Miss Willard is the
cured at Hawes's music store, No. 414 existed.
world's president and Lady Henry SomerCongress strett.
set the leader in Great Britain.
Notes.
will bo
Half fare to the convention
Lewiston parties were in town yester- granted by the reailroads and the people
day looking about for a location for a of Houlton arc doing everything to consmall variety theatre.
ribute to the success of the convention.
The Stockbridge course wiil consist of
12 entertainments. The oour?o tickets are
SUPERIOR COURT.
to be at $3, $4. and (à, including reserved
On

"Witnessed

Spectacle

Canoeist*

Convention Will Be

Special Sale of Crushed Plush and
Corduroy Spring· Edge Couches. Special

SPOUT.

MINIATURE WATER

MAINE W. C. T. U.

Henry.

minThursday night Hi Henry's great
strel organization will appear at Portland
theattre. The Bridgeport Evening News

was

are

.toy

In tliis city, Sirs. Elizabeth Λ. White, aged K4
vears. 11 months, wife of A. K. White. J£eq.,
Superintendent of the Portland 1'acking Co.,
Canso. Ν. S.
[Burial at Canso. N. S.
In this city. Sept. 1G. Samuel liobbins, asetl
63 years, 2 months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock
from his late residence, No. 01 (Hark street.
In this city, Sept. 10, Aaron .1, Home, aged
42 years. S months.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o'clock, from
No. 84 Pleasant street.
iHallfax. N. S., papers please copy.
In this City. Sept. 16, Harry, son of Thomas
and Kate Conley. aged 6 years, 9 months, and
21 days.
In Falmouth, Sept. 15, Donald Hector, youngest child of Hugh and Sarah A. McLean, aged 7
months, 18 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
-r,,·..>τ-· ,-ΛςΜίΜ,ρρ. No, 3 Larch street.

NOVELTIES! NOVELTIES! NOVELTIES!
NOVELTIES! NOVELTIES!
On Tuesday morning opening of choicest line
Itheà season. Prices will run from $7.00 to
$ 18.00 a pattern, and only one pattern of a kind,
so everyone you meet will not have a dress like
yours. Come in and examine them.
New Plaids.
Beautiful lot of $1.00 Plaids
which will be sold for 62 I -2c.
Black dress goods in great variety from 29c to

I of

$2.00 per yard.

BLANKETS ! BLANKETS ! BLANKETS \
BLANKETS ! BLANKET !
want from

Any price you
pair.

75c a

pair to $I2.0C

Our Blanket for $4.50 we compare with any
you can buy for $5.00, and our $5.00 Blankets
you would call very

worth that

Quilts

cheap

at

$7.00, it is really

price.

from

trades for the

75c to

$6.00 each.

All Good

price.

T, F. HOMESTED, 451 Congress Si

MISCELLANEOUS.

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty word·
Hems of Interest

(fathered bv

CorresShall There

pondents of the Pre··.

Be

a

Night

Norway.

Norway, September 16.—Two fine
seen Saturday morning quietly

were

deer
graz-

ing in apasture in the suberbs of thevillage.

The matter of chief interest at Woodfords, just at the present time, is whether
the services of Officer Haskell, a night
watchman shall be continued through

As no
seemed disposed to disturb them the winter or not. About two months ago
they seained in no hurry to get away. as a result of a numerously signed
Later on they wero seen on the railway
one

track between the two villages
the
and

approach
trotted

of the car

leisurly

skipped
into

but on
the fence

the

was seen last week by a
train man near the railway bridge below
South Paris.
Two slight frosts, Friday and Saturday
night, have destroyed flowers and grapes
on most of the low and plains land.

a

Unusually

good thing-that's what everybody says when they
use

Pond's Extract to

relieve

throat,

sore

neuralgia, toothache,
rheumatism,

etc.

Xjooh for the buff wrapper and yellow
label9 none genuine without them.
POND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

•Every Plug
and

package

of

B. L. Tobacco
is

weighed

and
to

guaranteed

contain

every' time.

/A

If we cannot malftp a
on an order, we do
not want it. We are not
in the printing- business
for our healtn—but for
the money there is in it

profit

a

Jj

All men

working
V
V
V
ν

V
V
V
ν

V
ν
V/

y

doing^business
for the

Mitchell appointed
as
night watch-

are

compensasion

of

a day, including, of
course SundaysHe did this without any action of the
city council in regard to the matter.
There has been of late some movement
toward the discontinuing of this night
but the
storekeepers and
watchman,
desirous
others at Woodfords are very
that ho should be continued, and even

Ee Daily Caring Backache, Dizziness,
Faintnese, Irregularity, and all Female

Complaints.

[ [SPECIAL

same

and what one man is after
he must accede to others.
You are the "one," we
"
Our
the
others."
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
the know how "to make
the result attractive.
are

'4

The Thurston Print,
97 1-2 Exchange Street,

A mgnt waccnman can
populous place.
is not so severe in this
not only in case
valuable
render
service,
local
vicinity as in most places, frequent
shnwer servi η y to keen vearetation bright of disturbance, but of fire as well.
and green, but streams and ponds are
Raymond Edward Jlalone, of Leonard
quite low insomuch as to stop most mill St, was christened last Sunday.
work except steam power.
At a rocent meeting of The Authors
Windham.
Club, some poems from Pro'. L B.
Choate's "With Birds and Fowers,were
Windham Centre, Sept 15, 1895—Union read and highy appreciated.
Eavngelistio Meetings began at the Free 3 Miss Alice May Key, Field-secretaryof
Baptist Churoh, Monday evening, Sep- the Woman's board of Missions, has been
tember lfith conducted by Mrs. Ε. K. Led- visiting in Deering lately.
Miss Mary Clark of Deering Center is
ger of the New England Evangelistic
Association, Boston, Mass. Mrs. Ledger very sick.
of
Ives
Florenco
Miss
assisted
will be
joined
by
Several Deering writers have
Meetings every The American Fraternity of Writers.
the same association.
Mrs. Sarah Cheney of Wdt ervi 1 le has
evening at 7.30 o'clock, and bible readings
and been
every afternoon, excepting Monday
spending a litte timo in Deering.
There is tak of forming a Chautauqua
Saturday, at a. 30 o'clo k.
Miss Sadie Larrabeo has returned from reading club at Deering Center.
Miss Myrtice Cheney, who has been visCumberland Mills, where she has been
spending the week with her aunt, Mrs. iting hor grandparents on Maple St. returned to Waterville on Monday.
Fluent.
Mrs. Dockondorf and daughter have reRev. Cynthia Carter is spending her
turned to their home on Maple St.
vacation in New Jersey.
The Cheney corn-scraper is a success in
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Libby spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. Eunico Libby.
Deering, and will, we believe become a
Miss Grace Hill of Freeport is visiting general favorite elsewhere. The writer is
the happy owner of one, a gift from the
Mr. William Hall's
Miss Ellen Gooldi also Mr. and Mrs. inventor.
Mrs.
at
were
Portland
of
son
and
Mrs. Emma B. Dunham has gone to
Jordan
Cambridge, intending to spend the fall
Nabby Goold's Sunday.
and winter with her daughters.
North Yarmouth.
Miss Eva Bell has gone to Quincy,
North Yarmouth, Sept. 16, 1895—The Mass. to teach.
sohool-house in District No. 4 is finished
Mrs. Porter of Stevens Plains Avenue
and will be occupied in a few weeks.
has been visiting, with nieces, at Scarboro
Mrs. William Doten spont a few days in Beach.
Portland last week.
Autumn is beginning to display bright
Miss Sarah Doten has returned- to her colors in
Deering.
Portland.
home in
Mr. Jas. Prince and wife attended the
THE NEW GRAND TRUNK.
,
fair at Gorham several days last week.
The farmers have finished picking cuPresident Wilson Talks With a Newspaper
cumbers. A fair yield seems to be the
Man,—His Policy to Be Liberal and Congeneral report.
Dea. Asa Lufkin has been chosen deleciliatory.
Confergate to attend the General Cong.
ence at Westbrook, Sept. 24-3*1.
Sir C. Rivers Wilson, the now PresiSebago Lake.
dent of the Grand Trunk Railway, and
was
party arrived in their special train of
Sebago Lake, September 16. —There
a light
a heavy frost Saturday night and
Falls
at

the winter, a furnished suite
in the Western part
the city, for man, wife and infant.^References
exchanged. Address WINTER, Press Office.

WANTED—For
of rooms with board

13-1

1st. and 2d.
mortNotes discounted on

MONEY TO LOAN-On

gages, real estate.
favorable terms. W. P. CARR, Room 6, Oxsept!3»4
ford Building, 2d floor.

"iirANTED—By a voung single gentleman,
furnished or unfurnished apartments in a
in the western part of the city ;
table board not desired.
Address, A. W. P.,
12-1
Press Office, City.

private house,

and daughter would like
IITANTED—Lady
"
child to board, infant preferred ; would
take lady during confinement and keep child.
House contains all modern conveniences ; best
of care ; all communications strictly private.
Address MRS. E. F. R., 86, Nichols street,
11-1
Lewlston. Me.

drought

3

+«

irieif:

t.Jioii·

aunt

"Mrs

Saturday
Niagara
night from Detroit. Sir. Rivors accorded
audience to a reporter Sunday afternoon
seven

cars

and said:
"I have inspected nearly all the Canadian and American systems of the Grand
Trunk, and tlnd that there is plenty of
I have seen and
room for improvement.
heard (a good deal. The polioy of the
road will be a liberal one. By that I
mean a policy which will adapt itself to
the circumstances, the surroundings and
the conditions of the people, the requirements of trade and transportation.
There is no doubt that a new double

Hons, weakness of the stomach, indigestion, bloating, leucorrhcea, womb trouble, flooding, nervous prostration, headache, general debility, etc. Symptoms of
Womb Troubles
are dizziness, faintness, extreme lassitude, "don't care," and "want to be
left alone" feelings, excitability, Irrita-

bility, nervousness, sleeplessness, flatulency, melancholy, or the "blues," and
backache. Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound will correct all this
trouble

as sure

jjj

MORE CLOCKS
than all the other dealers combined. Clocks for
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
pi5c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices.
Monument
Square.
the
Jeweler,
McKENNEY,
sept5dtf

DIAMONDS.
A fire line of Ladles' and Gents' Diamond Kings
My prices are
In the latest styies oi settings.
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
Monuthe
Jeweler,
to
McKENSEY,
$300.
810.00
jnnlldtf
ment Square.

PRESS PORTFOLIOS.
obtained a
Tlie following portfolios can be
the office of the PliESS, or by mail as specified
under each :
BREHM'S LIFE OF ANIMALS.

SOUHT

I grow up I'm going to {dictate all mv
letters like you do. It's the typewriter that'll
have to know spelling, not me."
"A word to the wise is sufflcent.
suffered terribly from roaring in my head
during an attack of catarrh, and because very
deaf, used Ely's Cream Balm and in three
weeks could hear as well as ever. —A. E. New
man, Graling, Mich.
One of my children had a very bad discharge
from the nose. Physicians prescribed w itliou
benefit. After using Ely's Cream Balm a short
the disease was cured.—O. A. Cary, Corning
Ν. Y.
Price of Cream Balm is fifty cents.
Crew of the Heaton Saved.

Boston, September 16.—The mystery
surrounding the sinking of the threemasted schooner A. Heaton, off Nausett,
was cleared up today
Ihursday night,
when
Capt. Adams of theïfour-masted

This Is an English translation of Brehm'e fa- p.nal anhnnnnr (litv of Augusta for tills
It has been port
mous German work on animals.
from Washington, D. U., reported
issued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages each, that his vessel
collided with the Heaton
cents
per part,
all of which arc ready. Price 10
during a douse fog that night. The City
postage free. Orders will be received, ior any, of
Augusta struck the'Heaton with such
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
the latter>eseel sank within
force that
STANDARD COOK BOOK.
but not before her crew
throe minutes,
beon rescued. Aside from the loss
Tins 4s the latest Cook Book out. contains 320 had
was
pages, 1200 receipts 186 illustrations and is of her jibboon the City of Augusta
was from
sent postpaid to any address or will be deliv- not
The Heaton
injured.
ered to any one who calls in person at this of- Maine to Now York with a cargo of pavis
cents
3
If
tor
15
cents.
lloe.
She was valued at $,6000 and
return ing blocks.
sent for postage, book is sent by
Insured for $1000.
will
be
it
office.
Otherwise
from
tills
mall
mailed from office of publication in Springfield,
Ohio, causing a delay of several days.
Marvelous Results.
THE PEOPLES ATLAS.
The Peoples Atlas of the world contains nearProm a letter written by Rev. J. Gunly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with descrip- derma», of IMmondale, Mich., we are
tive matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. An
permitted to make this extract : "I have
immense amount or statistical matter is given,
in
no hesitation
recommending Dr.
h sample list of which would fill this column.
and
a
King's Now Discovory, as the results
It is à. handy atlas for ready reference
marvel at the price. Price at this office or sent were almost marvelous in the ease of my
While I was pastor of the Baptist
by mail to any address 30 cents. Orders by mail wife.
filled from publication office in Springfield, church at Rives
sho was
Junction
wliio. Those desiring it by return mail from
brought down with Pneumonia succeed:!iis office must send 6 cents for postage.
ing J^a Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of
Λν^Ο FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
coughing would last hours with little
A series of 18 portfolios each containing six interruption, and it seemed as if she
teen colored plates of American Wild Flowers. could not. survive them.
A friend recomPrice 15 cents each. All the parts are ready,
mended Dr. King's New Discovery; it
l-.inding in cloth aud leather, with name
and highly satisstamped in gold. $1.50. Outline series, 10 was quick in its work
"
Trial bottles free
cents per part. Contains same figures as col- factory in results.
Reguat Geo. M. Young's Drug Store.
wed series, but uncolored.
489 Congress
lar size 50c. and $1.00.
Wo Coupons necessary ior any street. H. G. Starr, Westbrook.
tlie above.

That

Bearing-Down Feeling·,
causing pain, weight, and backache, is
instantly relieved and permanently cured
by its use. Under all circumstances it
acts in perfect harmony with the laws

that govern the female system, is as
harmless as water. It is wonderful for
Kidney Complaints in either sex.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Liver Pills
work in unison with the Compound, and
are a sure cure for constipation and sick-

Mrs. Pinkham's Sanative
headache.
Wash is frequently found of great value
for local application.
Correspondence
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., and the
strictest confidence assured. All druggists sell the Pinkham remedies. The
Vegetable Compound in three forms,—

Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.

The gang of men at work on'the electric road on Picket street have been pushing the work right along and have connected with the Broadway track.
Hie pony show which has afforded the
children so much am sement for the past
week, quitted the town Sunday morning.
Its next exhibit is in Gray.
BRIEFLY

R. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
"If
·*■" buy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 100

MIDDLE STREET.

sep4-tf

TITAN TED—All persons in want of trunks
»»
and bags to call on Ε. I). REYNOLDS,
583 Congress street, one door aN>ve Shaw'a
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices;
12-4
trunks repaired. Open eveninas.
to

$5,000 to
#10,000 worth of Bicycles, new, old, damaged or broken. Fay the highest price. Call at
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business
done on Saturday. M. BEBENSTIEN.
auglO-6
want

Bicycles—We

wanted

to

bny

take my

27-4

H.

TO LOAN—On first mortgages
eatate in any amount on oneon real
third ralue at 5 per cent; over that at β
per cent. Loans on second mortgages and
persona] property at fair rates. A. C.LIB211-4
IS Y, 42 1-2 Exchange aireet.

MONEY

TO

IjlOR

TO

Ï10R

TO

BULBS

TO

TO

FOR

TO

FOR

MAINSPRINGS

store situated on
Congress streets ;
of the best locations for the business in this
r.
juîijn
to
rnutiuit, (jenten-1
city. Apply

LET—The apothecary
TOthe
corner of Park and

TjiOR

one

rooms

10-7

niai Block.

front

LET—Second story
TO cove
and other desirable
at

room with ail alrooms with board

auglû-4

74 SPRING STBEET.

Diamonds.
A Thousand Solid Gold Rings,
Fmeralds, Pearls, Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets In any kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stoek. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY, the Jeweler,
auglOdtf
Monument Square.

J

JjOST AND FOUND.

afternoon,

LOST—Saturday

Policy

Cannot be

I

r:ST.a»

Gainsaid.

to pay to the specified beneficiary

nothing:

—

can

prevent

on

Middle and
Exchange
black silk hand bag marked
Congress, a
with light
in
one
side
worked
with daisies
and dark silk, containing a pocketbook
and
one
handkerabout
86.00
containing
chief.
Finder please leave at PREsS
17-1
be
rewarded.
office'and

UUJOI

» CJ

ûuuu

a

iixaun

41k

mo

ai/wi»

SALBI-Vlotor bicycli, at an awful
sacrifice.
Call at il Pickett street.
South
14-1
Portland, or address Box 28.
Ο LEI— Furnished room with heat and I
11-tf
gas, at 90 High streeet.
SALE—To close an estate, two bouses
with large lot of land, 9 bt. Lawrence
street.
Property in good repair and
for tnree
families.
Income
arranged
Desirable home or
S432 a year. Price low.
A
To let by the day or evening.
investment. A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange
14-iâ
fortable steamer to be had at reason· street.

FOR

τ

FOR

com-1

|

OST—A diamond ring with the initials L. G.
It., on Saturday, Sept. 14th, between post
office and Portland & Rochester station. A
suitable reward will be paid for its return to
the owner, CLARA ROBINSON, 267 Brackett
16-1
street, Portland, Me.

WEN'IWORTH—Having been newly
fitted up is now opened and has nicely
First
furnished rooms, single or en suite.
Parties
class table board in connection.
desiring table board can be accommodated.
Hri
For terms enquire at the House, No.
14-2
Spring street.
spring

street

in the vicinity

a

book,
ho

name

Inaonh

T.

Wf οί 1Vif π T>

wrtftan

/in

It. Finder will be rewarded if it is left at
14-1
Preble Houne.

FOR

SALE-Farm 38 acres with first class
buildings, nice orchard, and variety of
small fruits, close to a manufacturing Village
and It. R. Depot, 35 miles from Portland. Frloe
W
¥1800 or may exchange for city property.
12-1
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

FOR

HousE-sicknes*

ot those who engaged
Raymond
for the
leaves these

several

rooms
rooms
unoccuremainder of season re-

season

pied. We sball for
Lees than
one
duce our price as follows:
week, $1 per day; per week $5. In regard
reto this excellent Spring and pleasant
sort, we are permitted to refer to Portland's
well known citizens:
Judge Symonds, B.
Prentiss
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of courts;
Loring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. and E. A. Dolan,
Fred Hooper, 0. W.
many
Fullam, and
more. Many places of interest "near famed
Poland Spring," Ac. Send for
circular.
Address C. E. SMALL, .North
Raymond,
Me.
aug£3dtsep&J
WAM'JKl)—jttALci

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

VTT

Α

Μ Φ V ΤΛ

Λ

nonflamo

street east 2

η

nf

(ϊ

1-2 s ory
to close
interest.
12-1

SALE—Congress
FORhouse
for 2 families, must be sold

Price will net 10 per cent
an estate.
W. H.WALDRON. 180 Middle St.

hand doors and sash.
111 State St.

SALE—Second
FORApply
to MR. RUM KEY,

j

nnrï nilflroo»·

Y»
who is accustomed to earn $1200
year to represent a large corporation, who
control a monopoly. Must be a hustler and
Address
with
come well recommended.
particulars. LESLIES, care of Press Offiee.
17-1

12-1

BICYCLE FOR $70.—The
owner of one of the leading makers'wheels
offers her 1895 bicycle for $70. having no use
for it. In perfect order, NEW; used not over
A great bargain.
Call at FINE
one mile.
TREE TICKET OFF1UË, under U. S. Hptel.

LADIES'

HtiLf.

Forty words inserted under this
one

shafts, two seats, excellent order, $250. Property of Col. Heap.
Enquire at TAILOR'S
13.1
LIVERY STABLE.

SALE—Real Estate. The valuable property known as tho Chas. A. Bradley homestead, at Bradley's Corner, Deering; containing
about twenty (20) acres of land, with the
buildings, Is offered for sale. Call on L. M.
WEBB, Executor, 98 Exchange street. 13-1

THE

L

Congress
Maine Central mileage
of No. 700,
LO»T—On
containing about 700 miles, and with

it.

19

■ ticic

Sept. 14,

between

street

Life Insurance

1

et
property and hare reduced the prie·
same.
BENJAMIN SfiAV, 51 1-2 Exchange
14-1
street.

I

########

The bequests
atated in a

ii

able terms. Apply at 169 Commercial j
A pair of first
SALE—Great bargain.
FORclass
dissolving Stereopticons. Use either,
St., or write to
or oil.
Also one hundred and fifteen fine
gas
to
$15,000
buy from $1000
For particARTHUR K. HUNT.
views arranged for two lectures.
WANTED-To
worth of cast off clothing. I pay the
dtt
ulars and price, address M. A. Press Office.
jly 12
highest cash prices for ladies' dresses,
13-1
s:ente' and children's clothing and gent's
SUMMER BOARD.
Call or address letter
winter overcoats.
OR SALE—One fine driving and saddle horse
or postal to 8.DE G ROOT, 76 Middle street.
F $125, one oak game cart with pole and
9-2

TITAN TED—By a man who can handle all
»"
kinds of piping ; has a good knowledge of
Would like a place as
all kinds of pumps.
helper or improver.
Apply to W. T., Press
11-1
Office.

BROKEN....

SALE—Two story frame house and
land, number 17 Gray stree;t nine
and bath; owners are prepared to

"COR SALE—On Sberman avenue,
near
Mellon street, a very desirable lot
of
and, 50 by 100 feet: will be sold at a bargain
if called for at once. JOHN F. PROCTOR,
Centennial Block.
U-l

ΓΡΟ LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connectIng rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAIIRABEE,
7-tf
246 Middle street.

Stmr. MARY W. LIBBY,

WEDDING RINGS.

Forty word· inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

$100

12-1

TWIT? ft AT.F

r»r

ΤΠ T.TT.T—Thft hniiKA

η,ηΛ sfcahlft

I
owned and occupied by Charles J. Walker,
138 Pine street; owner and family want to
JOHN F.
leave the city for a year or more.

PROCTOR. Centennial Block.

SALE—Tickets for Danelng School.
FOEBeginners'
Way
commencing FRIDAY
TED—Competent
engineer NIGHT, Sept. 27th. Children's Class
BY
OK TAKEN
MISTAKE^Overcoat WAN
and fireman. A permanent situation mencing Saturday afternoon,
Sept 28th,
collar and pair of for reliable
with Kohling's card
To Leave Property LOST
The E. T. BURHOWES Thatcher Post Hall, Manchester, teacher.
17-1
dogskin and undressed kid gloves in pockets; (JO., Portland.
414

No Surer

the

man

on

color, neutral gray mixture, quite dark. Finder
12-1
please return to 87 OAK ST.

Policywwv

FOUND—Picked

Avoids Controversy

Ç

a

than in the form
of a Life insurance

ς Bequeaths Positively
Haine citizens help up-build
the State when they

^

AS^"

YOU
W^ANT
IT.

Insure with the

Union Mutual

ê
Constantly Investing

Maine policyholders

in Maine.

rapidly increasing.

©

TIME THAT HORSE !
He may be a hummer. AU kinds of Horse Timers,
87.50 to 9150. Laaeest stock, Best Watches,
Lowest Prices. Horse Timers repaired.
McKJ£NNE"ï, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

jlplldtf

New York,
States cruisers
RINCS!
RINGS!
RINCS!
Montgomery and Minneapolis,
A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
arrived yesterday at New York from New- Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon 8tones in latest
and Wedding Kings
port. They aro anchored near the Colum- style of setting. Encasement
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
bia oil Tompkinsv:"e.

United

Raleigh,

:

TO

EXCURSIONS

THE

VI

MISS Α. L. SAWYER'S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also. Headquarter» for Shorthand Work
and Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
ο edft
Janl

WHITE
....Every Day from September....
10th to October 12th, the....

GRIND TRUNK RAILWAY.

GRAND EXCURSION
—

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

FROM

Portlana
—

•••will offer....

TO

tickets to points In the

MONTREAL, QUEBEC & ST. ANNE
DE BEAUPRE, and Return.

White Mountain Region.

Tickets good going Monday. Sept. 10th, and
Wednesday, Sept. 18th, and to

REDUCED RATES

λ

11 stations Portland to Hlram Inclusive :
To Mt. Pleasant,
or Twin

mountain

Tickets at Haw es' Music Store,
street.

Congress
»epll-3

T^OR SALE—New house at Woodfords, 14

rooms, arranged for two families; bath
rooms, thoroughly plumbed, large lot, near
Apply to MYRON
electrics; sunny exposure.
or
JOHN H.
E. MOORE, Deerlng Center,
CARD 98 Exchange street, Portland, Me. 11-1

yaclit, 13 feet long
SALE—A
about 4 f»et,
are in coed congood cuddy.
dition. Price $35. Address H. O. this office.
11-1
sloop
and 6Vb feetbeam. draws
Ï10IÎ
Sails
with
a

PRACTICE
PHYSICIAN'S
-Γ
one of the best farming

FOR 8ALE—In

towns in Maine.
A $3,000 practice ; good roads ; good pay ; no
Fine
in
town.
doctor
other
opening for young
physician. Terms low. Address BOX 115,
4-2
Bradford, Me.

SALE—I
FORdinc
lots at the
offer

those very desirable buil-

West Endj bounded by
Spring. Vaughan.lDanforth and Orchard Ste.,
with a high elevation eloping towards the South
and West, affording a broad view of the surrounding country, liarbor and ocean. BENJA-

a candy maker,
business.
one that understands the
for first class private
reliable
Also
25
girls
,
housework
and MIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange
cooks, general
families,
oTi
Apply to
second gills, ten hotel cooks.
new
MRS
office.
street,
my
309 1-2 Congress
17-1
PALMER.
FOR SALE.
\\TAisTBD—An experienced Saleswoman in I

WANTED—Immediately

+!»a nlnalr i-1er»ortm«nfc

References.
opening.
F

which

Wft arA

ahftllt;

HASKELL & JONES.
16-1

All Ladies having a few hours leisure
reeach day should write me at once,
garding pleasent homu work which easily
Tnis is no deception and
pays $18 weekly.
ftepiy
will certainly.pay to investigate.
with stamped envelope Mrs. S. A. StebbinsJ
14-1
Mich.
Lawxence,
a

family of three,

a

strong

and

WANTED—In
capable girl for general housework at 702

STEAMER

"JOSEPHINE

HOEY."

This steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
calmed anil otherwise put in first class condition: length. 48 ft. ; beam, 10 ft.; depth. 4 ft;
horizontal cone boiler, built In 1888 by PortlandC ompany; 18 horse power: 7 ft. high,42
inches diameter: high pressure single crank
engine built by Lidback. 0 Inch cylinder, 9 inch
stroke
For full particulars apply to GEOBGE 8.
may25-dtf
HUNT.

13-1

MOUNTAINS

on

Forty word» inserted under this head I
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

f*

ί

eeptSdtf

SEPTEMBER

WANTED—A

man to

WANTED—A number of men to act as Depthe late
uties or Organizers for one of the largest "pOR SALE—The Homestead of
Thomas Quinby, near Stroudwater in DeerFraternal. Beneficiary Societies. Good pay.
On
house.
with
of
land
Four
acres
good
Address F. E. HAND, State Commander, 3011 ing.
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
12-1
Cumberland St.. Portland.
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
Hy27-tf
ANDREW HA WES. Stroudwater.
WANTED—FEMALE HELP,

■*~~Portland, Maine~~*·

Square.

com-

man.

take au office and represent a manufacturer $50 per week :
up adrift 10 miles southwest small capital required.
Address, with stamp,
of Seguin five nets. Owner can have same iviANUFACTURER, Box 212, Concord Jnncby proving property and paying charges. In- tion, Mass.
16.2
quire at I). L. FERNALD & CO.'S, Union
11-1
Wharf.
VlfANTED—Salesmen; weekly salary and expenses from start, permanent place; good
opening and chance for advancement; a line
MISCELLANEOUS.
sideline to al men; big profits ; no capital or
steady
needed;
employment.
experience
BROS. CO., Nurserymen. Rochester,
M. NANSEN, Merchant Tailor. BROWN
14-1
\OTICE-M.
Y.
Ν.
Ί-"
makes
a
of
502 Congress street,
specialty
Winter Overcoats to order from S18 to $2Γ>.
Wanted.
from
and
Also a Black Dress Suit
$25
np.
FIRST-CLASS saleswoman or a youug man
Guarantee a fit and good trimmings used.
tor cloak department; also a saleswoman of
experience for small ware and elove department. H, E. PALMER & CO., 26 Center St.,
sepl4dlw
Bath, Me.

IFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

I

course

as

A

TOLD.

At Rochester, Ν. Y, Miss Susan B.
Anthony was seized with a fainting spell
in a photographers
gallery yesterday
morning and for a time those present
Medical aid was
were seriously alarmed.
obtained, andA^'fter restoratives were
stored to consciousness
given sho was
and removed home.
The London & Edinburgh Steamship
Company's steamer lona, plying between
Leith and London, caught lire on her
trip to Gravesend yesterday morning.
The lire started in her cabin, and live
one
child, passengers and
women and
were burned to death,
the stewardess,
number of others wero badly
a
and
Tho Are
burned and otherwiso injured.
was extinguished by the use of the ship's
fire apparatus.
Bertie, the 10-year old son of Mrs.
of Kittery, met with a
Frank Shannon
fatal accident Saturday afternoon. While
at,'play with his companions he started
to run, having an opan knifo in his hand.
Ho had not got fur away when lie fell
and the knifo blade
down
penetrated
his heart, causing instant death.
Ζ Au old schooner-rigged boat 20'feet long
drifted ashore at Westport, Digby, N. S.,
Thursday morniug before'dayliglit, says
Some time later an
a
Digby dispatch.
old man was found on the rooks in an
exhausted condition.
He is 85 yoars old
and unable to talk plainly on account of
his swollen tongue and exhausted condition. From snatches of conversation
it appears
that tho old man's name is
Powers, and that he belongs in Mt. Desert. Me., but how he got across tho Bay
of Fundy in his little craft at his time of
life he has not yet been able to explain.

FOR

teams,

PHYSICIAN
office, furnltuia and practice.Address,
Boi H3, North Conway, N.
PHYSICIAN,

TO

Fort j words inserted under this head
week for '<25 cents, cash in advance.

seemtobe
made only to be

head
week for 25 cents, cash in ad-ranee.

near

one

Some
Wills

Forty words inserted ander this
one

house

winter,

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

PORTLAND

"Wlien

I

the sun shines.

as

«.vv

1·ΐν·Λ

a young
lady, a pleasant
room and board in private family. Will
fcrnish room. Western part of city
preferred. References. Address, A, Box 443,
IM
City.

ΧΚΓANTI&D—By

of

scarcity.
The

of Portland.
exchange new
with modern
centrally
improvements,
located in Westbrook for property in Poitland for same.
Low valuation, fair exchange. A. C. L1BBY, 42 1-3 Exohange
17-1
street.

confidential. PORTLAND COLLATERAL
LOAN CO., Room β, 185 Middle street, second
floor.
sepl3-4

month of August Officer Haskell's arrests
have netted the city $15 in fines, which
Woodfords
is oue-quarter of his salary.
and vicinity is now getting to be quite a

SALE.

either T10R SALE—Within live miles of Boston,
It has
electric
a neut attractive grocery store.
farnaco.
car?
done well for two years and is sold for no
For particulars nddrois box 26, South Port- fault. Population 18,000, only one store
17-1
Ad
land.
near it. This is a genuine bargain.
dress, WORTHING, 9 West street, Everett,
17-1
partially furnished; JVlass.
LET—A house
bath, 9 rooms, centralis' located. fursteam fixings, 113 Free street,
nace an<1
SALE—Congress street, one of the
17-1
Portland.
Prie·
corner Oak.
best house lots in
I. P..BUTLER, 50 Exchange street.
light.
17-1
LET—A suit ol furnished rooms, without
board: bath adjoining; a single gentleman
to
N.
S.
For
apply
Fire
particulars
Official
Alarm
preferred.
SALE—The New
16-1
GARU1NEH. 185 Middle street.
and Police Signal Box Book with rules
and regulations, bound in half cloth, 10
furnished
room,
heated, cents; in
LET—A pleasant
by WM. M.
leather 25 cents:
lighted, set bowl, hot and cold water; use I M£.RKS, 97 1-2 Exchange street.
17-1 £
of bath room.
Apply at 17 DOW ST., right
12-1
hand bell.
SALE—No 58 Deering street, b ick
house, nearly new;, nine.rooms end bath
LET—Two large front rooms furnished or I
unfurnished on Congress street; next to large'halls, all modern!iniprovementsjsxinny
City Building; good place for business; suit- exposure. A vtsry desirabln residence on
A. R.
able for lawyer or physician. Apply at 399 1-2 one of the finest streets in the oit?.
CONGRESS ST., My New Employment Office. and E. A. DOTEN, 98 Exchange street. 174
12-1
MBS. N. H. PALMER.
FOR SALE—We hare received ou*
LET—No. GO Pleasant street, Deerinp, the
collection of choice Bulbs for fall j>lantlnfc
lower rent of 7 rooms, bath, hot and cold Hyacinths,
Tulips, Crocus. Lillies. &c. Now
water; open crate; furnace heat; on electric is the time to plant for spring flowering. AI»
line; one of tue best locations in the city. In- flower pots, trellises, hanging baskets, soli for
quire of T. B. FEECY, 141 Commercial street. potting. W. C. SAWYER & CO., 7 & 9 Preble
12-1
street.
16-1
LET—Desirable offices in Boyd Block,
SALE
OR
TO
houses
LET—New
brick
H.
T.
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
Nos. 19 and 21 Thomas Street. These
WHIPPLE. Agent. Boyd Block, Jioom 3. 11-1 houses are now
completed and ready for occuCTORE TO LET—At No. 89 Congress street. pancy. JAMES H. WAUGH, at The TwitchΡ Apply to J- H. GROVES, this week. ; 11-1 ell, Cnamplin Co., or No. 331 Spring btreet.
septlO-2
LET—A very desirable up stair rent, is
first class in every particular; contains 8 T^OR SALE—A very desirable new house and
11-1
stable at Woodfords; all modern conrooms.
Inquire 14 HILL STBEET.
veniences; bath, electric lights throughout;
HOUSE FOB RENT—A cot- fitted for two families; 13 rooms; large lot,
pUENISHED
"
tage house of seven room" situated In the 12,000 feet ; electric line pass near; au extra
Possession given at bargain will be given if applied at once. N. S.
western part of the oity.
16-1
once. Call in tho forenoon at No. 321 SPRING GARDINER. 185 Middle street.
12-1
STREET.
SALE—Build ines lots at
Oakdale.
The
Lana Go. offer for sale on
75c. favorableDeerihg
terms, desirable buiMlng lots on
New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to Forest avenue, Falmouth. Feaeenden, PittWarranted Mainspring and William and Deering streets, Oakdaîe, Deer,
all others, only 76c.
cleaning, SI.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY.the ing. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS, 81 Exjanl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
myl3—eowgQw
change street, Portland.
tbe

or

near

ness

the expense if it should be necessary. We
of the
understand that the
cxepenso
police department is not at all likely to
exceed tho appropriation.
During the

Hattie Ingalls.
UiCtOXV ΠΙΙΟ'Ί
WLugv
Miss Lulu Blake came home from Cum- ed across the Niagara Gorge, which will
berland Mills last Saturday where she be for the exclusive use of the Grand
has been visiting friends.
Trunk, and wiy greatly increase its terMiss Fannie Cole is visiting Mrs. J. L. minal facilities at the falls. The bridge
Lake.
Harmon ^at Sebago
company stand roady to begin work as
Harrison.
I am
soon as some details are arranged.
A
Harrison, September 16.—About 20,000 sorry that I cannot stay longer on this
I
sail
into
but
must
turned
were
to
this
salmon
visit
country,
small land lock
This brook the last of the week. I go to Buffalo toWoodsuin brook Saturday.
tributary of Anonymous pond. morrow, and Brampton, Ont., Tuesday.
is the
λ
The restocking of these waters was com- I expect to give Wednesday to a quiet somenced some five or six years ago and journ at the falls, and be in New York
the fishing in the spring and summer is Thursday."
"Will you attend the meeting of the
very good.
λ
W.H. Bailey "caught the largest'pickerel trunk line roads Presidents to try and
À
of control to govern
in
these
board
a
oeen
seen
has
secure
parts
A
recently that
a
"Yes, I expect to be present at such
several yoars;|it tipped the scales at
for
À
It was taken In the old- a meeting, and can only say that the
i 1-4 pounds.
^
fashioned way and landed In a minute. policy of tthe Grand Trunk will be concorn
is"very good, and Burnham ciliatory, and that we stand ready to
Sweet
are
& Morrill's corn shop has been a busy bring abont an understanding agreeable
to all to maintain rates and agreements.
end pacelthe past*week.
has
bought one Of course, you cannot expect the Grand
Charles Ellingwood
a
in
Trunk to resist the temptation to cut
Cumberland
oounty
half right for
JJ
ν
rates when other roads are in the same
washing machine,land is on the road.
ν
business, and wo see all our business
V
slipping away from us. I expect to make
WIT AND WISDOM.
V
visit here durine the winter,
another
ν
when I shall probably stay longer."
V
"Tommie, your spelling report is very bad,"
3199
V
said Mr. Hicks to his boy.
Tommie.
"That's all (right, papa," said

y

Uinutni]

boing talk of subscribing togethor to provide

made for the coming fair and many of the
showmen and fak irs are already on the
grounds. A large number of fine horses
are in training each
day on the track,
which has been put in first olass condition. Many of the buildings are being
repaired and remodeled and new ones
erected.
Building still continues, especially of
tenement houses, of which there is great

1—°

^
\J

TO OUB

Forty werds inserted under thlg head I
one week for 23 cent» cash in advance.

LET—tor
WANTED— With good
buildings,
unl'urniubed,
FARM
situated
village, within ιδ miles Ί10/urnisbed
and ferry: Sebago water nnd
bouses
Will

Intelligent women no longer doubt the
value of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable TiffONEY to loan on furniture, organs, pianos,
machinery, horses, diamonds, watches,
Compound. It speedily relieves irregu- ■IHlife insurance policies, first and second mortlarity, suppressed or painful menstrua· gages, real estate
; also notes discounted. Busi-

|

of his hire.

JC
Jy

Mayor

Officer Haskell to serve
man at Woodfords at a

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

g

β The laborer
λ is worthy
^

preparations

frost Fridaylnight.
Mrs. Clara Shaw of Sebago Lake has
visit her sister.
gone to^Limington to
The town is
building a new school
house at Riohville, and Henry Elwell is
doing the work.
Mr. J.S. Webster's horse became frightened last Saturday;by a train at the depot
thrown out, breaking his
and he was
bone and shaking him up very
collar
badly. Dr. Randall attended him.
J. L. Harmon and wife and daughter
Minnie,^of Sebago Lake, and Miss'Fannie
Cole of Richville, went to Bonny Eagle

full weight

I

active

petition,

adjacent $2

woods.
A large bear

Struck

PROOF IS POSmVE
THAT LYDlÂT. PINKHAM'»

Watchman at

AVoodfords.

one

FOR

TO LET.

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DEERING.

MAINE TOWNS.

Fabyans

Return For SO Bays,
Low Kates:
at the following Exceedingly
Se.oo
To Montreal OR Quebec and return,
7.50
To Montreal ANI> Quebec and return.
«.no

CONGRESS STREET.
"lirANTED—A
girl for general housework, at
"
Steamboat
House. Railroad
Eastern
Wharf. Apply at once. N. M. INGERSOLL.
Ν Τ EP—Stitchers on Wrappers. We will
Ι1ΓΑ
*
»
pay good wages and give steady work to
twenty-flve (25) women, who understand the
making of Ladies Wrappers. Apply from 12
THE CHENERY ftlFG. CO..
noon to 1 p. m.
13-1
238 Middle St.
a few weeks, a competent
cook. References required. Address for
week, MRS. T. B, REED, Fine Point, Me.
13-1

\I/"ANTED—For
wî
a

housekeeper by a man with
"lirANTED—A
"
Best of
children, in the country.
required. Address S. B. KNIGHT,
12-1
Me.
Deering.

three
references
Box 13, E.

or
three energetic
lady
W A NT ED—Two
agents for travelling; good salary, and

Also two or three good canexpenses paid.
vassers.
STETSON'S AGENCY, No. 1 Pros11-1
pect street, upper bell.

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
aad after MONDAY. Sept. 9th, 1895
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
For Auburn and Lewiston
1 10.1.80. 5.15 P· m.
Falls
Berlin
and Island Pond,
For Gorhamand
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
On

p.

ni.

For Quebec, 1.80 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Anburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m.. 3.10. 6.15 and 5.26 P. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin FaHs and Oorham,
11.45 a- m., and 5,25 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 11.45 a. m„ 6.25
p. va.
From Quebec, 11.45 a. m.

w3.oi#
\17"ANTED—A capable girl for general house
Jefferson, WlUtelieia ov 1-Mic»ster.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars cn Night
3.83 To St. Aime de Beaupré and return, in-1
TT
work, at 50 (,'arleton street, Reference trains and
N. Stratford, (Jolebrook or W.
no
To St. Anne de Beaupra and return,
parlor cars on day trains.
11-1
MRS. GEO. LIBBY.
required.
town
I
3.50
TICKET
OFFICE NO. 17Ï
MIDnLE
Stewarts
eluding Montreal,
limited
AND
DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
above
to
to
STREET,
points
ten days from date of sale.
Tickets
From intermediate statious
gen\\TANTED—A good and reliable girl for
STREET.
and return at correspondingly low rates.
turuish
can
VAYSON TUCKER, V P. & Gen. Man.
that
eral house work; one
L J. SEARGEANT Gen'l Manager.
references.
L. J. SEABGEANT,
Apply at 162 BRACKETT ST.,
Portland, Sept. 9th, 1895,
leptlO
at 9 a.m.
General Manager,
septl2tol8

To
To

«

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Reflnea.

4
«7
l'A 02 "Λ ι Domestic
Salt.
i
3Vt<S*
Cast steel....
8«,10l Iks ls.ib hd2oiil8 00
German steel
®3 Va Liverpool ..I60gji 6n
Dia'md Crys, bbl 2 80
....

I«orway

York Stock and Money Market.

New

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 16.
per cent: last loan
Money Ilrmerat 2
Prime merat 2|per cent, closing 2 pet cent.
cantile paper was quoted at 4 α 4 Vj per cent.
Sterling Exchange was weaker, with actual
business In bankers bills 4 88 Va £4 88% lor
60-ciay bills and 4 89ya&4 89% (or demand;
post.'d rates at 4 89 α-t UO, Commercial Dills,
Government Bonds
eo-da>« 4 87s/i@4 88^.
fl mer. Railroads irregular.
bar sliver 66'/».
Mexican dollars53Vi.
Sliver at the Board was dull.
At London to-day Dar silver was quoted
3CVad f> oz. and quiet.

PORTLAND. Sept. 16
Receipts by Main» Central R. R.—For pori•nd, 136 ears miscellaneous merchandise ; tor
«onuecllii* roads 162 cars.
Retail Grocer»' sugar Rates.
Portland market—cutloat at 7c;conlectlone:s
7cjpulverized. —o; powdered, 6c; granulated,

6c ; ootlee crushed. 5Vio ; yellow.

—

jgôc.

Market.
PORTLAND. Sept. 16. 1895.
Thelmarkets to-day were firmer on Flour.with
millers asking 10c advance on winter wheat.
Mackerel are
Corn was also firm and higher.
scarce with a rise of Ç2 on Shore Is and large
Sugar are
3s. No extra Is on this market.
Onions
firmer and fairly active, l-16c higher.
have dropped to 1 5 ) a barrel. Sweet Potatoes
Chickens lower.
easier. Peaches 1 35«®1 75.
Portland "Wholesale

Sch Wm G Eddy. Condon. Castine.
Sch Commerce, Orcntt; Castine, gravel to Ε C
Hersey.
Sell Gracie J, Kamsdeil, Boston.
sell New Packet. Richmond, Columbia Falls,
canned goods to J II Blake.
Sch Mary F Cusliman, Bragdon, Boston.
Sch Little Sadie, Boris, Jonesport.
Sch Belle Banlett. Miller. Bar llarbor.
Sch Mabel Hall, New York.
Sch J H Butler. Norwood. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Bell Franklin, 60,000 lbs fish.

21@22c:otheri18#20c,

Saturday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.
67*i
Opening
Closing.. .......... 56 Ve
CORN

Sep.
31%
31 Ve

Opening

Closing

pokk.

July.
Monday's quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.
.56

Opening
Closing.

567/e

Sept.

31

31V4
Jan.
9.37
9.32
LAUD.

July.

Opening
Closing

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.,

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CO.,

For Forest City and Trefetlien's Landin g
l'eak's Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 0,40, 8 00, *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. 111.
8.00,
For Ponce Landing;, Long: Island,
*10.30 a. m., 2.15 p. m.
For Cushiug's Island, 6.40, *10.30 a. m.,4.20
p. ill,

EVERY TIME.

Cleared.

More

efficacious

than

RETURN.
Leave Forest Ci'y Landing, G.20, 7.20, 9 15,
*11.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.00, 6.25 p. m.
a.
Leave Trefetlien's, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, *11.30
in., 3.15 4.45, 6.45 p. III.
9.10,
7.15,
Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
*11,40 a. in., 3.25, 4.35, 6.35 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.05, 7.10, 9.05.
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
Leave Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.4υ,

liniment, embrocation,

any
or extract.

casset.

λ

bites,

Summer for insect

for Demcrara.

in

useful

Especially

FROM ODB COKKESPON'DENT.

WISCASSET, Sept 16-Ar 16th, sch Addie
Charleson, smith, Portland, to load part cargo

*11.15

sunburn, skin irritation.

SACO. Sept 16—Ar, sch Geo 1) Loud, New
York.
Old, sch Jonathan Sawyer, Philadelphia and

or sore

muscles.

positive

cure

stiff
A

chafings,

bruises,

colds,

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
at Trapani Sept 7, barque Ella, Sinnett,
Trieste.
Ar

for

Peak's Island. Litt

IelandH. Θ.Ου, 10.30

Portland Daily I'rem siooa mu
Corrected by Swan & Barbbtt. Bandera and
Brokers. 186 Middle street.

STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
100
118
120
l'anal National Bank
98
100
102
Casco National Bank
88
39
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
88
riroln
100
loo
Chapman National Bank
100
100
102
(&72 First National Bank
ïuDerflne &
Wheat, 60-lbs.
118
114
@44 Merohants'National Bank.. 75
low «rades.3 0033 16 ι Com. car....
100
102
®60 National Traders' Bank.... 100
I Corn. Dag lota..
BprineWneat Dak102
.100
104
®48 Portland National Bank...
ers.cl and su 40@360 Meat, bap lots..
110
lia
..100
Oats, car lots
28@30 Portland Trust Co
ι aient SDrnf
60
86
80
Portland Gas Company
(fil.. 5
vvneat... 3 96@4 16 Oats, bap lots
100
118
120
Portland
Railroad
SeecCompany
Cotton
str'KM
Mich,
100
loo
105
Portland Water Co
car lots. 00 00@20 60
s 668 8 76
roller
ba* lots 0000g22 00
clear do...3 60a3 66
BONDS
JfttLouis
Sacked Br'r
et'ei
car ots.516 00.®18υ0
103
104
'ooier... 3 6508 76
Portland City 6s, 1897
bate lots. .*19®21 00
120
122
clear do..3 60®3 66
Portland β«. 1907
00
.$3
8(3,20
Middlings.
102
Funding
wheat
104
wnt'r
Portland 4s. 1902—1912
106
108
Patents.. 3 Sô® 4 00 bag ots.. $20,<£22 00 Bangor 0s, 1899. Κ Ε. aid
116
118
Water
«eh.
Bangor 6s. 1806,
Coffee.
104
106
Cod—L arc»
Bath es. 1888. R. R. aid
100
102
Snore.... 4|75.»6 26 Rio,roasted22 @24Va Bath 6s. 1897, Munloip»l.
28@30 Batb 4ViS, 1907, Municipal
100
email do. .2 60ιβ3 26 Java do
103
Molasse·.
..2 26gt3 26 I
luo
Pollock
102
Batb 4s, 1921, Refunding
104
106
Haddock... 1 Ϋ6@2 e5 Porto Rico.... .27®3B Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R. aid
BarDadoes
27® 28 Belfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
10Π
30&35 Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
Fancy...
101
Tea.
108
110
Municipal
s®12e
Lewiston 6s. 1901.
17@2o Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal
Araoys
102
104
14(#50 5aco4s. 1901. Municipal
100
Extrais 00 00@$00 Congous
101
108
snore Is f22 00®J26 Japan.... ....18@35 Main* Central R. it. 7s.1898.lst mtcrlOG
'·
20@b0
cons.
136
Snore 2s *ls 00®$20 Formoso
mt*134
7s, 1912,
Suear.
104
106
"4Vis
Mea.it s.ti6 00®$i7
"
"
4.W&
108
lariess 16 00®»18 00/ Standard Gran
"g6s, 1900. eitens'nloe
fin*
Kx-qual'tv
102
Bananas.
"4%S. 1905, SkgFdlOl
411-16 I.eeds& Farmlmrton R. R. β*, j.896.101
12o@160. granulated.
102
No is.
41/4 Portland & Ogd'g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
76c«l 00. Extra C....
108
No 2e.
Seeds.
104
106
Portland Water Co's 6s. 1899
Mediums. 1 oo@l 2oi
Red Top—re100
Portland Water Go's 4a. 1927
102
cleaned.... 16V4@17
Produce.
(&12V2
gooa.
Cape Cran'D· $@$7 50
Boston «took Market.
000,80 00 Timotny... $5% £6 2υ
The following were «may's quotations of
I Clover —10
®l3Vac
stocks in Boston:
Provisions.
Pea tfeans 1 90®2 00
Mexican
Central 4s
67%
Pork—
Foreienao l 86®2 00
19 ν»
clear.. 13 76(0114 00 Atcaison. l'opeka h Staata Fe Κ
leilow Eves.2 20®2 26
S
Maine
7
Boston
178
R..<
00
13
6(914
2
bacKs...
2 15&2
ÇaLPea
do pfd
«13 00
No 2.
Irish Fotat·». bbi 1 26
136
Vire. aweets2 60®3 00' snor(CU'i<13 7δ@14 00 Maine Central
New York and New England it
3501
L do Jersey....
J 4Vi
U
nion
Pacific
9
50®10
00
Beef.fam.
do Vineiana.... oool
199
j mate.. .iooo«io 00 American Bell
Onions—
11
common
1150
American
00®
Sugar,
104%
ex-piate
Native,bblo 00@1 601
j Bneless^blOOifcS
99»/i
Sugar, pfd
Bermuda..
57 Mj
Mass., pfd
Sp Chicicens. I6«iei Lara.tbs· comfiV^yaR^
do
common
13Va
Turkevs.,... i5«l6ci tubs, pure 7%@7%
12
Mexican
Central
tes.comp'nd
12ugl4cl
Fiwls....
tierces.pure 7V8®73/8
Apples.
#6*4 New York Quotation* on Stocks and Bonds.
2 0003 26! nails,compd 6
£?,»;
lair to good 1 76®*2i pails, pure SY»Çà)8s/s
(By Telegraph.)
9V4®9 VA
*v*D »tb.
8&90I pure If
The following are to-day's closing quotations
I Bams
•lO'Atg.ll
Lemon·.
aocov'ro
n^iaeii3^
of
Bonds:
Messina. ..8o0@900i
Oil.
Ormnees.
Sept. 14, Sept. 16.
υ uoffio 00 Kerosenel20 fir ts 9V± \
California
New 4's reg
®lll%
@111%
lO1/*
Florida
000@0 00 Lipoma
coup
®112%
@1121t4
Centennial
10*4 New 4's
ao 714s. OOOQOdO
86 Vs
2s reg
States
United
86%
Astial
..12V«
■3 00133 601 Pratt's
Messina,
102
1C2
Central Pacific lsts
brilliant
Pevoe's
1214
E«KS·
ilfi
little
Denyer Λ li. G. 1st
XT
bbls
lc
In
half
extra
!0&
Nearpy
78
77
Erie 2d»
Raisins.
18@00
iasternext..
ITanau
HflnsolR
7ti
1ft
@17 Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
Fresh Western.
Ill
London iav'rl $2(&2 26 Oregon Nav. lets
Kutni.
lsts
107®/»
Pacific
Kansas
Ondara iay'r.0
®o
Northern Paclfio cons 5s.... *0
Gilt tUL'u 'V r'mt.l 8®20 Valencia. ..0 @0
Closing quotations ot stocks:
Coal.
16® 17
Choice
Cumberland.4 (J0@4 60 Atchison, 1st asst, paid.... 19
Cheese.
25
ca5
Chestnut»..
147
N.
.Itct'ry. 9V4S10
Adams lixpress
7 25 American Express
Franiuln....
lit
Vermont.. av»»10
δ
25
11
1
Lehiu.....
S
Va '<i
Β age
Boston fc Maine
Limber.
tsreaa
18
Ontrai Pacific
9Vi
FotIBup... .6V4@7'i4 White «rood—
Cbes. s umo
No 1&2, l-ln»32@S35 Chlcaco a Alton
5 Va
163
do sq
SaDB.l-ln.
$26®$28 Chicago «Alton preierrea—173
4 Vi @5 Va
Crac kers
Com'n, 1-in J23®$26 Ohicaio. Burlington & Quincy 83%
Cooperage.
lVé, 1V»&2ΗίιΙιΊ shooka & hds—
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 130*4
in, Nol&2$33ffi$35 Delaware,Lackawana & Westlt>2
Mol. dty. 160@176
0°
l»A,lV4&2-in
1 «■%
8uï.count'y 86c81
Denver & Kio Grande
Sans.
S28@$30 Erie
Country Mot
β»/*
Ï36®*38
Squares,
blid sqooks
22
no
preferred
ress—
htid hdg ml
1"1
Illinois
Central
la No 1&2$35@$36
S4@26
82 η
23%
Lake Erie & West
lVi.lVa & 2Bug hd35in 21 λ'/3
148
in.Nol&2 »34®Î36 Lake Shore
Hoops 14 ft. 26&30
61%
& Nash.
Louis
2Υ2, 3&4-ln®40®»45
12 ft. 26®28
Main* Central R
S'th pine.... f 25@$35
8 t. 8 @9
12 Mi
Central
Mexican
Clear
pine—
Cordage.
loovi
J55@ei MlchlaanCentrallpf
Uppers
Amer'ntflblOMi®ll
24B
$45® 55 Minn & St. L
Manilla...
71A®81A Select
86
S
«t. Louis, pf
Fine common. ,$4ζ Si46 Minn.
Manilla Doit
35®/«
faemc
Missoun
00S8Vj
$13
Spruce..
@14
rope
109
1 HemlocK
Jll@12 Row Jersev Central
Russia do.l7ya@18
bV»
Nerthen racitio common
ey«®7V2 Clayboar asbisai.
do do
preferred— 19
$30g32
Drues and 1>τββ.
Spruce. X
101%
Northwestern
Clear.
«26®28
12@14
Acid Oxalic—
146
J23®25 Northwestern. Dfd
Acid tart
:«®33i 2d clear
101 Vs
S16®20 New York Central
Ammouia
16®20| No 1
Louis
16%*
St.
825@50 New Tork.Chicago &
Ashes, pot. —6%a 8] rme
70
70
do 1st pfd
Shlneles—
Bale coDabla. .46®55
Beeswax
37®421 X cedar.... 3 OO e.3 60 Ohio & Miss
58
Blch powders... 7®9| Clear cedar. 2 76®3 00 New Vork & Ν Ε
1 85®2 26 Did Colon;
......
Borax
9«10' X No 1
17ty!
2
Brimstone.
@2Ά i No 1 cedar..1 26®1 75 Jnt.lS Western
30*s
1 25@1 50
40#481 Spruce
Pacific Mail
Cochineal
173
.1
00
ai
Laths.spce.
80®2
Palace
lVi®
Pulman
Copperas
18s/»
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 2 ®*281
76V4
Ex logwood.... 12®16| Lime.& csk. 1 00®1 05 Rock Island
ΤΟ
60
73
1
221
Cement..... 140®
GumaraDic.. .70W1
St. Paul.
129
Matches.
Glvccrlnc
do pfd
14M>®«71
55
16®261 Star.ï» gross
Aloes cape
31.Paul ft Omaha
@55
08<ffi«2| Dlrino
CamDhor
do prfd
Metals116 Vi
oasiooi
St Paul. Minn. & Mann
Opium.... *.00®3 <ΌΙ Copper—
Suear, common
Vvir
00®14
14SÎ48
com....
6b«llac
46® 601
I—
Texas Pacific
Ji «
az
Indieo
86c®$ 11 Pollsheacopoer.
Union Pacttic.now
35
14x48
2
b
planished.
loam*
4<?$4
U. S. ExDress
5,,
14
Jpeoac
160®1 70> Bolts
0%
St. Louis & Pacific..
12 Wabash,
Licence, rt
16®20| Y M sheath
do
prfd
32
92
Lac ex
34®40l Y M Bolts
λ
Union
Western
22@24
Morphine.. .1 70®1 901 Bottoms
Rloûmona & West Point
10S11
Oil bergamote 76S.3 261 Ingot....
do orfd
Nor.Codlivcrl <!6®l»0l TlD—
16@17
1 7Sis,2 261 Straits....
Lemon
601
1
Olive
00®2
Kew lork Minioe Stock*.
300ίϊ£3 251 Char. L Co. .4 75®5 00
Feppt
2S
.5
iRy THeexanti.)
Wliiiergree nl 6®2001 Char. L X. β 00®6 CO
ΟΟβ8
Potass Or'mae. 46®471 Terne
NEW YOKK. Sept. 16. 1895.—The following
Antimony...
oi minioe siocks:
12@14
24®28|
Chlorate
are to-day's closing ouoiauoas
κ 00®850
2 88«3o<>| Ι'λκ··
Iodide
Col. Coat
4
R(«i4ô5
621
68
SV2
s
Spelter....
Quicksilver.
BeckinrCoaL
27
Uuinine.. .34Y»®37% βοΐαοι'Λ*'* 14Vi@lô
Homestake.
Nail».
60!
9Va
Dntarln
Kfaeubarb, rt.76«el
.j vh
Kt snake
3o®40l Cask.ct.base 2 208230 Quicksilver
wire. 2 6ό®2 75
15
8
baltpetre
®12|
tr-mio pfd
Naval Stores,
Senua
26®S0>
Mexican
4 α 6 lar φ bbl. ..2 75g3 00
Canary seed....
Cardamons 1 00®1 76 Joal tar.... 4 76g5 oo
Boston Produce Market.
Z 75fai.1 00
Soda. tiy-carh3% @6% Pitch
BOSTON. Sebt. 16. 1895.—The following are
bal
2%®8 Wll. Pitch. .2 7ôSi3 00 co-aav's quotations or rrovisions. Produce,etc. ;
3 00®4 00
Suphur
2; (fiZVt Rosin
meats.
Sugar iead
20®22 Tupenane. gai. 33.4143
7 a8
White wax
60®66 JaKum
Pork, long and 8ht cut, 14 4n.
Oil.
Vltrol. blue.... β ®S
and Heavy backs $13 OO&SM 00.
44® 40 I'ork, lge
Yanilla.bean.. 810(81131 Mnseed
lean I β π π s 14 60.
47 aj:>2 Pork,
Duck.
Boiled
$17 : do beef $24 ψ bbl.
pork,
Tongues
65® 75 ISeef, corned, $t> oOffilO 00.
..23 Sperm
No 1
SO
46®
2o Whaie
No 3
Shoulders, smoked, 8 Vs.
14 Bantc
33®3£ Shoulders, corned and fresh 8VtC.
No 10
28®33
8 oz
UMi Shore
Hams, large and small, Da 10c.
<.. 20®25
10 02
13% 1'orgle
Bacon, lOjâilOVîC.
45 ®65
Lara
Gun ρ owder—Shot.
fork, salt and briskets, 7V»c.
.3 60®4 00i Castor
00®l 10 liibs. fresh. lOVjc.
Blasting
4
60
Ν
eats
C5c.«7o
60®6
i
foot
Sporting.
Sausage, 9MiC.
Urop shot.25 lbs.. l 301 Klame
Sausage meat, 8Vic.
I
Paints.
Buck. b. SB.
Lard, tes, 6%c;pail, 7>/*@7*/«e; lf,9gOV4.
1
661
F
Lean—ν
X. TX.
Beef steers, 7V4'®9.
Pure ground.5 50g6 00 Beef, fresh, hinds, 10@12Vsc; fores, 3SSi*c
Hay.
00 Lambs, spring, 7@8Vtc f> tb.
Pressed
fl4®16| Sefl W
·.· j6 o0®6
th: coun'ry, 514η
Loose Hay
»14®S16| EneVeniied3
®3Vi Hogs, dressed, city, 6»4c
Am
Zinc...
ό
00
lots
00®7
.$9®10|
btraw, car
Chickens, Northern, broilers, ρ lb, 14®16c
.214 Fowls, North'n, fresh, 12®14c; Western
Rochelle.
IroB.
ice
Rice
C«jbhiob. ... 1%&2 ;
packed llVsc.
..

H^U.box160®200

...

«
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VIGORS

...

'
MINIATUHE
Sun rises
8un sets

ALMANAC
5 27lHi"h
5 611"
°

SEPT. 17.
water
drer

ίI

Easily, Quickly,

912
934

and all the train
of evils from early errors or
1 later
o£
excesses, the results
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength,.development and tone given to
>every organ and portion
of the body. Simple, nat-

..

I'OItT

OF

PORTLAND.

urmrmw

Failure impossible. 2,000 references. Book,
explanation and proofs mailed (sealed) free.

MONDAY, Sept. 16.
Arrived.
1

..

1

Resto^d.

Weakness, Piervousnes*»

MARINE isrEWS

..

Permanently

Ior
of Maine. Pike, Boston,1 for
Steamer State
NB.
Eastnort and St John,Snowman, Boston.
State,
Bay
Steamer

i

|

ERIE MEDICAL
Ieb2

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
eodlyr

For

Not

run

le
a.

and Great Diamond

ill., 2.15. 4.20 p. m
Long Island, 10.30 a.

in stormy or

foggy

weatuer.

dtf

septl2

everything

International SteamsMp Co.

else fails.

FOB

Two sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
At druggists, or by mail.
Thb Brandkhtk Co., 274 Canal St., Ν. Y.

1

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

After Monday, Sept. S,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave Kast Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. in. lor Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.

Tuesday, leave Portland
Pemaquid. Touching at

at

6.45 ?a.

m.

for

Island,

Squirrel

Boothbav Harbor, Heroa Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at β a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.

Islahd.
Fridav, leave Boothbay Harbor
for

Eaitport, Lubeo. Calais, SLJohn, N.3., Halifax,N.S.

Falmouth

Island
and
Foreside.

On and after Sept. 16th steamer Madeleine
will leave fort and for Diamond Island, 7.00,
11.00 a. in., 2.10, 4.10, 6.10 p. m.
Keturn, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, 8.45 a.
m.. 1.20, 3.30, 5.25 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside. 7.40, 11.00 a. m.,
2.10, 4.10, G JO p. m.
Keturn. leave Falmouth Foreside, G.OO, 8.20
a. m., 1.00, 3.10, 5.00 p. m.
sedtl4dtf
Ε. K. MORTON. Manager.

ni.

For Cushing's Island. 10.30 a. m., 4.20 p. m.
C. W. T. GOD1Ν G, General Manager.

piles.

*

when

ni.. 3.00 p.

For Ponce's Landing,
111., 2.15, 4.20 p. ni.

Heals wounds and old
sores

a.

Diamond

λ

Leave Cusliing's Island, 7.25, 11.oO a. m.,
5.05 p. ill.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefetlien's Landing,

Of marvelous potency in

return.

PORTLAND PIER

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

WEEK DAY ΤΙιϊΙΕ
TABLE,
Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.

Hits The Mark

government

POKK·

mine
Open
Ciosii
osing

STEAMERS.

(trade mark),

the modern curative,

Notice to Marinera.
Galveston, Sept 14—Pilots report the buoy on
the wreck of str City of Waco, at outside anchorage, adrift about 5 miles NE of its former
winch leaves the wreck dangerous to
position,
Domestic Marurt»*.
vessels making Galveston harbor. Bar buoy No
Oiy Teleeranh.1
4 lias also drifted SW about one-half mile out of
its position.
SEPTEMBER 18, 1896.
NEW YORK—The t'iour marnât
Rockland. Sept 13—The big Portland oceanreceiDTS
is in
the harbor,
24,212;packages; exports 1872 bbls and 16,786 going lug Eleanor L Wright
sacks: sales 8,800 packages; dull and weak: with several dredges ill tow. She is reported to
where
States
the
United
Lubec,
for
bound
be
unchanged.
is doing some excavatiug in the
nour auotatlons—low extras at
2 16ffi2B0.
arbor.
city mills extra at 3 76®* 00: city mill» patents
3 90&4 16: winter wheat low érartes at 2 153
Memoranda.
2 60 : fair to fancy at 2 60®3 25 : Datent» at 3 30
S3 60; Minnesota clear 2 60g2U0: straights
New York, Sept 15—Sch Ε Arcularius. from
do at 3 00ία3 26 : do patents 3 10@4 00
do rv
Philadelphia for Rockland, with a cargo of coal,
mixtures 2 60S2 80; superfine at 2 10SS2 26: stranded at 1 a in Sunday on the point of Sandy
line at 2 06&2 20.
Southern flour dull and Hook, but was floated at 3 ρ in with the assistweak; common to fair extra 2 00@2 70 ; (rood ance of the Life Saving crew.
to choice 2 803 8 00. Bye flour dull and easy
2 50.ά3 00. Buckwheat flour, carload sold $2.
Domestic Ports.
Cornmeal dull and steady. Bye dull, nominal.
NEW YORK— Ar 14th. sells Τ A Stewart.
bush:
exports 212,- Faulklngham, Shulee, NS; Β R Woodside. HillsWheat—receipts 208,425
669 bush; sales 120,000 bush:fiimer a:id more boro, NB; Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Ellsworth for
active: No 2 Red store and elev at 6l3/sc; afloat Rondout; Lady Antrim. Bowman, Rockland for
at eziwtgoz; t ο b ez^iguaiic: no
North- Pcovidein'e; George V Glover. l)yer, do for
ern at β1»/«.
Corn—receipts 04,975 bush: ex- New York; Mary Augusta, Sullivan for Philaports 132,6*5 bush; sales 100,000 bush: more delphia; Glendy Burke, Stanley, Sullivan ; Robactive and lower: No 2 at 376/«c in elev, 3R% ert îïnrrit-v 1 iiwfi. Bluehill: Lizzie Lee. Mavo.
afloat. Oat»—receipts 73,20(i bush:export» 35,- do; Katie J Hoyt. Adams, Augusta; Charles n.
«08 bus; sales Sl,oi>0 bush-.dull and firm; No
Sears. Allen. Lubec : Clara Leavitt. Duffy, Somes
at 24c ; do White at 28Vic ; No li Chicago 24Va : Sound; Carrie Ε Pickering, Hammond, VinalNo S at 23Vic;do>Whlt· at 27c; Mixed Western vaven; Georgietta, Providence; Jennie Green25®27c; do White and White State at 2~'®33c. bank, South iNorwalk; Break of Day, Lewis,
Beef Iquiet and linn, beef hams quiet and easy; Augusta; β G Whildin, Barbour. Greens Landtierced beet strong: cut meats dull and easy; ing; William Rice. Maddox, Kocklami; Jordan
pickled bellies 121bs 6*λ ; do shoulders at 5V» ; L Mott, Speed. Rockland; Nautilus, Coleman,
do hams at 8Vo®9c; middles nominal; Lard do; Ira Β Ellems. Marston. Vinalliaven.
is quiet and easy : Western steam closed 6 3 5;
Sid, barque Golden Sheaf. Chandler, Portland
city at 6 00; refined quiet: Continent 6 65; S A (and anchored in Hart Island Roads) : sells Fred
at 7 00: compound 4»/s®5c.
Provisions—Porte
Balano, Sawyer. Sancnez, San Domingo, via
quiet and easy ; mess $T0,®10 25. Batter Arm. Machias; Helen G King, Bretr. Edgewater for
and in fair demand ;State dalrv 12@19c ;do erm St Stephen, NB; Carrie C Ware, Bagley, Port
20Va®21; Western dairy 9Va ®13c:ilo crni 13g Johnson for Dover. NH.
Ar 15th, schs Lawrence Haines. Tibbetts,
21c; do factory at 8@12 Vac ;Elglns Zlc.Cheeee
dull : held steady ; State large at 5 Va@7V4 c ; do Augu-ta; Emma M Fox, Hopkins, Bargor;
Keefc. Franklin; Racehorse. Henshaw,
Laurel.
at
do
small
tSsA ^7V«c;
fancy
8@8i/iC. Petroleom—: united at 1 26. Coffee—Rio dull, and Rockland; Mail. Martin, Mt Desert; Ada Ames,
Rockland.
steady. Sugar—raw is firm and fairly active; Emery,
the market for refined is (airly active and firm;
Sid, sch Mattie Β Russell. Portland.
Ar leth. sch3 Mattie J Ailes. Hillsboro, NB;
No 6 at 37/e@4 l-16c; No 7 at 3'/*®3 15-16C;
No 8 at 33A@3 15-16c; No 9 at 3 ll-16@3'/«c; Marshall Perrin. Cora Green, and Mary StewNo 10 at 36/s®3|18-16: No 11 at3 U-16®3:'/*c; art, Bangor; Fawn. Belfast; Fair "Wind. EllsNo 12 at 8Va®3 ll-ΐβο: No 13 at 3ViC; oil A worth; Francis M Loring. and Nile, Rockland;
at4as4V4C; Mould A at 4 9-16(^4% c : standard Clara Dinsmore. Lubec; Yreka, Calais.
Cld, sch S J Lindsay, McFadden, South GarA 4 B-ie@4VaC; Confectioners" A 4 3-ΐ6&4ΐ·β :
cut loaf and crushed at 4 16-16®6 Va : powdered diner.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Oregon. Candage.
at 4 9-16^4% c; granulated at 4ô-iG£4%c;
Rockland ; Gen Scott. McClintock. Calais; Mary
Cubes 4 9-16@4%c.
Ε 11
Freights to Liverpool dull, nominal—grn by Ε Pennell, Frye. Edgewater; Mary Ν G Dow,
White,
Malcolmson. Washington; Bertrom
steam 2Vid.
Newburgh; Charlie Bucki. JenCHIOASO—Tlie'iFlour market to-day was Faulkingliam.
Port Johnson; C W Dexter. McLean,
kins.
dull ana weakjnomimilly easier.
Wheat—No 2 Calais (at Milton) ; Geo W
Flynn. MaPerry.
Spring at 5fcy$@58V4C: No 2 lied -fjiivs α (>7 Vic. clnas (at Dorchester) ; Damon,
Wood, Bangor;
Corn—No2 at 31^ ®3i'/»c.
Oats—No2atl9
Areola, Hanna. Woolwich; CarrieCMiles, Post,
@!9Ve;No2 Kyeat37c nominal. No 2 Bar- Rockland ; Emeline G Sawyer. Alley. Calais.
Proley at 40®42c. No 1 Flaxseed 93@94e.
Cid. schs Willie H Child, Giles. Apalachicola;
visions—mess pork 8 12V«@8 25. Lard 5 77Va
Annie M Preble, Hinckley. Eastport.
t®5 80; short rib sides at 6 15®5 25. Dry saltHighland Light—Passed south, ltfth, sch Soed meats—shoulders at 5 50ig5 62Va ; short
phia Godfrey, from Saeo for a coal port. Passed
clear sides 6 00 gu 12.
east, schs Bessie C Beach, from Philadelphia
Receipts—Flour, 15,900 bbl3:wheat. 134.000 for Kennebunkpott; Clara Ε Rogers, from
aush: com. 313.000 bush :oats. 319.0U0 bush:
Ellzabetliportfor Lynn; Henry D May. from
rye. 3300 bush barley. 83,000 bush.
Philadelphia for Saco; sell David Faust, from
Shipments—Flour 6,600 bbls: wheat 4,800 New York for Portland.
bush; corn. 339,000 lui si:. oats 303. Ouu bush;
Passed north at dark, schs Mary J J.ce. Addie.
rye. 1200 bush: barley 138,000 Ousti
A Β Perry, R L Tay, Adeline, C F Baird, and
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was Nellie Doe.
BANGOR—Ar 14th. barque New York (Ital).
quiet and unchanged;(patents at 3 6583 20;
extra lancy 2 95(Si3 06 ; fancy 2 65@2 75 : choice Cafiero, Lisbon ,* schs Edward Stewart. Kent.
at 2 B0@2 60. Wheat higher. Sep 58 V«o. Corn Philadelphia; Andrew Nebinger, Philbrook,
—Sept lower; others higher; Sept 303a. oats Lynn; Mary Jane. Hurd. Boston.
Cld, schs Waterloo, Wheeler. Boston; Olive
higher; Sept iaVic Provisions—Pork 8 «2V2.
Lard—prime steam 6 66@6 70. Bacon—shoul- Branch, Swett, do; Florence.Gould, New York;
ders 0 : longs at 6 A ; clear ribs 6% ; short clear Angola. Tinker, do; Alfaretta Snare. Smith, do;
6Va. Dry salt meats—shoulders at 5V2 : ribs at Hattie M Howes, Hodgdon. do; Telumali, Mordo; John Douglass, Webster, do; Norom6H ; clear 5VbSimpson, do;
Receipts—Flour 4,900 bbls; wheat 53,000 ega. Armstrong, do; Lunet,
bush; corn 31,000 bush; oats 79.000 bush; rye Phineas Gay, Bryant, Derby; R Ρ King, Hall,
Provincetown : Μ Β Mahoney, Fickett. Provibush.
Robinson. New Bedford.
Shipments—Flour 8,200 bbls: wheat 20,«00 dence; Gamecock.
Ar 15th, schs H W Macomner, Bray, Philabush;coru 133,000 bush; oats 37,000 Builijrye
New York; Harriet
Chandler,
delphia; Helena.
bush.
S Brooks, Bullock, Salem; Mary Ann McCann,
ne
Llû null.™ ν» ueai—n ο ζ iwu
at
Point, sch Robar
Sandy
Gates, Bar Harbor;
White BlVtc. Corn—No 2 lit BéVaC-Oats—No 2 ert τ
Tnwne. Newnort News.
White 24c.
Ifith.
sens
Chas
ijavenport,
BALTIMORE—Ar
and Ο 1) WitUen-li, Kennebec.
* otlon
Market.*
AVillie
schs
Newton,
15th,
BELFAST—Ar
(By TeleeranH.
Coombs. Philadelphia; Charles Ε Jiaymoud.
York.
New
Pendleton.
SEPTEMBER 16. 1896.
BOOTHBAY—In port 13th, sells J H WalnNEW YORK—The cotton marnée to-day was
from Bangor for Providence: James Β
auiet, and *Ac lower; sales 152 bales, mid- wrlght. for Kennebec.
Jordan,
8^ac.
middling
gulf
dling uplands at 3V«c:
CHATHAM—The new four-masted sch Wm
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day II Clifford wis off here at sunset Saturday,
was dull; middling 71-1 tic.
bound north, and was sighted off here this (SunCHARLESTON—The Cotton market firm; day) morning, 15 miles to the Ν Κ.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 14th, schs Chanticleer,
middling 7%c.
Eaton's Neck for Boston; Adam Howlby,
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market Is easy( Avery, Kondout for KlUwortû; Fanny & Edith,
Jfcnès.
Middling 7 5-ltic.
New York for Belfast.
MOBILE—The Cotton market is quiet; midGALVESTON—Cld 14th, sells Cora Hanson,
dling 7 11-16:.
Barton. I'ascagoula: Sarah Ε Palmer, Hainmett,
(3MEMFHIS—The Cotton market is steadv; Tampa.
Sid 15tli, schs Cora Η Hanson, Barter. Pascamiddlings 7%e.
goula; Sarah Ε Palmer, Hainmett. Tampa.
Havana Market.
HYANN1S—Ar 14ih, schs Florence A. South
Aniboy for Haverhill: Alaska. Sydney, CB.
HAVANA. Sept. 14. 189S—Sugar market is
NOBSKA—Passed eastward 14th. schs Mary
nominal; exports from Sept. 1st to 10th, 4179 Ε H G Dow. Malcolmson. Washington for Bosfor
tons; stock 16 ',912 tils.
ton: Isaac Grbeton, Trimni, Philadelphia
Freights dull. Excalige firm.
Bangor.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 15th. sch -Stna, Cellins,
European .llnrKms.
New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 13th. sch Edith & May,
(By Telegraph.)
Kelley. Calais.
ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY-Sld 14th, sch Mattle Β BusLONDON, Sept.'16,1895.—Consols 107 9-16d
for money ana 107% for tlie account.
sell. Drinkwater. Portland.
PORTSMOUTH, NH—Ar 14th, sch Atlanta,
LIVERPOOL. Sept. 16. 1895.—The Cotton
Rockland.
market is easier; American middling at 4 9-32; Hall.
Cld 13th, ship Servla,
PHILADELPHIA
sales
bales;
anu
6,000
speculation
estimated
Hiogo; Andrew Adams, Adams, PortsGilniore.
exuort 600 bales.
mouth
; Ε C Allen, Meady, Gardiner.
Winter
Wheat4s
9Vîd(g4s HVad;
Quotations
Ar luth, sch I.ida .1 Lewis, Somers, Bath;
Spring Wheal 6s@os la.
Hattie A Marsh. Hurricane Island ; Ida L Hull,
Corn 38 41/^d.
Kennebec: Falmouth, do; John D Paige, do;
Geo L Fessenden, do: Maggie S Hart, do; D H
OUhAl-i VlBAitltlB SûîiSZï Γ5
Rivers. Bangor; 11C Morse, do: J Holmes BirdFROM
salf. Portland; John Kelley. do; tug InternaFOB
towing barges Hercules and Lincoln,
New
York.
tional.
.Bremen
Sep 17
Spree
New York. .Liverpool. Sep 18 from Portland.
Majestic
Elliot L Row, Amesbury; Julia S
schs
New
York.
18
Cld,
Paris
So'ampton...sep
Grace Davis, Portland:
New York. .Antwerp
Southwark
Sep 18 Bailey. I'awtucket;
Vinalhaven ; Edwd W Schmidt,
S
Walker.
Abbie
New
York..
1»
Rotterdam
Amsteraam.,Sep
do.
F. Bismarck.. .New York..So'ampton...Sep 19 Saco; Nat Meader.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 14th, ship Benjamin
New York. .Hamburg. ...Sep 21
Palatia
York.
New York.. Bremen
Ems
Sep 21 Sewall. Sewall, New sch
Catherine. Duffv. F.iizaSALEM—Ar 13th,
.New
21
York.
.Lonuon
Mohawk...
Sep
'Sland
for
Block
; Margaret Robinson,
.New York. .Rotterdam...Sep 21 bethport
Maasdam
for New Haven: 15th. sch Will I) ClifRancor
ϋΐ
New
Furnesla
..sep
York..Glasgow
nam
mo
re.
New York.. Liverpool.... Sep 21 ford. Harning.
Ft run a
Ar 15th, sch Horatio Lj
WASHINGTON
New York. .Liverpool.. .Sep 24
§,ervl?
.New York. .Bremen
Sep 24 Baker, Kennebec.
Havel
26
.New
Sep
York. .Antwerp
Westernland
Foreign Port».
New York. S'thampton.Sep 26
St. Louie
.New York.. Liverpool... Sep 25
Germanic
In port at Demerara Sept 13, barque Etliel V
New York.. S'thampton. Sep 26 Boynton, Mitchell, will proceed to Tort Spain
Columbia
Sep 28 to load for north of Hatteras.
New York. London
Mobile
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool... Sep 28
Ar at St John, NB. 14th. schs Maggie Miller,
Sep 28 Miller. Rockport; James Barber. Camp, do;
Genoa
New York..
Saale
Dama
New York.. Hamburg. ..Seo 28 Comrade, Akerly, Rockland; Myra B, Olmstead, 1
..Sep 28 Rockport.
Circassia
New York. Glasgow
Teutonic
New York.. Liverpool. ..Oct 2
Cld, sch Sea Bird. Andrews, Rockland.
.Oct 2
.So'ampton.
New York
New York.
Sid fm Halifax. 15th. brig Isabella. Macnias.
3
Aug Victoria ..New York..S'thampton..Oct
Ar at Junin July 28th, barque Onaway, Tap..Oct 5
Massachusetts..New York.. London
Antofogasta, and was loading nitrate for
ley,
Patria
New York. .Hamburg. ...Oct 6 Hampton Roads Aug 7.
6
Oct
Bremen
Trave
New York.
..Oct 6
New York. .Liverpool.
Umbria
Oct 6
Anchoria
New York- -Glasgow
9
New York.. Liverpool....Oct
Britanlc
lu
Normania
.New York..S'thampton...Oct

STEAMEBS,

—

CORK·

opening
Closing.....

5

Sal va-ceaj

Sch W t! Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—
J H Blake.
Sch Louisa I' ranees, Thorndike, Belfast—Paris
Flouring Co.
Sch Miantonomah. Belfast—Kensall & Tabor.
SAILED—Sch Addie Charleson, Smith, Wis-

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(Y>j Telegraph^
CHICAGO. Sept. 16. 1895.—The Cattle market—receipts 24,000; generally weak and 10 lower; common to extra steers at 3 50@6 00;stockers and feeders 2 30^4 20; cows and bulls at
1 50@3 75 ; calves 4 26@4 50; Texans at 2 00®
3 45; Western rangeis 2 25^4 65.
Hogs—Receipts 19,000; lirm; heavy packing
and shipping lots 4 06@4 55 ; common to choice
mixed at 3 85@4 40; choice assorted at 4 40S
4 60;light 3 ΟΟΦ4 60; pigs at 2 30(g4 40.
Sheep—receipts 17,000; weak and 10@15c
lower; inferior to choice at 50@3 50. lambs
at 3 00@4 75.

Butter higher for fancy lots.
Thelollotrin«ar· to-day's quotations ot Gr; i i.
Provisions. Produce, etc.:

■.

Co.

Butter, eream,best,at
Butter, dairy, best. 18@18Viic;Other, 14<Sl»c.
Butter, crmy.tmit,!. *3? ladle, 11@12V®.
new,
1 00 Cheese, Northern, new do SVi^eVa ; Wst,
Galv
Mace
6 ya®7
οδ®65 73A;a8c.
Leather
Nutmegs
East 3 8.
Χ·4@16 Eggs.thennerv. choice.22®24*·
New York—
Pepper
Eggs."Mich. 16c; other Western iB'gîlVac.
14 u. l û
LlEht
26ÎS27 Cloves
Beans,
1 65®1 7ô.
I
pea.
70fd)l
8û;mediuras,
i8@ig
Μία weight... .27@>28| Cïlnger
Beans, yei. eves, 2 ('(>@2 15:red kid.l 60@1 65.
Starch,
Heary
27@28]
Beans
1
75.
foreign,
4Vi(®5
65@1
Good <l'me
2b(<t26\ Laundry
e\4(g7Va Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Union backs... 403421 filoss
lair to good $$ic 00@S17c;lower grades $L1
Tobacco.
Am. calf
S)0@1.15j
@$15.
603260
Best brands
Lead..
Straw,
rve, fl2®*i3: oat. $7M»®S8Va.
30u,40
Medium
Sheet
.6H@7
26,339 Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 5c bush.
Common
Pipe.
6Vl®e
Ν Y Hebrons 60.
Potatoes,
leal....60φ70
Natural
Zinc.
7 Va@81/2
do
Rose ια;45.
new choiec φ bbl, $2 00@2 25.
Apples,
Grain Quotation».
Apples, No 2 at $1 25®i 50.
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRA.1K.
o@5ya
Saleratus
Spices.
17@19
Cassia, pure

Opening
Closing

Railroad Receipt·.

ing, Soot,

PRODUCE.

Saleratu*.

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Barque Samuel H Nickerson, Koilick. Bowlία ballast. Vessel to J S Viiuslowdt

Geese, North'n, nom.: Western, 0@0c.
Ducks. North'n, West, OOigOOc.
Turkeys. Western iced 12c.

Portland. Touching

at

at 9

a.

m.

Squirrel Island.

Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nora Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Bret· ]1
Îlie favorite route to Campobello i*ud
aug31dtf
St. Andrews, Ν. B.
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Fall Arrangement.
On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave KailPortland.
road
Monday and
Wharf,
On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec Sept. 18, 1» and 20, will leave Boothbay Harand St. John, with the abovs connection. bor at 7.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Portland at
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and East- 2.30 p. m.
Landing both ways at Popham
port same days.
on Wednesday.
Beach
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
Will not make trip to Portland on Saturday,
to destination. lâ^Freight received up to 4.00
Sept. 21.
p. m.
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
υ. C. OLIVER,
at
the
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply
Treasurer.
President.
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
dtf
Office.
sept!7
or for other information at Company's
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
Man.
Gen.
J. IS. COYLE.
an29dt£
on.

Allcock's Corn Shields,

steamerTsalacia,

Allcock's Bunion Shields,
Have

no

equal

as a

relief and

cure

for corns and bunions.

|

MAINE CENTRAL R. 11.
Effect
In
Sept. 16th, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for

stations .lamed hfilow and inter-

mediate points as follows:
a. m.
For Brunswick, Bath, Eockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowliegan, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Lewiston,
Meohanic Falls, Kumlord Falls.
Livermore Falls. Farmington, and Philips.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
11.10 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
station, Lewiston, Winthron. WaterSpringMoosehead
Lake via Foxcroit, Bangor,
viile.
Bar Harbor, Old town Houlton, Fort Fairfield
and Caribou via B. & A. li. It. and St. Andrews,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick. Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Falls,
Lewiston. Farmington,
Phillips
Kingiield,

STEAMBOAT CO.

FBEEP0RT

7.00

and

Kangelev.

1.20 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta. Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Know & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowliegau, Belfast. Dover aud Foxcroft. Eaugor
Bueksport, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
1Û3 p. m. Exnress for Danville Jc., Poland
Springs station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham, Waterviile and Skowhegau.
I.85 p. in. Bridgton, Fryeburg. No. Conway,
Fabyans, Lunenburg. St. Jolinsbury, Newport,
Vt, Lancaster, Colebrook and Quebec.
Lisbon
For Brunswick. Bath,
6.05 p. in.
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Meclianlo
Kails. Auburn and Lewiston.
5.55 p. m. For Sebaso Lake Bridgton. Fryeburg, North Conway, Fabyans, St. Jolinsbury,
Montreal and Chicago.
II.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bueksport, Vanceboro, St.
all
Aroostook
Stephens, St. Joluu and
county, Halifax and the Provinces, but does
and
Foxcroft
Dover
not run to Belfast, Dexter.
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
Saturday nights.
12.55 a. in., midnight, Mt. Desert special, for
Brunswick. Rockland, Augusta, Waterviile,
Bangor and Bar Harbor, connecting at Rock.·
mornland
Saturday
Wednesday, and
ings with steamer Frank Joime lor Castiue,
Bar Harbor, Macuiasport and all landings on
route.

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick .Augusta. Waterviile and Bangor.
Lisbon Falli,
For Brunswick
1.00 p. m.
1..Cv\

isiun, Odin,

Au^uaut,

?τ αιοι into,

xj»ug,v'·

anû Mar Harbor.
11.00 p. m.. Night Express with sleeping
ears for all
points.
18.55 a. 111., Mt. Desert special lor RocKand, Bangor and Bar Harbor
ARRIVALS

IN

and

Mechanics

Falls

S.30

a.

m. ;

and

Wr.temlle

a.
m. ;
Augusta. 8.35
Farmmgton, Rumtn. ;
11.40
a.
Lewiston,

Phillips,

Kingfield,

Falls,
Skowheg»!:
ford

and

Lewiston

11.60

a.

in.:

Mattawamkeag and Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12.10) p. in.; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancaster and Bridgtou 12.15 p. ill.; Express Bar
Harbor, Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
m. : Lancaster. Kabyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Frveburg, Sebago Lake 4.55 p. in. ; Skowhegan,
ni. ;
Rockland
5 25
Wàterville.
8t,
p.
John, Bar Harbor, Caribou and Môosehead
Lake via B & Α., Bangor 5.35 p. ni. ; Range ley,
Farmmiitoii, Kuinford Fails, Lewiston 5.45 p.
all White
Montreal and
in.; Chicago and
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m. ; Mattawamkeas,
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.: express
Halifax, St. John. Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, G. P. Si T. Α.
Portland, Sept. 10, 1895.
dtf

je!8

Boston & Maine R.
In

Efftoot

R.

September 4, 1S95.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland. Union Station, tor
Scarboro Crossing;, 10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m. ; Scarboro Beach, Fine Point, 7.00,10.00
a.m., 3.30. 5.15,6.20, υ. m.; Old Orchard
Beach. 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m.. 32.20,
Biddeil.45, 3.30, 5.15. 6.05, 6.20 p. m.
ford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20,3.30,
m.
Kenne6.20,
5.15,
;
p.
Saco,
bunk, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. ill., 12.20, 3.30,.
5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. m. ; Kennebunkport, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. m.; 12.20,3.30,6.05, 6.20 p.
m. ; Wells Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 5.15
p.m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
8.40 a. m.. 12.20, 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. m. ;
Somerewortli, 4.05. 7.00, 8.40 a. ill., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15, p. m. ; Rochester. FarmAngton,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro, «S.40 a. ill.. 12.20,
Center
Alton
(via
Harbor,
Bay
and
8.40
a.
12.20
steamer,)
m.,
in.
(Via
Worcester
Vomers worth
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. ni. ; Manchester,
Concord (Via Rocking-ham Junction, 7.00 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., (Via l.awrence) 8.40 a. m. ;
12.20 p. m. ; Rockingham Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowel), Boston, t4.0ô, t7.00, t8.40 a. m.. §12.20. 3.30,
t6.05 p. m. Arrive in Boston. t7.30, tl0.15 a.
m
H2.55, §4-14. 7.30. t9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m.,
1.00, 4.15, G.01 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Boston and
For Boston, express, 4 05 a. in.
Arrive
stations, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
way
in Boston, 7.30 a. m., 5.29, 9.58 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. III.
Κ ASTER Ν DIVISIONFrom Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth,
XX 8.45 a. ill.; Biddeford,
Newburyport,
Amesbury, Salem, Lynn, 2.00. 9 00 a. m.,
12.30, 6,Ου p. m. ; Portsmouth, Boston, f2.00,
t9.00 a. in.; §12.30, +1.45, ΐβ.ΟΟ p.m. Ararrive in Boston, 5.58 a. in.. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
9.25 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 7.30,
9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00, 0.30 p. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Biddeford, Portsmouth.
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. ill., §12.30
p.m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. in., 4.12 p.
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m.,
m.
7.00, 9.30 p. in.
1 Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Nortn Berwick Sundays only.
^Connects

at
Scarboro Crossing
witb
for Boston via F.astern Division.
χWestern Division to North Berwick.
Througn ticXets to ait pointât Soutn and
West lor sale at · b'ket Oflice. Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. J£\ and Τ. Α., Boston.
dtf
je21
train

ELDORADO, Cifl.John Berry,

will leave the end of Custom House
Wharf for Jones' Landine, Peaks' Island,
at 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00, 11.00 a. m., 1.30,
2.30, 4.00, 5.00 and 6.1S p. m.

KETIIKX—Leave Jones' Landing,
Peak·' Island, at 6.25, 7.25, 8.25, 10.30,
11.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.00, Ό0, 5.30 and 6.40
p.

will leave wharf at Cumberland Mills daily
Sundays Included, tor Pleasant Hill Falls via
Pride's Bridge on arrivai ο( cars leaving Preble
street, Portland, at 9.10 a.m. and 1.40 ρ. m.
Returning in time to connect with 12.30 and
5.30 p. m. cars for Portland.

Septl6dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO,

From Bostonavsry Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

rioin Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-hall '.he rate of sailing vessel.
freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., and

South by connecting lines, forwarded free ot
commission.
Round Trip *13.00.
Passage Sit0.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wh»rf, Boston.
Ε. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
nnt22dtf

Worcester Une

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Pu

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.
and after Monday· Juno
30t 1895,
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Jonction,
Ν «en*» a, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
On

m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester,. Concord* and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. ra.
For Rochester, Springs ale. Alfred, Wateiv
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Cferham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30k
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Wostbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30,
and
3.0Q,
5.3^.
9.45 a.
12.30,
m..
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Fortland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosa* Tunnel
Κ ou te" for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via "Providence Line," for Norwich ana
New York, via "Norwich Line" with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
ÏSew York All Rail via "Spr nffield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30d. ra.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.f
m. ;
from Gorham
5.48 p.
and
1.30
8.30 and
10.5ο a.
m., 1.30,
at
6.40,
m.
5.48 p.
4.15,eand
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket

The

steamships

Wiscasset. ...Ar

Lv...

8.55

Cottage

trip $7.00.
J.

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
je26Utf

Allan Line
Boyal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool yia

Quebec,

^.llan State Ijlne.
Rain.
New York

and Glasgow Service.
From New York.
|
N'umidian Sept. 14 I State of Nebraska Sept. 11
Sardinian Sept. 211
Saurentian Sept. 28 |
From Montreal.

n„t

τ·..,.;.^n

κ

Cabiu passage, Montreal service *50 and upwards. Return, #100 and upwards. Secoud
cabin. S30, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, S45 to ·66.
Return, .*85 to «130.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by tile otliee, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery ol the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Gtilway and
Derry: Prepaid steeragt, «15; intermediate
•25.
Apply to H. &. A. Ai.LAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWINS CO., 63
Broadway, Ν. Y., or to GEO. H. STARR, or
may8d«
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.

Harpswell

♦

Steamboat

«

Go.

Beginning Sept. 16, 1895, Steamer· will
Leave Portland Pier, Portland,
as

follows:

CHEBEAGUE
For LONG, CLIFF and
ISLANDS. HARPSWELL, BAILEY'S and
ORR'S ISLANDS. 9.30 a. m.. 4.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR'S
ISLAND, U.00 a. m„ 1.00 p. m. Lv. HARPSWELL. calling at intermediate landings, 6.35
Arrive Portland, 8.30 a. m.,
a. in., 1.35 p. m.
3.30 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Lv. PORTLAND for HAHPSWELL and in
termediate landings. ; 0.00, a. m„ 2.00 p. m.
Return irora Harpswell. 1.00 and 5.30 p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the bay.
Rounc trip tickets, only 60c. Sundays, excursions to Harpswell 36c, other landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Geu'i Manager.

je22dtf

[TICKET 'j,

BOSTON

PJiERS

Read up.
34, '951 No. 21 No. 4
IΑ. M. I P. M.

|Lv. ..tShaepscot.

and

lin Wharf at 6 p. m, August 28.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23
anil 28 at 5 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are dne in New York and

Wiscasseî& Quebec Railroad Co

9.25| 3.55

Manhattan

City leave Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays. Thursdaysand Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave
Pier38, E. R.. same davs at 5p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremont leaves Frank-

J. W. METERS, Supt.
dtf

Read down.

DIRECT LINE.

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip.

Portland, evening following sailiag day.
Fare to New York one way $5.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way §4.00; round

DIEECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

No. 31 No. 51 In effect July
Λ. M. IP. M. I

run-

J. P. BAXERT.

NEW YORK

Leave Portland 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, li.00
a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 8.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.0U, 7.00
p. m.
Leave Jones' Landing at 8.30, 9.30,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30,
jly5dtf
5.30, 6.30, 7.30 p. m.

je29

ieavo

Steamer Santa Maria

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

Agent, Portland, Me.

win

PRESUMPSCOT RIVER.

m.

Portland &

«m

sep9dtf

PEAKS' ISLAND.
STEAMER

οβυι.

land Pier for Falmouth, Consens', Llttleiolin's, Great Cheheague and Bustln's Islands,

Woll's Point and Freeportat 9.26 a. m. and
3.30 p. ill.
RETURNING, leave Freeportat
6.HO a. m. and 12.20 p. m. for Portland.

1

FOR

PORTLAND.

From Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7.50 a. m. ; Montreal and Bridgtou 8.25 a. m. ;
Lewiston

The Five Cent Boat

2.48

.Ar

tAlna Centre. Ar
Ar
..tAlna
|Lv
10.00 4.32tLv. ..Head Tide. .Ar 8.20 2.13
8.01
Wliitefleld...Ar
Lv...
1.55
4.52
10.1S
Ar
jLv... fPreble's
Wbitefield.Ar
7.43
Lv.No.
1.37
5.12
10.36
10.53 5.31 Lv..Cooper's Mills..Ar 7.25 1.19
i Lv. Maxy's Mills.. Ar
I
11,10 5.40 Lv.. ..Windsor —Ar 7.08 1.02
11.28 0.08! Lv..Weeks' Mills..Ar 6.50 12.44
LvtNewall's Corner Ar
Lv J6.30 12.25
11.48 6.30!Ar ...Palermo
(t) Stops 011 signal or notice to Conductor.
J. P. TUCKER, Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, Gen'l Mgr.
Lv..

—

—

d6mos

may 18

Portland &

Ruiord Falls R'yT

In Effect June

24, 1SJ5

DEPARTURES.
8.30 a. AT. & 1.05 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckiield, CanDix field and Rumford Falls.
ton.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
Station ior Poland Springs, Poland ani

Mechanic Falls.
Saturdays only train leaving Portland 5.10 p.
m. connects with train on P. & R. F. R'y running through to Rumford Falls.
Stages connect at Poland Springs Station for
Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for Andover and Rangeley Lakes.

Through passenger coaches beiween Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. & It. F. R'y.
R. C.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily .Line, Sundays Included.
X1ÎWAXD PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATE AND PORTLAND.
alternately leave Frami.b Wharf, Portland,
in season
every evening at 7 o'clock, arriving
for connections with earliest trains for points
bevonri.
Through tickets lor Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o'clock.
J, B. IOYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
THE
BAY

BKADFOKD, G. t. Si T. Act.

3'ortland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN, 8«i»»rieUmdent,
KeblOdtf

Wllntord Falls. Maine

STEAMER
Time

"SOKOKIS."
Table,

On and after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook. at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 5». 10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40

electric

ears

from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. il. I1EZELTON, Prop.

juneiBtf

A PrQoiû's Bramo-Geierg.
Β

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
,ίφθοίαΐ or general Ntmrulgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anîemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
η ml other excesses.
Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Eil'ervescent.

CiI

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western Avenue,
i*i!d by all dru^g^s.

CHICAGO,

MERROW RE-ARRESTED.

PRESS.

THE
BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

NEW

at about 10.30 p. m. and ride
to his homo on Commercial street.
Ho had always been very talkative to

Square

the conductoruntil within the last week
two, when his manner was so different that the conductor spoke of it to the
driver Eeveral times. Ho not only refused
to make any talk whatever, but acted
and.looked strangely and appoarod like a

Special

I

or

public buildings commit tee yesterday changed tho manual training school
Tho

Stolen Goods Scattered About Portland.

basement of the Butler school
in the Vaughan street school
building, where botter light can be obtained.
The new official fire alarm and police A
signal box book can be had of Wm. M.
from the
to

a

room

man

brought 2000
yestorday.
Deputy Sheriff Despeaux of Brunswick
He arrested a
was in the city yesterday.

island

The
well

Twenty-five

over.

be

pretty

families

cam»

seems

season

to

doing nicely at her home No. 66 Quebec
Street, City.
the well
Mr. Frank P. McKenney

jeweller

People Having Goods which They Suspect

Fine Harness Store.

The large and increasing trade of Mr.
J. F,

Bond,

the

well

harness

known

maker of this city, has compelled him to
seek larger quarters, so he has taken the
82 Free St. and turned Nos. 34 and 32
lnttvone grand store elegantly fitted up.
No. 32 is dovoled to splendid harnesses
of Mr. Bond's own manufacture, and No.
store

34 6o rugs and

whips,

etc.

Anybody

wanting anything in ùis line should call
oa

Mr. Bond.
Λ. O. U. TV.

Kntertainwent.

Λ
City Hall, Portland, this evening
tii( entertainment under the auspices of
Da' Anoient Order UniteC
Workmen,
It will consist of musio by
tjikus place.
the Cauet orchestra and Ceciliai quartette, end an address by Past Grand
Master Workman A. G. Andrews of Augusta and Supreme Foreman J. G. ,Tate
The doors will be open at
of Nebraska.
7 o'clock, and the entertainment will
at 8 o'clock.
The orchestra
oommence
will play selections from 7.30 to 8 o'clock.
Mr. Benjamin G. Ward will preside.

DISFIGURING
HUMOURS
Prjïenied by

Came from the Gang
Inform the

Advised

are

A

Very Suggestive

Lecture

Parsons I.ast

the Police.

The ro-arrest of George B. Morrow was
the most interesting feature yesterday of
the work of the police in
ferreting out
the combination of store thieves.
Depuarrested Merrow in
ty Marshal

goods consisted of.tea,

sugar, etc.

Some ; goods belonging to Joyoe'Bros.
also found in Hamlin's
&. Co., were
and in three other places. It Jhas
store
learned that goods from the Joyce
been
store, like albums, silverware, eto., have
been sold from house to house in this
The
and are widely scattered.
city,
belonging to this Arm, and re-

Fails

Cuticura Soap purifies and beautifies
the skin, scalp, and hair by restoring to
healthy activity the Clogged, Inflamed,
Irritated, sluggish, or Overworked
Pores.
Sold

throughout the world, British depot: F· New-

ft pons,
£ua ft Ctfsx.

£eby

1, Kin· Edwawï-st.. London.
Corp., Soie Props., Boetou, U.

Poixeb
S. A.

BROS.

69c PER YARD.

GOQOS SOLD

Merrow
bring the key to Gabrielson's
shop to have theduplicate mado.
Young Arthur C. Webster is evidently
making a clean brea~o of it, and will

Co
Hawkes &
Hernandez's ; store

recovered

amount

in

from

At the Congress'street Methodist church
last evening, Rev. Dr. Parsons of the
Chestnut
street church, delivered his

lecture, entitled "The Average Man."
In the beginning he said that his earnest
plea was for the ordinary man. It is
necessary to look up to tlio superior man
and to look down at the inferior man.
It is the ordinary manjtliat most of us
must be and must associate with.
There's a great wrong done at commencements in telling all young men to
climb to the top. They're not going to
get there and will be disappointed. It
is a great thing to be contented with
your lot, the average lot, and to realize
that this average lot is a source of content and happiness. Most great men die
broken hearted. A head isn't the target of enmity and injustice until it rises
above the rest.
It was once the speaker's fortune to
be offered a college presidency in the
He asked the advice of a friend,
West.
The
the president of Dickinson College.
A
said: "Don't you accept it.
latter

when the insurwas January 19th 1895,
ance was about 13,000 and the value of
the stock about $1,500. The foeling among
the insurance men after the fires was
that they wore inoendiary. In neither
case was
the loss serious as the fires
were extinguished before the stock was
damaged, except by smoke, and it was
easy to calculate the value of the goods.
shot

ridges, whioh, undoubtedly,

were

him-

^those

tiiat caused his death. He said to the
clerk :
"I want a box of cartridges. I'm going
vacation.
Goodbye."
"I hope you'll have a good timo" said
the clerk.
"Well, you never can toll till you get
thore" said Hernandez and wont out.
1 One of the conductors of a Middle street
on

a

long

says that it had long been Hernandez's
oustom to take that car at Monumont
car
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there

is.

TEere

are

two

or

tnree

40 inch Black All Wool

Novelties, been

Ull

UilC

lllttOUJII

ut

soft wood for ash
and some minor

principally substituting

in the locker, rooms
cutting of granite. These

proposals will

search and seizure case.

Scrofula, Salt Rheum
And AM Other Blood Diseases—How

They May Be Cured.
Speaking simply from what Hood's Sarlaparilla has done, not only once or twice,
but in thousands of cases, we can honestly
say that it is the best remedy for all diseases of the blood, whatever the cause.
its peculiar Combination, Proportion and rrocees, it possesses positive
medicinal merit Peculiar to Itself.
It has cured the most virulent cases
of Scrofula and Salt Rheum, even when
all other prescriptions and medicine·
have failed to do any good.

By

Blood poisoning, from, whatever origin, yields to its powerful cleansing, purifying, vitalizing effeot upon the blood. If

Hood's

particulars, write to ns
Remember that

Sarsaparilla

Is the One True Blood Purifier prominently
in the public eye today. Prepared only by
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass., V. S. A.
Sold by all druggists,

Hfiiwi'c
Oillc
a k Alia

1 aUUU

f1 ;

six for

$5.

the best after-dinne*
Pills. Tbay assist dlfiegiiott*
"β

50 cents per

gathering
goods are unmatchable,

yard,

39c Per Yard.

are

perfect,

patterns

in Black All Wool Dress

Novelties,

Elegant

styles

prices

right.

are

Black Goods at

$1.00,

75C.

at

50c Per Yard.
new

and

Black Goods at

Black Goods at

SOC.
New

men

be of the mass, but be so good a man of
so
high a quality that you will elevate

GOODS

No causeless growth is this nor casual leadership. This store has come
To make special mention of a few Bargains in a department
wbere the entire stock bas been selected with the idea in view of to be the fountain head for Novelties and the arbiter of prices by richly" merliving up to our motto: "BEST VALUES," is a good deal like iting the reward.
An earnest striving after better results has led to the consumation of
showing unmerited partiality; but here are a few of the newest
some of the most remarkable Black Dress Goods purchases of recent times.
arrivals on which we have made Low Prices.
We have surpassed ourselves—Beaten our own record this season in
40 inch Black India Twills, usual price 50 cents per yard,
of styles and qualities. Be content with the assurance that the
the

in that faculty that want that position
and they won't help you,,if you take it."
The importance of tho average man
cannot be overestimated. Be willing to

you desire further
a3 below.

ADVERTISERS.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

college presidency is the loneliest place

value to

about S125.
During the past two years the firo department was called t wice to John Hernandez's store on Commercial St. The
first time was Sept. 29th 1893, when the
insurance carried was $4,700 and the stock
The second time
was worth but $2,000.

BEST

by ltev. Dr.

Kvenicg.

be advertised immediately and opened
probably be the'most important witness Saturday at 12 o'clock, at the office of c.
for the state. It is evident that ho was A. Tompson, architect and bidders are
not the principal of the gang; although requested and be present at the opening.
he was its efficient and active agent. His
Pocket Peddling.
gains he disposed of largely in hiring
Sheriff
Coller
of
New
Deputy
teams and at the poker table.
Gloucester, arrested William H. Boothby
Messrs. Skillin, Hawkes & Co. state
on Saturday for pocket peddling at the
thai the key to their store Jwhich was lost
Mr. Coller was in charge
Gorham fair.
The
the
not
dees
robbery.
key
figure inj
of the Gorham fair grounds and found
was not lost until near the middle of July,
out early in tho week that a great deal
while the thieving began last February
of pocket peddling was going on in and
b" means of a duplicate key made from
He suspected Boothby
about the fair.
Edward C Webster's key. The kuy was
and caught
and watched him carefully
lost
and
was
undoubtedly lost in July,
him. In the Municipal court yesterday
in such a way as not to necessitate the
morning, Boothby was fined Î50 and
changing of a lock.
costs for a single sale and bound over in
to
Skillin,
The
belonging
goods
the sum of $200 for tho grand jury on a
and

LAST

ARE OUK =

goods

lio went Into the store of the T. B. Davis
Arms Company and bought the car

_

BROS.

to

Police—Careful Methods of

On the day that Hernandez

when all
Else

fnll 50 inches wide, regular
price $1.00 yard.
To be sold on Tuesday only at

THE AVERAGE MAN-

UlUUOiiJ

bom, Franklin.

RINES

BLACK INDIA TWILLS,

great

tho average of the race.
Parsons spoke at some length of
Dr.
covered yesterday, were valued at about General Grant. He said that Grant, the
The police decline so far to give silent
$150.
{man, was'Jbut the average man,
of the man who has acted as until the war broke out. Ho rolated an
Mr. Charles F. Keith, travelling engi- the name
been
arrestand he has not yet
he (Parsons) was onco
incident when
neer of the Maine Central, has been in pedlar ;
will probabThe police department
conversing with General Sherman, and
Pittsburg attending the convention of ed.
ly advertise, warning people who have asked him what, in his opinion, was
the traveling'enginoers of America.
which they may now the secret of General Grant's success and
Mr. Jesso Peabody of Thomaston, a bought these goods
have been stolen, to inform the
former warden of the state prison, was suspect to
ability. The old warrior replied, "Compolice. The goods found yesterday were mon sense and bull dog pertinacity."
in the city yesterday.
innocent holders.
The average man is the king of this
Kev. Father Prendergast, S. J,, ar- in the hands of
The method of stealing from Skillln,
rived in this city yesterday, the guest of
country. What he is the. country will be.
Hawkes & Co., was very skilful. Web- What he wants will bo onacted into law.
Rt. Kev. Bishop Healy.
and whoever acted with him, carried
ster
never rises an inch above
P.
David
oorps,
lit. Col.
Heap,engineer
Legislation
in a way'little likely
tho average man. It's not the advanced
U.S. Α., has been transferred fiom this on their operations
If two or three boxes of leader who
be detected.
determinies
legislation.
city to Wilmington, N. C. Mr. Heap is to
would
heave of the average
Its the continual
succeeded by Maj. Andrew X. Darell, tobacco were piled together .they
Only from the large man.
who has been stationed in Massachusetts. not be disturbed.
be taken, and
the boxes
Parsons emphasized | the imporDr.
Kev. L. Huot of the diocese of Spring- piles would
boxes of the same brand tance of
elevating the average man and
field, has been appointed assistant priest then no two
Commercial street
be taken.
at St. Dominic's church in the plaça of would
especially the need of .guarding the balit
under this plan
lot from
Rt:v. J.L. Lord,who has been transferred wholesalers say that
ignorant* foreigners and of
would be quite easy to get large amounts maintaining the English language and
last weak.
to West Boylston, Mass
from almost
any wholesale Americanjflag everywhere throughout the
Miss Mary Dillon of this city is paying ol goods
Stock is taken only once a year, country. He also paid a high ^tribute to
house.
a visit
to friends in Pittsiield, Me.
Mr. Elgin C. Verrill, of tho law firm and then the shortage could be detected the average woman, declaring that she
or Clifford, Verrill & Clifford, who has only indirectly.
was just as important as the average
Both Arthur C. Webster and George man.
been ill with typhoid fever, is on the
Mealier
mending hand as his many friends will B. Merrow have counsel, Dennis
Funeral of .John Hernandez,
i?
acting for Webster, and Woodside for
be glad to hear.
funeral of John Hernandez will
Tho
Dominicus E. Hamlin,
These were among the arrivals at the Meirow. For
take place this morning from the underbe
will
W.
Morrill
Carroll
attorney.
F.
E.
last
,Timevening:
Falmouth^hotel
rooms of
S. S. Rich. Bev. Mr.
Officer Fickett put in all.of^hisitime taking
berlake,
Phillips; E. G. Kichards and
Kimmel will officiate, a delegations will
In
goods
wife, Hartford; ffm Ho ward, IChicago ; yesterday afternoon gathering
be present from the Odd Fellows and
W. H. Thomas'and party, Baltimore ; P. trom the various places.
of Pythias.
Last evening Mr. Joyce,'of the firm of Knights
P. Burnham, Bridgton; Mrs. C. L. WilThe New Armory,
had
a
&.
Bros.
longjinterview
Co.,
Joyce
son, Brooklyn; Julius Hoertel,CincinnaXllO ΐυ»Τ DOU
J
ti ; Thomas P. Cleaves, Washington, D. with Arthur C. Webster at the jail.
Last evening also Judge Robinson and the Armory having withdrawn their bill
C. ; P. L. Senot and wife, Philadelphia ;
True had a consulta- on account of mistakes made by them
Charles
Isaacs, J. u. ntewarc, ο. i. County Attorney
in selves, and the next lowest
being above
Rawlins, J. G. Clark, Mew York; J. J. tion with Marshal Trickey, probably
to be produced at the appropriation the committee decided
Barton, L. L. Hayes, 0. M. Moulton, D. regard to the evidence
WedF. Dunhajn, C. W. Ellis and wife, Bos- the hearing lin the^Municlpal Court
yesterday to make some changes in the
morning.
nesday
W.
F.
Chadbourne,
Minneapolis;
plans of the armory and call for new
ton;
John
Those changes will not alter the
Conley, who worts for a'Wash- bids.
H. M ;Putney, Manchester; Ε. B. Sanington street grocer, claims that he saw effect of the building at all.
They are
of Monument Square, is
seriously 111 at his homa Drs. Dana and
Pendleton are in attendance.
known

RINES

$18,463.

Hamlin's grocery store on Lincoln street,
and there found 11100 worth of goods belonging to Skillin, Hawkes & Co. These

The many friends of Mrs. Donald Hatch
will
of the Hatch family of singers
learn with pleasure of her recovery from
her recent illness, when .for a few days
she was not expected to live. She is now

under somo

Price for Tues-

day, Sept. 17th,

or

his creditors for 40 cents on a dollar. The
matter was closed up on Saturday. Ho
had 101 creditors and owed a total of

TO DOOR.

up yesterday from tho different landings.
The bark Samuel H. Niokorson arrived
Sterling
yestorday light, from'.Scotland. She took this city about 4 o'clock yesterday afto
a
oargo of spool wood from this port
ternoon. As Merrow had been arrested
She returns with the san e
Glasgow.
onc« and
liberated on $800 bonds, it is
crow that went out with her, which is an
quite evident that the case against him
unusual thing now a-days.
is more serious than first supposed—too
Commencing tomorrow tho steamer serious to risk his
being at large on so
Saltcia will reverse lier trips, leaving
little bail. Merrow was taken to jail at
Boothbay in the morning'and Portland once.
This is to allow people from
at night.
During tlio evening Marshal Trickey
come to Portland and
that section to
said that Merrow had been arrested for
same
do their shopping and return the
receiving stolen goods other than those
day.
for which lie was arrested in Lynn. Morstreet
Park
tho
boon
raiding
Boys^have
row has been disposing of considerable
gardens, carrying off fruit. The police quantities of rugs, curtains, eSe. A
are after them.
clergyman of this city is one of the inAny ore in want of tho finest single nocent
purchasers.
turnout in Maine will learn something
Tho police were industrlousyesterday
to
the
referring
their advantage by
to
and have succeeded in finding consideraadvertising column.
ble more goods. Marshal Trickey went to

PERSONAL.

laboring

distress.
John Hernandez had just gono through
PEDLAR WHO SOLD FROM DOOR insolvency, settling in composition with

live lobsters

Brunswick Sunman named Phillips at
day for having stolen property in his possession and trying to sell it.
Yesterday was somewhat warmer.

who is

mental weight

Marks for 10 or 25 cents.
Schooner Electric Light

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

advertisements.

down

in Black All Wool Brocades, at

Sicilienes,
Plain Mohairs,

Whip Cords,
Mohair Figures,
Serges,
Figured Lusters,
Brilliantine Mohairs,
India Cashmeres,

$1.00 Per Yard.

Figured Mohairs,
Fancy Armures,

Serges,

Paris Novelties,
Camel's Hair, &.c.

Wide-Wale Diagonals,
Wool Crêpons,
Cape Cloths,
Cheviots,
Henriettas,
India Twills, &c.

Henriettas,

Diagonals,
Serges,

Storm

Camel's Hair,
Broadcloths, &c.

Black Brocaded Novelties with silk thread of white, blue and
We make a specialty of high grade black goods and are showing| 3
red overshot. A very stylish suiting and very handsome for fancy
large and beautiful line of Choice Novelties and Matelasse Crêpons—styles you
waists.
will not see elsewhere—$1.38, 1.75, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00.

$1.25 Per Yard.
Black Camel's Hair Novelties, the newest and best patterns
and weaves for skirts and entire gowns. Three good numbers,

56 inch indestructable Storm Sergo proof against the action of
All wool and 56
sun and rain, sea water, atmosphere and even wear proof.
42
to
50
inch wide are in
stick.
storm
the
wide
inches
serges
Many
yard
by
a
is
inches.
This
$1.00
at
same
56
yard.
the market
price.

FABRICS.

DRESS

$1.25, 1.37 1-2, 1.75 Per Yd. AUTUMNAL

This popular department is full of
and '96—every novelty—every
at prices that will please you.

new

new

weave—every

'95

of

ideas for fall and winter

new

combination is shown

I

FOR TUESDAY ONLY,

RINES

are

sold other

$1.00 per yard, offered for
TUESDAY ONLY at

At

Henriettas. Serges,
Diagonals, Crêpons, Silk and
Wool Stripes, Checks, Bouvettes,
Rough Cheviots, German Novel-

$ 1.00.

days at

BROS.

ties,

69c PER YARD.

At

Velours, CashSerges, Fancy Boucle
Novelties, Cheviots and Novelty
Suitings in two toned effects.
75c.

French

meres,

RINES

50 inch Black India Twills
that

BROS.

Pattern Dresses in every color
and combination, all high grade goods.

in all the pretty shades and

com-

in a

good

50 inch Boucle Novelties in
toned effects, $1,25.

two

Wide Wale

Diagonals,

line of colors, $ 1,00.

binations.

At

EX-PRIEST
SLATTERY
And WIFE, coming to Portland.
They will give three Lectures at

KOTZSCHMAR

HAIL,

com-

mencing this week.

THURSDAY NIGHT, SEPT. 19

Two good Second-hand
Furnaces will be sold cheap
for cash If applied for at

Bedford Ccrds—a very desirable
goods for Bicycle suits, $1.00,

once.

Mixtures, 88c.

May he

base-

line of colors and black—every piece "made in France."

TO

THE

GEORGE UBBY,

tsnaepT leaders nigh
action and trot In three infinites.
consist of Royal Queen Phaeton
Callages
and N. Y. îf^ ^^^tion Surrey, built
10
order bSu the b®et makers; both
of '#5
pattern.
is
of
the best English make,
Harnees
made by CMFke ft q*.% London. The above
has been n^ea out three monibe, are good
bo eeen at
as wew Cao
HENRY TAYLORS
Livery Stable, Green street.
aeptl76lw
four

Attorney and Counselor at Law.
98 Exchange St,

be
win-

Another lot of those 44 inch All

Wool

Imported Serges—good

CONTRACTORS.

Worcester, find two thousand men iu Boston.
Μ&Ου IXXJLg.
Mr. S lattery was mobbed In Savannah last
out
btookholdeis of the Portland &
year and one thousand soldiers were called
Rochester Railroad are hereby notified
to protect him.
To cover expenses of printing, lia)land travel- that their annual meeting will be held at
Ad- the office of GEO. P. WEUCOTT, 191 Middle
ing, the following prises are adopted:
mission 25 cte; reserved seats 35 cts., on streeï. Portland, on Wednesday, the second
Thursday night, and admltegton 35 cts. with 60 d®y of October next, at ten o'clock in the
to
aot
upon the
cts. reserved «eats at Friday'» lectures. Ladles forenoon,
following
and gentlemen admitted Thursday night, when u r tic lee, viz:
the
are
hear
1—To
report of the Directors and
admissions
cheaper.
All lectures different. To commence at 8 and act thereon.
2.30. Doors open an hour Before.
2.—Foy the choice of nine Directors for
This vf 111 be thejrreates» treat o! your life, to the ensuing year.
He
on
this
has no equal
3 —To elect a ul«rk of the corporation.
hear Slattery.
4*—To transact any other business that
question. It is only once In a lifetime yo« have
οί
a
man
of
ma
ν ie|i»ujr
his ability.
come before thera.
hearing
legally "
a chance
may
H C0NANÏf c]erkPay no attention to any article published
Sir.
Catholic
written
by
Slattery; all
ί Portland, Sept. IT, 1805.
against Kesolve
aep!7<>2w
to healr him for yourself.
writers.
dtd
septl7

27-28-29,

may

show

dows.)

25c Yard.

"PROPOSALS

Room

styles

Congress St.

EASTMAN
BROS. & BANCROFT.
septl7
dtf

EASTMAN BROS, & BANCROFT.
THE

Portland and Rochester Railroad.

Whole outfit, horse» carriages, harnesses,
robes, blanket*, eto. The horse Is an imparted hackney cab, tlx years oW, stan.is
J5-8 hands, constantly driven both single or
double, perfectly sonna and
warranted ;
took second prize at the M. Y. Horse Shaw,
nice saddler, safe for lady to drive or ride;
afraid of nothing; has Jumped fire ledt,

seen in our

—all shades, 58c.

will be received until 13 in.
on tlie 21st day of September,
1895, for
all the labor and material required in the
erection
of
an
for
tlie
of Portarmorr
in
Portland.
City
His equal lias never been beard
HI* land, according; to plans and specifications
Crowds everywhere in New England.
prepared
Frederick
A.
by
His
first
'iompson.
lectures will be toe talk of the city.
Architect.
visit Here.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the
He is gilted, eloquent and witty, and chal- office of the
architect.
him In a
lenges any priest or bishop to meet
Bids must be enclosed in
saw
never
envelopes,
debate. You will see something you
sealed and addressed to the Committee on
before—a priest's wlfs. He receives the Public
care
of
Buildings,
Frederick
to
echo.
A.
the
heartiest applause aud is cheered
Tompeon,
Architect, 123 1-3 Exchange
Kotzschmar Hall will be packed on this oc- street.
casion.
The committee
MHS. SLATTERY—known as Sister Mary In any ot all bide. reserve the right to reject
the convent—speaks to ladles only Friday afterJAMES P. BAXTER,
noon.
AeptlTdtd
Chairman of. Committee.
MB. SLATTERY—To men onlv. Friday night,
Sept. 20th, on "The Secrets of the Comesslonal"

One Half Cost.

few of the many

(A
Mohair Flecked Wool Novelties

His

Great Sacrifice.

Cashmeres, Serges,.Diagonals and
a large line of All
Wool Novelties
Lined Wool
in plain and changeable effects.

ment.

NOTICE
first Subject -.-"Why I Left the Roman
Catholic Priesthood, and. what J saw therein.

seen in oor

Silk and Wool Pencil

50c. Silk and Wool Plaids,
Rough Cheviots, Cycling Suitings

KNOWN

AND POPULAR

HARNESS STORE, NO. 34 FREE STREET,
HAS ADDED
Exprossly Furnished

STORE

and Fitted for

Display

NO. 32,
and Salesroom of

FiBie Hand-Made Harnesses,
•Single and Double, Heavy and Light Draft.
Track Harnesses a Specialty.
Selected Stock. Skilled Workmen. Personal Supervision,
A1B Work

FuiBy Warranted,

Largest and best stock of Hand-Made Harnesses in Maine.
branches of harness business unsurpassed.

Facilities for all

FuH Stock of Horse Furnishing Goods.
Blankets. Robes, Whips, Collars, Boots, Dressing Oils, Curry-combs, Brushes »
Ointment, Etc., Ltc.

Danforth Block.

Arabian Horse Foot Remedy·

Portland, Me.

s!7dlw

given, that the

is bebebt
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed
of

WELL

ex-

of the Will and Codicil
LEANDER VALENTINE, late of Westbrook,

eoutor

In the Connty of Cumberland, deceased,
has taken
himself that trust by
upon
directs
law
the
bonds
as
glvinir
ΑΠ persons having demands upon the estare
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same ; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
FABIUS M. KAY. Executor.
Westbrook. Sept. 16. 189:.
law3wTu*
eeptl7

Especial attention to repairing in all its branches.
A complete stock of fine grades of Harnesses of our own manufacture mnnhnt
It on hand, togotlier with all necessary articles for the use and ornament of the
Old friends and strangers alike

are

welcome.

and

J. F. BOND,
S»pl7dlw

Nos. 32 and 34 Free Street.

